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Abstract
Inter-domain routing in internetworks is required to support policy-related requirements
such as access rights, cost and route selection policies of participating domains. These
policy requirements of domains are varied, and not all such requirements can be sup
ported by currently deployed routing protocols. This has necessitated the development of
a new generation of inter-domain routing protocols.
This thesis represents one of the first in-depth studies of policy requirements and enforce
ment mechanisms. Policy requirements are systematically analysed and the administra
tive motivation for these policies examined. We have proposed Bilateral Policy Routing
Protocol (BPRP), a new inter-domain routing protocol based on bilaterally defined poli
cies, link state advertisement of topology information, and domain level source routing.
Though BPRP can exist at its own, it is primarily aimed to complement the functionality
of existing inter-domain routing protocols such as BGP and IDRP.
We have also proposed a new scheme to augment the policy routing capabilities of exist
ing inter-domain routing protocols (BGP/IDRP). Our scheme allows domains to obtain
domain-level source routes on demand. These routes can then be used to forward data
packets.
In addition to proposing the design of a new inter-domain routing protocol and a new pro
posal to augment existing routing protocols, this thesis investigates three more areas rele
vant to policy routing. These are - accounting of networking resources and its impact on
internetwork routing, scalability of inter-domain routing protocols, and the integration of
security in internetwork routing. Various possible accounting models and their impact on
internetwork routing are discussed. A detailed study of the scalability of all major inter
domain routing protocols has been carried out and the results examined. Security require
ments of inter-domain routing protocols are analysed. Using this analysis, the design of
secure inter-domain routing protocols is presented, and the performance implications of
new security measures evaluated.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

1.1. Introduction
Computer networks are becoming more complex, connecting an ever increasing number
of computers. As the size of computer networks grows, the need for regulating use of
shared network resources also grows. Current computer networks, while physically inter
connected, are not joined together into one, homogeneous internet For example, the
Internet is divided into numerous, autonomous, independently administered networks. We
call these autonomous networks adm inistrative domains. This autonomy of network
administrative domains usually reflects operational as well as financial autonomy of the
organisations managing and controlling those network resources.
The formal definition of an Administrative Domain^ (AD) is a set of resources including
gateways, hosts, networks etc under the control and management of a single administra
tive authority [1, 2, 3]. Thus, any internetwork can be modelled as collection of domains
inter-connected via inter-domain links and routers.
Internetworking technology helps to create the feeling of a single virtual network so that
users can have internet wide access to resources. It abstracts the details of the underlying
physical connections and provides users with basic illusion of connecting to a single,
homogeneous network [4]. As a matter of fact, the success of the TCP/IP protocol suite
and ARPA Internet can be largely attributed to its abstraction which allows diverse net
works to work together, allows a network to become part of the Internet without requir
ing any changes to its internal structure and finally allows higher layer protocols to
1 In the thesis, the abbreviation AD and "domain" is used interchangeably to refer to an admin
istrative domain.

behave as if they operate in a homogeneous network [5]. However this homogeneity
across today’s wide area networks like the Internet is based on mutual trust, and co
operation between participating agencies owning the networks, a situation that is rapidly
changing. The time has come when participating domains want to determine, on what
basis of their own criteria, with which domains they will interconnect and for which other
domains, they will support transit services [6]. Each domain has certain resource usage
policies which state what kind of traffic or users are allowed to use a domain’s network
resources for transit or end to end traffic. The mere existence of an inter-domain connec
tion is not likely to be treated as a blanket permission for any type of traffic, user, or pur
pose. It is desired that only traffic that falls in line with the resource usage policies of a
domain is to be accepted in future. Most of these policy restrictions are the result of
domain autonomy, lack of mutual trust and absence of proper cost sharing mechanisms
between various domains in an internet^.

1.2. Policy Issues in Inter-Connection of Administrative
Domains
Even though the need to interconnect autonomous domains in a way that does not
encroach upon their functional autonomy is well understood, the mechanisms which can
meet usage policies of each domain have yet not been fully explored. In this section, we
highlight some usage requirements which are driving the need for policy routing in inter
networks.
Requirements of administrative domains arising due to domain autonomy can be classi
fied into three major areas [7]:
a) Access Control Requirements
b) Resource Sharing and Routing
c) Coordination of End-to-End Services

1.2.1. Access Control Requirements
This refers to the need of domain administrators to restrict access to domain owned net
work transmission and/or switching resources to legitimate users only. This form of
access control is distinguished from measures oriented towards controlling access to
2 We use "internet” to refer to any internetwork in general, and "the Internet" to refer to ARPA
Internet in particular.

subscriber resources such as file servers, workstations etc. Instead, these measures deal
with access control to transmission resources through the domain such as transit gate
ways, communication links and transit networks. In the past, network access control
mechanisms such as VISA have been designed for use in inter-AD gateways to control
access to end systems [8, 9]. However, such schemes are not adequate for Inter-Domain
access control where domain resources are used for transit as well as for access to end
systems within the domain [1].
There are several motivations for introducing network resource access controls. The
organisations which contribute resources or funding for shared resources to an internet
need to be satisfied that the sharing of these network resources can be controlled in such a
fashion as to accord priority to designated users or group of users or groups of users and
to account for resource usage in accordance with mutually agreed policies. It may be nec
essary to bill for usage of some resources, especially when commercial facilities are con
nected to an internet.
Access control mechanisms should be able to establish legitimacy of inward traffic to a
domain’s internal resources. To establish legitimacy of the traffic, the function may need
input from the administrative policy of its domain which may be dependent upon type of
traffic and the users or the destination of the traffic. Defining policies for access control is
one aspect of a domain’s administrative policies.

1.2.2. Resource Sharing and Routing
The interest here is in technologies that would allow fair sharing of resources between
participating domains. The key issue is the need to develop global algorithms that would
permit sharing and prioritization of the use of resources. As an example, it is relatively
easy for a domain to block low-level priority traffic from traversing its network during a
period of high utilization. However, it is not easy to do so and assure that external users
can still receive the resources they need from the interconnected internet.
Resource control mechanisms require the ability of domains to decide the level of service
that they will provide to a particular traffic stream. To do this, domains should be able to
assign a service class to the traffic coming from another domain. Examples of capabilities
that are needed range from totally level access where packets from other domains are
treated just like packets with source and destination within a given domain to conditions
where packets from other domains are routed only if no packets from within the domain
are in a queue. In addition, the parameters for this adjustment should be capable of real
time adjustment on some time scale (probably long compared to minutes but short com
pared to days.)

Since resources involve financial commitments, these mechanisms may have to be inte
grated with accounting management functions and tools.

1.2.3. Coordination of End-to-end Service:
This is the last concern that arises from interconnection of administrative domains. Focus
here is on those end-to-end services that are required from a user’s perspective from the
overall internet, and need to be coordinated across the interconnected networks. For
example, directory and security services must be provided across the interconnected sys
tems. The key element emerging from the anticipated user requirements is the need to
establish a consistent set of mechanisms to interconnect the various end-to-end services
[7]. These must be provided in a secure manner to assure that the security services fulfill
their functions.
ISO basic reference model 7498/2 [10] specifies an internationally adopted security archi
tecture for end-to-end security in network interconnections. The five services defined in
the model and their short definitions are:
• Authentication: verifying the identity of communicating entities in a network.
• Access Control: restricting access to the information and processing capabilities
of a network to authorised entities;
• Confidentiality: preventing the unauthorised modification of information ;
• Integrity: detecting the unauthorised modification of information;
• Non-repudiation: preventing denial by one of the entities involved in a communi
cation of having participated in all or part of the communication.
The requirement here is to define and develop a framework, within which end-to-end ser
vices such as file transfers and remote logins can be coordinated amongst domains. Note
that the managers of each domain will define their own policies towards the provision of
services, so the entities must interact in the light of the relevant policies. Security services
will supply the basis for an entity in one administrative domain accessing the services
supplied by another entity in another administrative domain. To this end, they should pro
vide access control, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality.

IJ. Classification of Administrative Domains
A distinction is usually made between various administrative domains depending upon
functional role being played by them in the internetworking. We classify them as Stub
AD or tran sit AD. Stub ADs are interested mainly in communicating with other stub
ADs, i.e., their objective is to provide communication for their constituent end systems.

Transit ADs provide communication service (i.e, bandwidth and svyitching) for stub AD
traffic. Finally, there are also hybrid ADs that combine transit service with end-system
communications [1].

1.4. Policy Requirements
The policy requirements based on the experience of agencies participating in the Internet
have been synthesised in [1]. Because of the nature of the service provided, stub and
transit ADs have different administrative policies concerning: which traffic may be trans
ported on their networks; which networks they are willing to use to send their traffic over;
accounting and billing; and security. Stub ADs express policies that mostly relate to pro
tecting their internal resources from the outside world, while transit ADs express policies
that relate to their desire to control the transit traffic passing through them. The stub ADs
are also concerned about the route being taken by their traffic.
The policy requirements are analysed in greater detail later in chapter 3. However, to give
a flavour of policies with which internetworking technology must deal, we list some pol
icy requirements described in [1]:
• Endpoint policies place restrictions on the sources and/or destination of traffic.
Example: No traffic from AD X to AD Y.
• Path Sensitive policies specify which ADs may or may not be passed through
enroute to a destination. It is debatable whether path sensitive policies that restrict
traffic through other than their immediate neighbours will make any sense for transit
domains. Example: Traffic from AD X should exit or enter fromlto neighbour AD Y.
• Q uality of Service (QoS) policies restrict the availability of certain type of service
to users from only a particular AD. Example: AD X is allowed to send delay sensi
tive traffic.
• Temporal policies restrict traffic based on certain time of day or week or other
time related parameters. Example: AD X is allowed to send traffic between 6PM
and 9AM.
• Security conditions may specify requirements for authentication before access is
allowed. Example: AD X must authenticate every time it uses transit service.
• Accounting/Billing Policies express policies that relate to their charges. Example:
Traffic from AD X will be charged at rate o fp per kilo packets.
All policy requirements described can be combined to create complex policies that
depend on multiple attributes such as source, destination, type of data and other parame
ters.

w. Internetwork Topology
The existing Internet provides a good example of a large internetwork. It consists of a
mesh topology in which bottom stub domains are connected to regional networks, and
regional networks are connected, in turn, to backbones. The lateral links and bypass links
supplement the hierarchical links which effectively create a mesh topology of domains
(refer figure 1.1 below).

Backbone Netwoiks

Hierarchical Link

Regional Networks

Lateral Link

Campus Netwoiks

_

Bypass Link

Figure 1.1: The Internet topology
In the Internet, the nature of a particular domain may encompass any or all of the features
of backbone/regional or stub domains, although some domains can be identified as a sin
gle type. BACKBONE networks are typically bulk carriers that connect other networks.
Individual hosts (with the exception of network management devices and backbone ser
vice hosts) typically are not directly connected to backbones. This suggests that Back
bone networks are transit ADs. REGIONAL networks are closely related to backbones,
and differ only in size, the number of networks connected via each port, and geographical
coverage. Regionals may have directly connected hosts, acting as hybrid backbone/stub
networks. A regional network is a subscriber to the backbone. Thus a regional network
could be either a pure transit AD or a hybrid AD. STUB/ENTERPRISE networks con
nect hosts and local area networks. STUB/ENTERPRISE networks are subscribers to
regional and backbone networks. END SYSTEMS, colloquially HOSTS, are subscribers
to any of the above networks.
A debate has existed for a long time over the future topology of internetworks. The fol
lowing six alternative views have been expressed [11]:

1. Only common carriers or large backbone networks connect all sites. Even in a corpora
tion there are no private wide area networks. This is only possible if connection to a high
speed backbone network is within the reach of every site - just like a telephone connec
tion, and cost of subscription to backbone networks is far cheaper (and possibly secure as
well) than private links between sites.
2. Common carriers (only) connect possibly global private networks (ADs) to other pri
vate networks (ADs). This means that there will not be many transit domains but for a
few large backbone networks, each with vast geographical coverage.
3. Same as (2), but now direct connections between private networks are allowed. This
allows that private networks could also connect directly, bypassing the backbone net
works. Some of the more critical traffic may be diverted to private links between two
directly connected networks (ADs ).
4. Same as (3), but now private networks can carry transit traffic between other private
networks. This effectively creates a mesh topology of domains as private networks can
bypass backbone services and still be able to communicate with each other. But much of
transit traffic is still carried by a few backbone networks.
5. Common carriers or backbone networks exist but the majority of the network traffic is
handled by resource sharing on private networks. This is an example of a mesh topology
of ADs in which a backbone network is nothing but a transit AD just like many other
ADs. This is the view today.
6. Common carriers find no worthwhile return in data networking and become entertain
ment distribution systems. This seems a very unlikely situation.
It is undoubtedly true that the increasing availability of commercial high speed data ser
vices would lead to simpler and less complicated topologies. However, it is unlikely that
various private networks would reduce to stub only positions. It is both economically and
politically desirable that these ADs continue to have lateral connections among them
selves, and be willing to carry transit as well as end destination traffic.
Therefore, we can say that the mesh topology existing today will continue in the foresee
able future. A lengthy discussion on internetwork topologies can also be found in [12].

1.6. Internetwork Routing
The function of routing in a wide area network is to select best set of available links to
transfer a packet between a source and destination [13]. The routing algorithms tradition
ally concentrate on optimising certain performance parameters such as route delay or
communication throughput. The two common algorithms used in design of routing

protocols are the distance vector [14], and the link state [15] algorithms. In the distance-vector algorithm, each routing node has knowledge of only local links. The shortest
paths are computed using a distributed version of Bellman-Ford algorithm [16] in which
nodes exchange their shortest path lengths to other nodes with their neighbours periodi
cally, or on an event-driven basis. Using the information received from their neighbours,
each node constructs a routing table containing the distance of the shortest path to every
destination in the network. In other words, the process of route computation is carried out
in a distributed way with each node performing part of the computation. Example of dis
tance vector protocols include the old ARPANET routing algorithm [14], and cisco’s
IGRP [17]. In the link state algorithm, each routing node has complete information of
network topology so that each node can carry out route computation independently.
When a node detects any changes in link distances, it sends out an update (known as linkstate update) to all other nodes by broadcasting. This link-state update carries the status
information about incident links on the node. Upon receiving an update, each node then
recomputes shortest paths to other routing nodes using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
[18] and constructs its new routing table. Link state algorithms have been used in new
ARPANET routing protocol (SPF) [15], OSPF [19] and ISO’s IS IS [20].
In addition to the difference in routing algorithms used by routing protocols, they also
differ in the packet forwarding mechanism employed by them. There are two packet for
warding mechanisms: hop-by-hop packet forwarding and source routing. In the hopby-hop packet forwarding, each routing node maintains a forwarding information base
and uses this information to choose the next hop for forwarding a data packet. Thus, the
path of a data packet is incrementally decided at each hop, giving it a name of hop-byhop routing. In source routing, the source dictates the entire path through a network by
specifying the source route in the packet. The source route is specified as the addresses of
intermediate nodes, which forward the packet according to the specified route^.
Another significant way to differentiate routing protocols is the level at which they oper
ate. Routing in internetworks can be partitioned into two distinct components: intradomain routing, and inter-domain routing. Intra-domain routing protocols (also known
as Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs)) provide support for data communication between
end systems where the data traverses transmission and switching facilities within a single
domain. Inter-domain (also known as Exterior or Inter-Administrative Domain) routing
provides support for data communication between End Systems where the data traverses
3 Normally, a difference is made between strict source routing and loose source routing. The
loose source routing allows multiple network hops between successive addresses in a source route.

transmission and switching facilities spanning multiple domains.
Routing within an AD involves a high degree of mutual trust between participating rout
ing gateways (Intermediate Systems (IS) in OSI terminology). This allows the use of
complex, tightly coupled procedures that can make best use of dynamic, highly inter
connected environments. Intra-domain protocols have reached a mature state, and several
variants are being used for a long time. Examples of intra-domain routing protocols for
ISO protocol [21] environment and Internet protocol [22] environment are: DP10589
[23], IGRP [17], OSPF [19], DEC IS IS [20], and RIP [24]. Independent of whether they
use a link state or distance vector algorithm, these protocols have been developed to pro
vide adaptive shortest path routing within a domain.
The routing between administrative domains requires significant co-operation among
ADs as mutual trust is usually missing. Some of the issues that concern inter-domain pro
tocols include: security, access control, resource control and management, and legal and
political implications of trans-border data flow. Even though the techniques used to
accomplish the routing functions may be same as those used within an AD; the context in
which they are employed is, however, fundamentally different when exchanging routing
information between ADs [3].
The next section looks at the issue of policy and inter-domain routing in more detail.

1.7. Policies and Inter-Domain Routing
The access control policies of ADs and inter-domain routing are intrinsically linked. Any
desire on the part of ADs to restrict traffic through them will directly affect global com
munication because of the need to coordinate routing decisions among aU participating
domains. ADs cannot unilaterally decide to enforce their access control rights at packet
forwarding time, and discard packets that are not in line with their policies. Internetwork
routing decision should be made according to policy related parameters such as access
rights and cost, in addition to the traditional parameters of connectivity and delay [25,
26]. Consequently, policies pertaining to network resources must be either implicit in the
topology of an internetwork, or advertised to the anticipated resource users. Only then
can entities throughout the internetwork determine the logical, policy-based connectivity
of an internetwork and compute valid routes [27].
Reversing the above argument, most policy objectives of a domain that relate to the need
of controlling access to its transmission facilities or access to other domains transmission
facilities by it can be achieved by appropriately integrating domain policies with inter
domain routing. This requires development of mechanisms that would allow a domain to

control or select the routes taken by packets from one network to another. Such routing
of packets in an internet which enforces the administrative policies of transit domains as
well as the local domain has been termed Policy Based Routing (PER) [7]. The issues
of sharing resources and coordination of end-to-end services require mechanisms that
cannot be provided by routing protocols alone, and therefore form separate research
fields.
A policy based routing architecture is expected to provide a generic solution that fits the
need of all connected domains. However, as we have seen, needs of a set of domains in an
internet could be drastically different from others. Supporting highly specialised routes
for all source destination pairs in the Internet, or even any thing close to that number is
not feasible [28]. In other words, it is difficult to believe that any foreseeable routing
architecture can support any unconstrained proliferation of user requirements and net
work services. At the same time, this may not be a problem as the capabilities of the
architecture may in fact exceed the requirements of the users.

1.8. Policy Routing Versus QoS Routing
The QoS required by an user application can be described by a set of parameters repre
senting its functional needs together with quantitative values indicating the level required
for those parameters. Typical QoS"^ parameters include:
• throughput rate
• transit delay
• delay variance
• detected error rate
• residual error rate
• peak bandwidth
• data security
• cost
Both of the principle existing network layer protocols Internet IP [29] and ISO CLNP
[30] define a QoS service selection that allows higher layers to specify the quality of ser
vice desired. Though not much use has been made of these QoS parameters as of now,
several newly developed real-time applications are dependent upon obtaining proper net
work layer service by specifying these parameters [31]. Most routing protocols can
4 It is called Type of Service (TOS) in the Internet Protocol terminology.
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support QoS routing by creating multiple spanning trees - one for each QoS parameter. In
a limited sense, QoS refers to a source policy that asks for support for a certain type of
service.
However, QoS routing differs from policy routing in a significant way. In a QoS routing,
the forwarding database for a given QoS is usually applied for all sources and routing
mechanisms do not vary the level of service on the basis of the source of the traffic. But
policy routing protocols may be required to differentiate the traffic of one set of users
from other set of users. Depending on the granularity of policy routing, in an extreme
case, a given QoS route may be valid only for a particular source/destination pair.

1.9. Design Requirements of Inter-Domain Routing
One of the major reasons why inter-domain routing is complex is that it needs to satisfy
mutually conflicting requirements of scaling and autonomy. While scaling is usually a
well understood goal, the goal of autonomy deserves more careful consideration.
Autonomy, which refers to the freedom at which domains can select routes, or enforce
their transit control policies, has always been viewed as one of the primary design goals
for inter-domain routing. However, one needs to realise that autonomy itself is not a
homogeneous requirement, but has several facets. The two particular aspects of autonomy
that need to be carefully analysed are the autonomy with respect to some local decisions
(i.e. route selection, transit constraints), and the autonomy with respect to the overhead
(i.e., storage, computation, bandwidth) that domains impose on each other [32]. The first
facet implies, among other things, that it is desirable that policy restrictions and/or the
containment mechanisms be as explicit as possible, to allow greater autonomy in route
selection and enforcement of access control policies. The second facet implies that the
costs of such containment mechanisms, when deployed, need to be borne by the instiga
tor of the policy. That is, an inter-domain routing scheme should not require a domain to
store and/or process information that the domain views as irrelevant with respect to the
services it offers to systems in other domains, or within the domain itself. Any compre
hensive solution to inter-domain routing needs to take both of these facets into considera
tion. However, the first facet of autonomy, if taken to its extreme, tends to be in a poten
tial conflict with the first goal - scaling, as well as with the second facet of autonomy
itself. It is because any protocol that aims to provide high degree of autonomy needs to
allow domains to distribute their resource control policies at a very fine granularity. This
will increase the protocol overhead and adversely affect its scalability. It also affects the
autonomy of domains as they are forced to bear the overheads created by some other
domains’ desire to enforce fine access control on their resources [32].
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Since good scaling and full autonomy are mutually unsatisfiable goals, any inter-domain
routing scheme needs to make trade-offs between them. The size of the Internet (or for
that matter, any global internetwork) is basically unbounded and support for it is a much
stronger requirement than any thing else. If the trade-offs must be made, it leaves us with
little choice but to place scaling requirements ahead of the autonomy of domains.
A similar dilemma persists about the support of routing based on Quality of Service
(QoS) parameters. It is the job of the routing protocols to locate routes that can poten
tially support the particular QoS requested. It is explicitly not the job of the routing pro
tocol to locate routes that are guaranteed to have resources available at the particular time
of the route request. In other words, it is not practical to assume that instantaneous
resource availability will be known at all remote points in the global internet. Rather once
a QoS route has been found, an application requiring particular service guarantees will
attempt to use the route (using an explicit route setup if so required by underlying net
work protocol, for example.)
In addition to the above specific requirements, Inter-Domain routing protocols must have
certain characteristics [33]. They must isolate the internal routing functions of a domain
with inter-domain routing. In other words:
• Problems within a domain should not affect intra-domain routing in any other
domain.
• Problems within a domain should not affect inter-domain routing unless they occur
on internal inter-domain links.
• Inter-Domain routing should not adversely affect intra-domain routing in a
domain.
Inter-domain routing protocols should quickly adopt to topological changes between two
domains. However, inter-domain routing protocols are not expected to adopt to traffic
changes in the internetworks.

1.10. Overview of the Thesis
This dissertation investigates the design of an inter-domain policy routing protocol in
which the desired balance of scalability and domain policies is maintained. We describe
the design of an integrated routing environment in which the capabilities of existing inter
domain routing protocols such as IDRP [34] are augmented, by integrating it with a
domain level source routing protocol.
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The research work in this thesis has contributed on several fronts. We first show that cur
rent routing protocol models are either inadequate or have many significant drawbacks.
This necessitates development of a new policy routing protocol.
Before providing our solution for policy routing, we redefine the policy requirements in
the context of the access control matrix commonly used by the security community. We
use this model to prove our claim that existing approaches of policy routing in BGP [35]
and IDRP [34] inter-domain routing protocols are not sufficient for all situations because
they cannot effectively impose source oriented policies. Their functionality needs to be
complimented by another protocol that co-operates with them and provides much
stronger support for such policies.
We have then proposed a new policy routing protocol that is based on bilateral domain
policy relations, link state advertisement of topology information, and domain level
source routing. We call it Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol or BPRP in short. The com
plete design of this protocol, including the design of routing databases and control pack
ets required, has been described. The integration of our protocol with the existing solu
tion has been proposed so that network users can have a unified integrated environment It
is important to note that though BPRP can exist at its own, it is primarily designed to
complement the functionality of existing routing protocols such as BGP and IDRP. A
simulation model of the design was implemented to study the behaviour, and results have
been presented.
We have also proposed a new scheme to augment the capabilities of existing inter-domain
routing protocols (BGP/IDRP). Our scheme allows domains to obtain domain-level
source routes on demand. These routes can then be used to forward data packets using
domain level source routing. This proposal is being considered by the Internet Engineer
ing Task Force (IETF) working groups on inter-domain routing protocols.
The inter-domain policy routing protocols are required to integrate the charging policies
of the transit domains. We have analysed the difficulties in integrating the monetary costs
into inter-domain routing, and have suggested possible mechanisms by which the cost
related criteria could be used with inter-domain routing. We have also investigated two
other issues, namely the effect of packet losses on inter-domain costs, and pricing of net
work resources in internetworks.
Scalability is one of the essential goals of a policy routing proposal. Unless a protocol
design meets this goal, any model, however effective, cannot be deemed satisfactory. We
have analysed the scaling requirements of inter-domain routing protocols and compared
our approach with other models. Our analysis shows that protocol overheads for our
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proposals are much lower than other comparative models proposed for policy routing.
Integration of security with inter-domain routing is another necessity. Since non-trusting
domains are involved, it is essential that security be integrated with inter domain routing
protocols. Without proper security measures, intruders can easily bypass the enforcement
of policies, and thus make the policy enforcement vulnerable to external threats. We have
analysed the security requirements of inter-domain routing protocols and have proposed
the design suitable to resist the attacks from intruders. The performance implications of
these security measures, both for protocols employing hop-by-hop forwarding
(BGP/IDRP) and domain level source routing (BPRP/IDRP), have been investigated.
In short, this dissertation presents the argument that policy routing will require an envi
ronment in which capabilities of two protocols, one working on domain level source rout
ing and other working on traditional approach of hop-by-hop packet forwarding, are
adjusted in such a way that each complements the other. This results in a simplified
architecture and lower overheads than any other solution which proposes deployment of
two or more protocols based on conflicting architectures. The integration of security and
monetary costs in inter-domain routing protocols completes a design that is robust and
meets the need of administrative domains.

1.11. Previous Work in Policy Routing and Network Security
1.11.1. Related Research Work in Policy Routing
Policy considerations in internetworking are relatively new, and only surfaced after the
start of commercialization and privatisation of the Internet [6]. The issue of policy rout
ing was first discussed with respect to implementation of policies with Exterior Gateway
Protocol (EGP) [36] in the new NSFNET backbone by Y. Rekhter in [37]. The paper
discussed the unsuitability of EGP, which predated the NSFNET backbone by almost 7
years, to solve policy routing problem. It presented a solution that was named as rudi
mentary policy based routing. The implementation allows for a defined regional network
to advertise a particular leaf network in the EGP Network Reachability (NR) packets with
a distance of zero. Secondary representatives may advertise the same network with dis
tance one or higher. If the path through the primary regional representative is available,
aU secondary paths wül be ignored. If the path through the primary regional representa
tive goes down (which will be discovered via the EGP NR information), the next path
with the lowest available EGP metric will be used. No other domain was allowed to
advertise this network, thus imposing a spanning tree architecture in the network. The
author of the paper recognised that it could only work as a short term solution for limited
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policy routing. Though it was a small step, it was important because from here search for
new policy routing technologies began. Evolution of policy routing since then is dis
cussed in more detail later in chapter 2.
The subject of access control and other security related issues in inter-organisational set
tings were discussed by D. Estrin [38, 39, 40, 8]. In these papers, she identified a num
ber of issues that set inter-AD access control apart from the more traditional scenario and
demonstrated the need for network layer controls. She suggested a capability scheme
which she calls VISA, for protection of stub AD network and end-system resources from
unauthorised use. >^th such a scheme, any application entity wanting to communicate
with a peer in some remote network must first obtain from access servers in the origin
and destination networks, suitable exit and entry visas for these networks subject to the
applicable access control policies of each network. Since it was designed only for end
system resource control and required VIS As from access control servers in all domains
involved every time communication was to start, it was not useful for transit policies.
Only policy routing protocols are capable of providing such functionality.
In early 1989, Dave Clark presented his idea of source routing for policy routing in his
landmark paper [26]. It proposed that all ADs advertise their policies to all other
domains in unrestricted way using link state updates. Then a component called "route
server" in every domain computes the route in line with the policies of all the transit
domains involved. This model has been adopted for Inter-Domain Policy Routing
(IDPR) [41, [42] protocol. However, this model has come under severe criticism as its
overheads are very high, route computation process is too cumbersome and not suitable
in many situations [7, 28,43]. We describe the IDPR in greater detail in chapter 2.
With the publication of Clark’s paper, the interest in policy routing grew in networking
community. Shortly after that, B. Leiner analysed the three strawman models for inter
domain policy routing and analysed the relative merits and demerits of each approach [7].
He discussed three models of policy routing: a) policy based distribution of routing infor
mation, b) policy based packet filtering and forwarding of data packets and c) policy
based dynamic allocation of network resources. It goes on to conclude that actual deci
sion which model is better depends on the granularity of control required. Both the first
and the second model of policy based routing are similar in the sense that their goal is to
enforce certain flows. This enforcement allows the control of access to scarce network
resources (if the resource is not scarce, there is no performance reason to control access
to it). The major difference, concludes B. Leiner, is the level of enforcement: macro
scopic level versus microscopic level control [7].
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In another speculative work, Breaslau and Estrin discussed the design of inter-domain
routing proposals in context of three design variables: a) Location of routing decision
(source or hop-by-hop forwarding), b) expression of policies (in topology or link state
updates), or algorithm used (link-state or distance vector) [44]. They conclude that an
architecture based upon source routing and policy information in link-state advertise
ments is needed to support policy requirements that require special services. B. Kumar
also presented the design requirements and analysed the policy routing architectures in
[43] and argues that global advertisement of policy routing information proposed in
Clark’s model causes great overheads and creates scalability problems for routing proto
cols. Clark’s model suffers from several drawbacks because it puts the requirement of
autonomy over the requirements of scaling.
A rather unique but limited solution based on multiple hierarchical addresses that took
advantage of the backbone, regional and stub hierarchy in the Internet was proposed by P.
Tsuchiya [45]. He suggests that multiple addresses should be assigned to end systems in
a stub domain. A single address is formed as host.stub.regional.backbone that indicates
the corresponding route from backbone to regional and regional to stub domain. This
address should satisfy the policies of its component ADs. A given end point may have a
number of such addresses differing in regional/backbone fields.
The routing in this approach is similar to source routing. The route is formed by concate
nating the hierarchical address of source with the inverse of hierarchical address of the
destination. For example, a route between AD^ and ADy would be nothing but
ADa.regionalj.backbonej followed by the backbone2.regional2ADh. Though scheme is
attractive, it suffers from many drawbacks. First, it is only applicable to the Internet like
layering of domains. Secondly, it disregards the lateral and bypass links that exist in the
Internet Even if a strict hierarchy is possible, limiting to a three level hierarchy may be
inadequate in the context of large Internet. Furthermore, if the backbone components
specified in two address components are not identical, multiple transit backbones have to
be traversed for which there is no provision in the above route formation. This scheme is
very limited in scope as far as policy implementations are concerned and the assumption
of hierarchical topology is impractical.
Border Gateway Protocol (BOP) [35, [46] has been designed as a successor to EGP and a
superset of it known as Inter Domain Routing Protocol (IDRP) [34] has been proposed
for internetworks based on ISO protocols. This is analysed in detail in chapter 2.
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1.11.2. Related Work on Access Control in Stub Domains
Though research work in policy routing, per se, is a new phenomenon, the efforts have
been made to restrict resource accessibility in stub domains for a long time. We describe
research work that has contributed to resource security in stub domains. This work pro
vides an historical perspective on diverse resource control mechanisms applied by stub
domains.
Several ad hoc measures have been used in the past to isolate internal resources from out
side world (the icim firewalling is colloquially used for this). One simple approach is to
remove from a gateway’s routing tables routes to specific networks, thus making it impos
sible for a "local" host to send packets to them [9]. Since most protocols require at least
some bidirectional packet flow even for unidirectional data flow, so breaking route in only
one direction is usually sufficient. This approach, of course, is not useful when the objec
tive is to permit access to some local hosts but not others. Many modem gateways allow
complicated screening of packets entering domains. They can discriminate packets based
on sources or source-destination pairs, IP protocol type, and TCP or UDP port numbers
[47]. Address based filtering is only as good as the address it relies on: for example, if a
network user can fake his origin address to masquerade as another user, he may trick a
gateway into letting out an unauthorised user [48].
Both to allow network-layer gateways to help enforce application layer policies, and to
enforce access control based on other than just addresses, the VISA protocol mentioned
earlier was designed [8]. The scheme was too cumbersome to be of any practical use. It
requires exit and entry gateways to use either public key cryptosystems, which are ineffi
cient for large amounts of data, or one secret key for each pair of communicating applica
tions which is impractical. Therefore, it never saw any real life use to the best of our
knowledge.
Application level filtering has also been tried in the past. Though building application
level filtering gateways is not very difficult, it poses several problems. First, a separate fil
ter must be implemented for every application anticipated. Secondly, the performance
overheads of application-level filtering may prove prohibitively high, especially, for
throughput-oriented applications, e.g., real-time voice and video [40].
W. Cheswick [49] describes an interesting design of application layer gateway for isolat
ing internal resources from the outside world. This paper describes AT &T’s Internet
gateway. It is an application level gateway that passes mail and many common Internet
services between AT&T’s internal machines and the Internet. This is accomplished using
a pair of machines: a trusted internal machine and untrusted external gateways. These are
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connected on private links. The internal trusted machine provides a few carefully guarded
services to the external gateway. All request from outside world or from inside machines
are channelled through a single trusted machine. The drawback of such an approach is
that it creates a performance bottleneck at a single machine for the entire population of
machines in the domain.
The Department of Defense (DoD) also employed special purpose bridges - known as
mail bridges to join backbones of ARPANET with MILNET, Military Network segment
that carries unclassified data [50]. These gateways restricted hosts and users, whose sites
were connected to the ARPANET backbone, from directly accessing the hosts on MILNET. A similar trusted application gateways between DISNET (Defense Integrated Secu
rity Network), which carries classified data, and MILNET are planned [50]. These spe
cial gateways will attach hosts to both segments, and will permit limited, unclassified
data, inter-segment data traffic. The bridges will prevent interactive traffic between seg
ments, but will allow unclassified, store and forward electronic mail in both directions.
The bridges will control the rate of inter segment flow, and will put identification marks
on traffic entering DISNET fi*om MILNET. It is quite clear that this rigid model is not
suitable for the unclassified community like in the Internet which needs to share
resources and also wants to make use of interactive applications.
Many people find the whole idea of creating arbitrary firewalls by different organisations
as a negation of the goals of internetworking. Their objection is not to the security that
organisations wish to impose on their resources, but to the fact that a valid user may not
be able to communicate many times if an organisation has grouped him or his applica
tions wrongly into the restricted group. Multicast applications that require communica
tion from several users spread at many locations may also suffer if every packet has to be
denied or accepted by every AD’s gateway depending upon its origin.
There is no denying the fact that above methods can be effective under special circum
stances, however they create rigid boundaries around organisations. The aim of policy
routing is to lessen the role of such ad hoc measures so that administrative policies could
be implemented in more co-ordinated ways than currently possible.

1.12. Organisation of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organised as follows.
Chapter two looks at the evolution of current policy routing proposals and points out their
basic drawbacks. It shows why a new policy routing protocol is required.
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Chapter three analyses the policy requirements from a different angle than discussed so
far. We model the policy requirements as an access control matrix commonly used by the
security community and analyse administrative motivation behind each class of policy
requirements. Then, the chapter goes on to describe the architectural framework for Bilat
eral Policy Routing Protocol (BPRP). The integration of BPRP with BGP/IDRP is also
described in this chapter.
Chapter four presents the implementation details of BPRP model presented in chapter
three. The creation of flows, packets, and routing databases required are discussed in this
chapter.
Chapter five analyses the cost integration with inter-domain policy routing protocols. It
highlights the difficulties and suggests solutions for routing in the presence of domains
with a usage based charging policies. Other issues related with network resource account
ing are discussed in this chapter.
Chapter six analyses the scalability considerations of policy routing protocols and com
pares all currently active proposals with our model. In addition to presenting the com
puted data, we have analysed the asymptotic growth behaviour of inter-domain routing
protocols with respect to the growth in number of domains in an internetwork.
Chapter seven presents the integration of security in policy routing protocols. Design of
secure inter-domain routing protocols is presented in this chapter.
Chapter eight presents a new proposal to extend the IDRP and BOP protocols. This will
allow them to obtain source routes on demands and thus support large number of ser
vices. This will effectively enhance their ability to support source sensitive policies.
Chapter nine summarises the work and points to future research work in policy routing.
Several areas for further work are discussed in this concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO
The Evolution of Inter-Domain Policy
Routing

In this chapter, we look at the evolution of current policy routing protocols and point out
their basic drawbacks. The objectives of this chapter are to provide background informa
tion on existing inter-domain routing protocols and explain why a new inter domain pol
icy routing protocol is required.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 discusses the evolution of inter-domain
routing from EGP to date. Section 2.2 presents a general model of a policy routing proto
col, and explains the interaction between policies and routing functions. Section 2.3
develops the criteria, which are used later to evaluate existing inter-domain routing proto
cols. Section 2.4 evaluates policy routing capabilities of current proposals, and finally
section 2.5 summarises the chapter and discusses the design options for a new policy
routing protocol.

2.1.

The Evolution of Inter-Domain Policy Routing

The basic architecture for the current inter-domain routing in the Internet was first devel
oped into what is known today as the core model. This model was based on the assump
tion that the overall Internet topology can be modelled as a set of independent
autonomous systems (AS) that are interconnected with each other by a tree like topology
(see figure 2.1). In this scheme, the ARPANET [51, 52] acted as the core or the centre of
all inter-AS routing.
To exchange reachability information with each other, autonomous systems use Exterior
Gateway Protocol - EGP [36, 53]. EGP was designed with an assumption that the interautonomous system has a tree like structure. Thus, the protocol was not required to have
any mechanisms for the routing information loop suppression (since such suppression
was built into the topology constraints). Indeed, EGP was not intended to be a routing
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ARPANET
(core)

AS 2
Figure 2.1: ARPANET routing using "core" tree
protocol, but merely a reachability protocol that would allow a pair of autonomous sys
tems to exchange information with each other about reachable destinations.
However, with the growth of the Internet, the hierarchical tree structure assumed in EGP
became very difficult to sustain. Though the current Internet still preserves the notion of
an autonomous system, the interconnection of these autonomous system bears no resem
blance to the initially conceived spanning tree topology. The original "core" architecture
for the inter-domain routing no longer reflects reality, and is neither adequate nor appro
priate for the current and future Internet [54].
With the growth in the Internet and the evolution of meshed topology, it was realised that
some policy mechanisms would be required to suppress loops in the internetwork routing.
The inadequacies of EGP to support any kind of policy became apparent to its designers,
and an attempt was made to address them by an approach where spanning trees are
enforced by careful engineering and controlled distribution of routing information [37].
Though this short term solution allowed more reliable and stable routing than the one that
existed with the pure EGP model, it also exemplified the deficiency of the core architec
ture that cannot be overcome within the EGP model.
The growth of the Internet that effectively created a mesh topology, also created the pol
icy issues discussed in Chapter 1. The domain administrators became interested not only
in achieving routing, but they also became conscious of the need to control the traffic
passing through them. This gave birth to the need of policy routing in the Internet. In
1989, a first prototype of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) was unveiled by Interconnec
tivity Working Group of the IETF for accomplishing inter-domain routing. BGP
enhanced EGP functionality and removed the topology restriction associated with EGP. It
also provided a mechanism to control the distribution of routing information which could
be used for implementing policies. Since then, BGP has been revised several times and
current revision is known as BGP-3.
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Using an architecture similar to that of BGP, ANSI X3S3.3 Task Group developed an
inter-domain routing protocol for the OSI protocol environment. This protocol, known as
the Inter-Domain Routing Protocol (IDRP), represents further development and enhance
ments of the original BGP architectural model, and addresses such issues as scaling and
support for routing policies much better than the original BGP. This has been accepted as
ISO 10747 draft standard for inter-domain routing.
In parallel with the BGP/IDRP effort there is another proposal called Inter-domain Policy
Routing Protocol (IDPR)i [41] that is being proposed by the IDPR-WG of the IETF. This
protocol is based on proposal of D. Clark [26] which advocated source routing as under
lying mechanism for the policy routing.
The ECMA [55] has also proposed one proposal for accomplishing inter-domain policy
routing, but that proposal seems to be defunct as nothing much of it is reported[43].
We will discuss these protocols in detail and critically examine their functionality. How
ever, before this, we will discuss a general model for policy routing and develop the crite
ria used for evaluating policy routing protocols.

2.2. General model for inter domain policy routing
The basic routing model used to explain the effect and role of domain policies on inter
domain routing is shown in figure 2.2.

" Ulhpr ^
Functions
icket
end

Base

Forward
Information Flow
Data Flow

Figure 2.2: Routing functions model with AD policies
1 Note the difference between similar sounding names of IDRP and IDPR.
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The routing model described here is a small modification to the traditional model [3, 56,
57] describing the four different but inter related aspects of routing, namely maintenance
of routing database, information collection, information distribution, and route computa
tion and maintenance. The Routing Information Base (RIB) contains all pertinent
information such as local link status, a network topology map and other related informa
tion. The ultimate function of routing software is to forward the packet further towards
its ultimate direction. This routing or forwarding function is performed using a subset of
the overall RIB known as the Forw arding Information Base (FIB). The route computa
tion function derives the FIB or what is commonly known as "routing tables" describing
destinations and the next hop to them, from overall database. This route computation
function in any routing protocol is usually a well defined function whose aim is to find
the optimum^ path to every possible destination.
In the policy routing, a route computation function has to operate in conjunction with the
AD’s administrative policies. Other routing functions such as distribution and information
collection may also be affected as a result of the policy information base. In integrating
policies with the routing protocol, the first important decision is to choose the right inter
action point between policies and the various routing functions of the model. The second
decision has to be made about the exact mechanism of this interaction. The third impor
tant decision is, at what physical point these policy constraints should affect the inter
domain routing. The border gateways provide connectivity amongst domains using inter
domain links and participate in inter-domain routing. All traffic entering to or leaving
from a domain is required to pass through them. Therefore, border gateways are a natural
choice for enforcing policy constraints on inter-domain traffic. We would see that policy
routing protocols differ on the place of interaction between policies and routing functions,
and the means and methods used in this interaction.
The possible points of interaction between policies and routing functions, which could be
used to affect the routing in accordance with the policy base, are:
a) Policy base can be used to control the information in routing updates, sent from
the domain.
b) Route computation and generation of the forwarding database.
c) Controlling the operation of the forward function.
The one thing that is clear from above is that no matter which interaction point with the
policy base is chosen, the forwarding decision is required to operate in conjunction with
2 Routing protocols usually try to optimise one o f the routing metrics such as delay or hop
count.
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the underlying policies. Indeed, at any given border gateway, the forwarding function can
operate upon the knowledge a border gateway already has, or can readily obtain. In other
words:
• Its present and past knowledge of the network status,
• Whatever information can be inferred from the header of the data packet, and,
• Whatever information can be inferred from the underlying service, such as for
warding and receiving service network access points.
It follows that there are two matters that must be addressed [55]:
i) What and how much information about the network must be kept in the border
gateways, and
ii) What information about the history of the packet is needed in order to route it
along a legal path.
To be able to scale well over large internetworks, it is necessary that an inter-domain
routing protocol subordinates optimal routing to administrative concerns. The compro
mise on optimal routes is understandable because the effect of any administrative policy
is to declare some feasible inter-domain paths legal and some illegal. That is, the intent of
any given policy is to constrain routing to use (or not use) a subset of available paths. The
legal paths may not necessarily be optimal.

Criteria for comparing policy routing architectures and
protocols

23.

We have seen in the previous chapter that each AD could describe its policies in terms of
various data/user attributes, network conditions and cost related terms. There is a large
combinatorial space in which such policies could be expressed. Policy routing models
and protocols have been proposed with different strengths and levels of control on policy
enforcement. To compare the quality of policy controls, we define a few characteristics
that can be used to evaluate policy routing architectures.
Policy Space. Policy space refers to the cumulative set of all generic policies that could
be supported by a PBR architecture. Given the large variability of conditions and terms,
the policies that could be specified by ADs would be extremely large in number. Needless
to say that not all possible policy combinations can be supported by any policy routing
architecture. The aim of a policy routing architecture should, therefore, be to look for a
balance between the policies that it can support, and the price in terms of routing perfor
mance that internet has to pay. Two major parameters to look for in a good PBR protocol
are its scalability and performance in a large internetwork, and the size of its policy
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space.
G ranularity of Policy Control. The policy granularity refers to the level of policy con
trol that an AD would be allowed to exercise either on data from its own users or on tran
sit traffic.
Administrative Domain
a Network o f Domain
1

Administrative Domain
a Network o f Domain

a host m/c
a Iisp.r
1

a host m/c
1 a user
1

Granularity o f a traffic source

Granularity o f a traffic destination

Figure 2.3: Policy granularity levels for a source-destination pair
Figure 2.3 shows the concept of granularity of policy control. The policy granularity has
four levels. The lowest level 0 is the user himself; level 1 refers to a host; level 2 to a net
work and level 3 to AD itself. Some transit domains would be happy to control the traffic
at a domain level; others may be interested in controlling at a network or sub-network
level. There may be still others who would like to control the transit traffic at the level of
a host machine or a user, if such a thing could be possible for them. The difficulty and
cost of implementation could increase in trying to achieve finer granularity.
Another way to look at unique forwarding requirements of policy routing is to transpose
policy requirements into forwarding requirements of data packets. The fundamental task
that a router does is to receive packets, examine their headers, and decide where to send
them next. The traditional route lookup algorithm makes its decision based on only one
attribute of the packet being forwarded: its destination address. However, policy routing
requires that requires that forwarding decision should be based on various characteristics
of the traffic, and not on just destination address. These characteristics correspond to the
various levels of the transit constraints granularity. Among most common characteristics
of transit traffic are its origin (source domain), its destination (destination domain), and
the traversed path (expressed in terms of domains). Corresponding to these characteristics
of the transit traffic are source sensitive transit constraints, destination sensitive transit
constraints, and path sensitive transit constraints. A well designed inter domain routing
protocol should be able to to provide support for policies belonging to any of these cate
gories.
Dynamic Stability. In many situations, the transit policies of an AD could be based on
some dynamic conditions within the network such as availability of bandwidth or the
level of congestion on its exit/entry links etc. [12]. A PBR architecture can be evaluated
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on the basis of how well it can handle dynamic conditions without causing major route
oscillations.
Exception Handling. A policy may not only be sensitive to conditions within the net
work, links and transmission resources but may also be subject to specific needs of a par
ticular AD [12, 26]. For example, transit policies of an AD may specify that some of its
links will carry transit traffic from other domains only within certain time of day. A good
policy routing architecture should be able to handle such exceptional needs.
Security Environm ent A good PBR model must provide unbreachable security firom
unauthorised users to an AD’s resources. At the same time, it should ensure that legiti
mate users are not denied access to networking resources. It should be possible to inte
grate security measures in the inter domain routing protocols so that intruders are not able
to manipulate working of these protocols to bypass policies. A PBR model should also be
able to operate with whatever inter-domain cost recovery mechanisms are in place within
an internetwork.

2.4. Current proposals for policy based inter domain routing
protocols
The BGP [35] and ANSI IDRP [34] are two suggested implementations based on the
approach of controlling routing update distribution. ECMA also has a proposal for inter
domain policy routing [55] which is also quite similar to these in the basic approach but
differs in policy representation method. Section 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 discuss the merits and
disadvantages of these protocols. IDPR is the proposal based on source routing suggested
by Dave Clark in [26]. Section 4.4 discusses the merits and disadvantages of this pro
posed protocol implementation.

2.4.1. Border gateway protocol (BGP)
The working of BGP has been described in detail in [35] and [46]. BGP is a inter-domain
routing protocol for the Internet Protocol environment. It employs hop-by-hop packet for
warding mechanism in which packets are forwarded from one gateway to another using
local forwarding information base. Routing gateways in BGP only need to know about
the next hop gateway to forward a packet, and they need not maintain the entire route of
the communication in their routing tables.
The dissemination of routing information in BGP follows an approach similar to the well
known distance vector algorithm (also known as Bellman-Ford algorithm [14]). Neigh
bouring routing gateways exchange network reachability information to inform the
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neighbouring gateways (in their domain and also in other domains), about the destina
tions they can reach. These network reachability advertisements carry full path to the des
tination, and each domain level path is characterised with certain well defined attributes.
The distribution of full path information helps border gateways to prune the routing loops
from the domain level route, and domains can use this information for applying their
route selection policies^. For example, each domain can apply the policies with respect
to absence or presence of certain domains in the path, the path length, and the path
attributes attached to a path. If a domain installs a new path in its forwarding information
base (FIB), it passes this path to its neighbours by appending its own domain identifier.
Within a domain, packets are transferred from exit border gateway to next hop exit gate
way, belonging to the same domain, using intra-domain routing protocols. To accomplish
this, gateways use either some kind of packet encapsulation or source routing from the
entry gateway to the next hop exit gateway [58]. Injecting exterior routes into intradomain routing is another option [59].
BGP uses TCP as its transport protocol to facilitate exchange of routing routing informa
tion between BGP peers (border gateways in same or next AD). The border gateways
maintain connections with their peers to maintain a consistent view of the external world.
The policy criteria that BGP can apply during route selection include:
• AD count: It can apply policy criteria that will select paths that traverse through
minimum number of domains to reach a destination.
• Presence or absence of certain domains in the path: A domain can choose a
path which depends upon presence or absence of one or more transit domains in the
path.
• Path origin: It can assign different priority to the path received from different pro
tocol mechanisms.
• AD Path subsets: A path may be preferred if it has a certain path subset in its
route.
• Link Dynamics: Two neighbouring domains which are connected through multi
ple inter-domain links can have policies which aUow them to prefer one link over
another.
• Perform ance Related Criteria: A number of performance-related criteria can be
controlled with BGP. For example, the quality of a domain path can be measured by
such things as diameter, link speed, capacity, tendency to become congested, and
3 Because protocol distributes full domain level paths to destinations (instead of distances to
destinations), routing algorithm has been termed as path vector.
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quality of operation. But such performance related criteria have to be configured in
the system [46].

Limitations of BGP - an analysis
BGP represents a significant breakthrough in inter-domain policy routing protocols. Its
implementation allowed the Internet to support mesh topology and provided a smooth
transition from tree topology of EGP. However, as far as policy routing is concerned, it
has many limitations. Some of these are:
a) Source control on routes. BGP has an in built limitation in the type of policies that
it can actually enforce [46]. Because of its hop-by-hop packet forwarding architecture,
BGP cannot allow one AD to send traffic to a neighbour AD, intending that traffic take a
different route from that taken by traffic originating in neighbouring AD. Therefore, an
AD’s route choice is limited to one of the routes offered to it by its neighbouring ADs.
This can be illustrated using the example topology shown in figure 2.4, where each circle
represents an individual AD, and edges show inter-domain links. In this scenario, C can
only advertise routes (on a single QoS) to stub AD A and B, for destinations in F, via E or
via D but not through both.
A

D

B

E
Figure 2.4: Example topology

b) Policy contradictions and oscillations. Because of the autonomy of the domains
which constitute the Internet, each AD decides its own policies without any central coor
dination. It is possible for a group of ADs to have a set of policies that cannot be simulta
neously satisfied [46]. This may cause oscillations of the routes in this group of ADs.
The BGP suggests that to detect such a situation, a BGP speaking system must shift to
new routes only after it has advertised previous route as unreachable to all its BGP neigh
bours. This rule can help to avoid oscillations and the detection of Inter-AD policy con
tradiction. However, detection of such policy contradiction is not guaranteed by the proto
col. All means and mechanisms to avoid route oscillations are external to BGP protocol,
and should be determined by the local AD administrator [46].
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c) Policy granularity. Protocols, based on schemes similar to BGP, are able to support
policies defined at network or AD levels as we have seen above. Many times ADs want
policy controls which are much finer than at the levels of networks or ADs. Policy granu
larity of BGP, though acceptable in many cases, is still far short compared to user level
granularity that can be theoretically achieved by a source routing approach [60].
The need for improved policy granularity is linked to the perception of the protocol
designers as to what kind of policies are required (this issue is discussed in detail in chap
ter 3). A typical example to highlight the inadequacy of implementing policies with BGP
can be found in [61]. The following scenarios using figure 2.4 have been used to illus
trate the problems with it.
The first scenario assumes that domain D provides an enhanced type of service support
but charges on a usage sensitive basis while domain E does not charge but makes no ser
vice guarantees. Since BGP cannot simultaneously support routes via both domain E and
D to destinations in AD F, domain C must make a single decision for a given QoS for
warding table and decide which neighbour it will prefer out of the two.
The second scenario assumes that domain A is a university, domain B is a private corpo
ration, and domain D is a subsidised gigabit network for the university use only. Again
there is a problem, similar to the one discussed in the first case.
Theoretically, these type of policies can be supported by defining a new QoS FIB. But
that requires creation of new forwarding table for every such unique requirement. Hence,
such policy requirements cannot be met with the current specification of BGP without
very high overheads.
In chapter 8, we propose augmentation of path vector protocols to meet precisely this
type of requirements.
d) Security Aspect In BGP, maliciously directed traffic for transit cannot be rejected
without imposing some kind of packet filtering. For example, it is theoretically possible
to use a source route in the packet which can bypass normal policies of a transit domain.
In a sense, present implementations of BGP rely on the trusted and cooperative environ
ment that exists in today’s Internet [62].
It possible to enhance security measures in BGP. These measures are discussed in detail
in Chapter 7.
e) Source specific policies. In BGP, transit control is "destination based" rather than
"source based". Once an AD has advertised itself to be a transit for a particular destina
tion network, it loses control over which AD can use it for transit and which one cannot
BGP does not currently implement source-sensitive policies.
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This can again be illustrated with the help of figure 2.4. Once domain C advertises a route
to destinations in domain A, to domain D and domain E, it cannot stop domain E and
domain D from advertising reachability information to domain F or other ADs connected
to them. Thus reachability of destinations in domain A via domain C will be known to all
ADs in the internet, and domain C will be forced to carry transit traffic from all sources in
the internet to domain A.
In short, in BGP, a domain originating a routing update does not have any mechanism to
limit the scope of its distribution. This particular attribute of the scheme may be seen as a
major limitation of the protocol.
f) Exception handling. In a scheme like BGP, lots of information is lost when routing
updates are passed from one AD to another. Hence, policies, which are based on mutual
agreements between two distant ADs, cannot be enforced in such protocols. Neverthe
less, BGP can implement some limited exceptional needs like time based policies of a
local AD by appropriately controlling the information in routing updates.
g) Support for multiple QoS. BGP currently does not support QoS routing, however it
is capable of supporting QoS routing. The scalability overheads of BGP have been ana
lyzed in [63]. Because of non-hierarchical addressing in the Internet protocols, the RIB
size of BGP grows quite large. For example, in an internetwork of 100,000 networks and
3,000 domains, the memory requirement will be over 1 Mbyte [63]. This requirement
grows linearly as the number of networks grow in the Internet Given current structure of
IP addressing, it is unlikely BGP can realistically support QoS routing in a large internet
work [63]
The scalability issues related with the support of multiple QoS are discussed in detail in
chapter 7.

2.4.2. Inter domain routing protocol (IDRP)
IDRP is a superset of BGP for ISO protocols environment. IDRP is able to implement the
source-sensitive policies unlike BGP. Similar to BGP, an AD can control its transitivity
by choosing to which neighbours it advertises, and specifying to those neighbours on to
which ADs they can forward the routing information. This is done by including distribu
tion lists with routing updates, and it is assumed that no border gateway (or Border Inter
mediate System (BIS) in ISO terminology) will ignore this list.
In IDRP updates, there are two additional attributes namely DIST_LIST_INCL and
DIST_LIST_EXCL that allows a routing AD to control its transitivity with respect to
source of the traffic. DIST_LIST_INCL attribute is used to notify a neighbour, the list of
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ADs to which information contained in update can be redistributed. DIST_LIST_EXCL
attribute is used to notify a neighbour, the list of ADs to which information contained in
update can not be redistributed. Thus, control on source oriented transitivity is obtained in
IDRP.
Whereas BGP uses TCP as its transport protocol for reliable and sequenced exchange of
information with peers, IDRP uses its own transport mechanism to accomplish the same.
Like BGP, IDRP does not require all routing domains to have homogeneous policies for
route selection. In fact, route selection policies used by one routing domain are not neces
sarily known to any other routing domains. To maintain the maximum degree of auton
omy and independence between routing domains, each routing domain that participates in
IDRP may have its own view of what constitutes an optimal route. This view is based
solely on local domain route selection policies and information carried in the path
attributes of a route.
The suppression of loops in IDRP is implemented by recording the sequence of routing
domains that the reachability information has traversed so far. The RD_PATH attribute
that is used to record route has two flavours: RD_SEQUENCE and RD_SET. In the first
flavour of RD_PATH, RD_SEQUENCE path attribute contains the exact sequence of the
routing domains that the reachability information has traversed so far. In the second
flavour, RD_SET, the RD_PATH attribute contains a set of routing domains, as its subset,
that the reachability information has traversed so far, and is generally used in conjunction
with route aggregation capabilities of IDRP. RD_PATH may be also expressed as a com
bination of RD_SEQUENCE and RD_SET fragments.
IDRP provides capabilities to group a collection of routing domains into a Routing
Domain Confederation (RDC). In fact, a routing domain may simultaneously belong to
multiple confederations. There is no upper bound on the number of confederations to
which a domain can belong. Confederations may be nested, overlapped, or disjoint
RDCs, as we will see later, provide a very powerful mechanism for reducing storage and
computational overhead.
Employing HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING path attribute allows to support certain
classes of path sensitive transit constraints that cannot be supported by other IDRP mech
anisms. Such support works in conjunction with routing domain confederations and con
trols routing information flow through a set of nested, or overlapped confederations. The
distribution of the routing information that has HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING path
attribute is determined by the value of the attribute and the flow of the information.
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Figure 2.5: Example topology
Conceptually, a restriction on the routing information flow that may be imposed with the
HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING path attribute may be modelled as a "two-phase" rule.
The rule states that once the routing information went "down", it cannot subsequently
flow "up". In such a model "up" and "down" corresponds to exiting and entering a routing
domain confederation. In IDRP, the information whether a routing update has entered a
nested domain confederation is indicated by setting the value of HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING path attribute to value 0. An Interm ediate System (IS - an ISO
term for a gateway) receiving a routing information which has the HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING attribute set to 0, is not allowed to distribute this information to any
IS that is outside of the confederation to which its own AD belongs. Thus information
cannot flow from a nested confederation back to its parent confederation.
To illustrate how this mechanism can be applied, consider the topology shown in figure
2.5. ADs G and H form routing domain confederation X; ADs E and F form routing
domain confederation Y; ADs A through H also form routing domain confederation Z
(the rectangular box depicts boundary of top-most confederation Z; the elliptical box
shows boundaries of X and Y). AD A is willing to carry transit inter-domain traffic that
originates in L, D, C, B, A and is destined to K, provided that the traffic does not traverse
any of the domains in either confederation X and Y. AD A is also willing to carry transit
inter-domain traffic that originates in any domain within confederations X or Y and is
destined to K. Such transit constraint may be supported by requiring all the ISs in A to
attach the HIERARCHICAL_RECORDING path attribute with the value of 1 to the rout
ing information that they receive from ISs in K prior to distributing this information to
ISs in B or E. As a result, F would not be allowed to distribute to B routing information
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that traversed through A and E. Likewise, H would not be allowed to distribute to D rout
ing information that traversed through A,B, C and G. That would effectively leave D (and
consequently L) with the only possible route to K that traverses D, C, B, and A.
IDRP supports Quality of Service (QoS) routing by defining the multiple sets of forward
ing information bases corresponding to multiple QoS parameters. Support for QoS rout
ing in IDRP allows a BIS (or border gateway) to maintain and distribute information
about multiple path vectors to a given destination (or set of destinations), one per each
specific QoS (or combination of QoSs) that the BIS is willing to support. Based on this
information a BIS constructs separate forwarding tables for each distinct QoS (or their
combination). The protocol requires that all BISs within a single domain agree on the
supported QoS s. However, the protocol does not require all the domains within an inter
net to support the same set of QoS s. In other words, the decision to support a particular
QoS is left local to a domain’s administration.
Another point to note about IDRP is that it has a notion of separate SOURCE SPECIFIC
QoS and DESTINATION SPECIFIC QoS attributes. SOURCE SPECIFIC QoS aUows a
BIS to control the ability of ISO 8473 connectionless network layer [30] data packets
(the proper ISO term is Network Protocol Data Unit (NPDU)) with a given source NSAM
address to transit through its AD. The DESTINATION SPECIFIC QoS, on the other
hand, allows a BIS to control the ability of ISO 8473 NPDUs with a given destination
address to transit through its local RD. The granularity in both cases is a single end sys
tem.
Other strengths and weaknesses of this protocol are the same as for BGP.

2.4.3. ECMA inter domain routing protocol
ECMA has a draft proposal [55] which specifies a method for routing database distribu
tion and for route computation based on distance vector approach. In the ECMA pro
posal, an AD is called a "cluster" (a cluster of many routing domains). In this proposal,
the ADs form a partially ordered set (i.e. for any pair of ADs C l and C2, either C l > C2
or C2 < C l or C l = C2 or C l and C2 are not comparable). The ADs have unique identi
fiers which are administered by a central registration authority which also registers the
logical relationship between ADs. Existing relations can be repudiated and new ones
instigated provided that the new relations do not introduce inconsistencies in the partial
order. Similarly, links between ADs have to be classified either as up/down links or jump
4 NSAP stands for Network Service Access Point (NSAP) - an ISO term for the network layer
address o f a system.
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links. Up/down links only exist between comparable ADs. If a border gateway X is in
C l, the border gateway Y is in C2 and C l < C2, then with the exception of agreed jumplinks, the links between X and Y are tagged as being up (u) in direction from X to Y and
down (d) in the other direction. Inter domain links may have filters that limit the informa
tion exchange and routing along these links. Moreover, neither information nor data pack
ets would move in the up direction or across a jump link, after having crossed a jump link
or a link in down direction. Data packets are marked as to the type of links they have tra
versed. Similarly, routes described in distance vector updates are marked as to types of
links traversed to reach a destination, so that forwarding decisions that prevent loops can
be made. Such an arrangement allows to avoid loops in the route of a data packet. Ques
tions of trust and mistrust can be implemented by the relative positions of ADs and/or the
bilateral agreement that may exist between them.
Multiple QoSs are supported with multiple set of forwarding information base. Changes
in topology results in rapid convergence since partial ordering on domains ensures com
putation of loop free routes.

Limitations of ECMA protocol - an analysis
The ECMA proposal has several positive features such as loop free routes, fast conver
gence at the place of topology changes, and support of multiple QoSs. However, it also
suffers from several major drawbacks due to its architecture to enforce policies. For
example, a single partial ordering of ADs may not be able to specify aU policy con
straints that all participating ADs would ideally like to enforce [44]. Secondly, the role of
a centralised registration authority in maintaining and resolving partial ordering is crucial.
Hence, the scalability of this architecture is also in some doubt The ECMA proposal falls
short on policy space and is also unable to impose any finer granularity on the policy con
trol. The source specific policy enforcement is almost non-existent compared to IDRP
[44]. Further, the ECMA model assumes that AD policies are more or less static, which
is not the case. To change its policy for accepting transit traffic, an AD is required to
inform the central registration authority. At times, it may be difficult to accommodate
such a request as it would affect the relative partial ordering of all other ADs as well.
As a consequence of all these problems, this model has not been eagerly pursued by the
networking community. We are not aware of any effort to implement this solution in real
internetworks.
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2.4.4. IDPR architecture
IDPR [41] represents a significant departure from the more traditional routing protocols
since it was designed for the purpose of routing with policy incorporation, as well as
being designed for the modem Internet architecture consisting of Administrative
Domains.
IDPR allows stub and transit domains to express and exchange routing and packet for
warding policies. The most distinguishing feature of this approach is the use of AD-level
source routing.
IDPR uses a link state algorithm [15] to distribute topology information as well as policy
related information in the form of policy term s (PTs). Thus, all ADs throughout the
internet have complete topology and policy information regarding all other domains, and
thus can compute source routes, based on the collected policy information. Policies
expressible in IDPR are more wide ranging and policy criteria include following:
• source/destination of traffic.
• other ADs in the path.
• type of service.
• user class.
• authentication and security requirements.
• charging and accounting policies.
IDPR suggests a variant of following format for expressing transit policy terms. We first
explain the simplified notation and then describe the actual policy syntax used in IDPR
protocol:
[(Hsrc,ADsrc,ADent),(Hdst,ADdst,ADexit),UCI,Cg,Cb]
where Hsrc is the source host or group of hosts. ADsrc is the source AD. ADent and
ADexit are entry and exit ADs. UCI is user class identifier. Cg and Cb are global and
bilateral conditions. There is similar interpretation for destination host Hs and Destina
tion AD ADdst.
The purpose of this PT is to specify that packets from some end-system (or a group
thereof), Hsrc in an AD ADsrc are aUowed to enter the AD in question via some directly
connected AD, ADent, and exit through another directly connected AD, ADexit, on its
way to or from an end-system, Hdest in destination AD, ADdest. User Class Identifier
(UCI) allows policies to distinguish between various user classes, e.g.. Government,
Research, Commercial, Contract. Conditions represent quality of service, billing, and
other variables, and can reflect the agreements between neighbouring ADs.
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The actual policy syntax used in IDPR protocol has been modified so that several groups
of hosts and domains to which a policy applies can be listed in an advertised policy. Simi
larly, each policy also lists the set of virtual gateways for which this policy applies. A vir
tual gateway (VG) is a set of an entry and exit gateway belonging to two adjacent
domains. Let us denote a set of hosts with

(e.g., host set ‘a’ can be written as / / „ and

set ‘a '’ can be written as //mO- Using this notation, we can write the suggested format of
IDPR as follows:
[ {((H,„ADi,M) ... (Hsz,AD„,,M)) ... ((H^«',AD^,M) ... (Hg/,ADm))}, UCI, Offered,
{(VGx'.E) ..(V G /,E )} ,T im e]
In this notation, each host and domain group

AD^,M)...(Hg^,AD^^M)) contains a set

of source and destination hosts, and their domains such that the transit domain making
this policy will carry traffic from each source listed to each destination listed. Modifier M
represents an indicator of whether a host-domain pair is to be considered a set of sources,
destinations or both. UCI specifies a set of services not related to access restrictions, i.e.,
service quality and monetary cost. Each virtual gateway set {(VGx,E)..(VGy,E)} contains
a set of entry and exit points such that each entry virtual gateway should be able to reach
each exit virtual gateway via an intra-domain route supporting the transit policy. Modi
fier E represents an indicator to whether a given VG is to be considered as a domain entry
point, exit point, or both. The variable "Time" specifies the set of time intervals during
which the transit policy applies.
A source AD can specify any transit AD over which it wishes its traffic to pass, provided
that it meets the requirements specified by the policy term (PT) from the transit AD. Once
a transit AD agrees to carry traffic from a particular source for a particular destination,
the route traversed inside an AD is entirely a local matter, and may change for different
packets on a single policy route (PR).
Within each AD is one or more Route Servers which are used to compute policy routes
based on collected policy and topology information. When an end-system in a stub AD
wishes to send packets to an end-system in another stub AD, the packet is forwarded to
the appropriate policy gateway (PG) (an IDPR term for a border gateway). If the PG
already has a policy route setup for a particular destination, then the PG makes a new
entry in its host-pair table.
If no route to the destination exists, then a request is sent to the route server to compute a
new policy route for that destination. It may be that no route can be setup, in which case
the source host is notified (by an ICMP Host Unreachable Message). However, if the
route server computes a valid route, it is passed back to the PG (Note: the RS and PG are
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not necessarily separate hosts). The PG then initiates a SETUP packet containing the fiill
AD path and PT identifiers to the destination. Along the way, each AD checks that the PR
agrees with local PTs (using templates, for example) and acknowledges the SETUP
packet to the previous AD. When the SETUP packet finally reaches the last AD in the
route, that destination AD returns an ACCEPT packet to the source, which is also
acknowledged on the way. Once the ACCEPT reaches the source, the source marks the
route as operational and can send data packets along that policy route.
At any stage along the route, the SETUP packet may be rejected and the source must
compute another PR if it can, and try again.
Subsequent data packets do not carry full-path information in the header, but carry a PR
handle instead. This is unique identifier which transit ADs use as a look-up key for their
cache so as to know which PG on the exit side of the AD a packet must be forwarded to
on its way to the destination, as well as perform any packet validation specified in the
SETUP procedure (e.g., is it coming from the correct AD as specified in the SETUP
packet?).
As a matter of fact, IDPR is not a single protocol, but is made up of five separate proto
cols as follows:
• Control Message Transport Protocol - All IDPR protocols use control message
transport protocol (CMTP), a connectionless, transaction based transport layer pro
tocol, for communication with intended recipients of control messages. CMTP
retransmits unacknowledged control message and applies integrity and authenticity
checks to received messages.
• Virtual Gateway Protocol - a virtual gateway, as already mentioned, is a set of at
least two interconnecting adjacent (internal or external) PGs. VGP distributes infor
mation as to update the status of internal and external links.
• Routing Inform ation Distribution Protocol - distributes configured and dynamic
status information about its VGs and associated PTs.
• Route Server Query Protocol - defines interaction between route server and pol
icy gateways to replace absent or outdated information in their own databases.
• Path Control Protocol - Protocol for setting and maintaining a PR. Additionally,
this protocol defines data message forwarding procedure for IDPR.
In addition to the above protocol, a route synthesis procedure is critical to the architec
ture, but it is not a proper protocol per se. Instead, it is a route computation algorithm for
computing PRs. Each AD can implement its own version of a route synthesis so long as it
interfaces to the other protocols (e.g., update provides inputs to route synthesis and route
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synthesis provides policy routes to setup).
Source Routing provides an efficient mechanism for assuring loop-free routes, indepen
dent of the network topology. Therefore, multiple paths to a destination are feasible with
out coordination among transit and sources. Multiple paths for different QoS are part of
the service offered by IDPR, with a new PR being setup for each QoS.

Limitations of IDPR - an analysis
Undoubtedly, this scheme allows very general policies to be expressed by source and
transit ADs. Sources are given control over route selection, and transit ADs can express a
wide range of policies. In spite of its useful features, there are many serious drawbacks
in the scheme. Some of these are listed below:
a) Policy representation. The basic problem in the IDPR proposal is linked to the policy
representation itself. It is not yet clear from this architecture how the conditions based on
internal states of an AD would be actually implemented or expressed. Secondly, the pro
tocol requires ADs to broadcast their policies across the Internet. It may not be acceptable
to some ADs to broadcast their bilateral arrangements with other ADs.
A second problem with this architecture is that it breaks the very basic principle of inter
domain routing expressed in "OSI routing framework" [3]. It says that routing informa
tion exchanged should provide a minimum of ancillary information while providing a
maximum of routing functionality. This is not the case with IDPR as all domains are
required to participate in the distribution of policy information. Moreover, there is no
upper bound on the number of policy terms that any AD can advertise. Thus, by very
nature of IDPR, it allows one domain to create as much overhead as it pleases on every
other domain. The design of IDPR lacks scalability considerations.
b) Scalability & route computation. Route computation is the most complex part using
these policy terms [44]. Route computation complexity is a function of internet size,
dynamics and granularity of policies. Under such constraints it is not practical to compute
routes frequently. If PTs are highly dynamic, then PRs will be frequently out of date.
Therefore PTs should change slowly [44,64].
For similar reasons, policies should not be excessively fine-grained. Although the proto
col allows for host specific policies, the implications of such policies are many more PTs
and an increase in route computation overhead. The designers of IDPR admit it them
selves when they write that "even with coarse-grained policies which change slowly, the
route synthesis presents a challenge [41]."
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For example, given the database for accumulated policies for a moderate internet of 5,000
ADs, each with 4 policy terms, searching a route would mean optimisation over 20,000
policy constraints. To find a route with a QoS parameter value would increase complexity
by many fold.
c) Removal of policy contradiction. Each AD forms its policies in isolation, and adver
tises to other ADs. Since there is no coordination, it can give rise to many policy contra
dictions which cannot be simultaneously satisfied. IDPR proposal has no mechanism to
point out or solve problems associated with such policy contradictions.
d) Policy base consistency. In this proposal, policies are to be advertised by ADs
through routing updates. To maintain consistency of such a large and crucial database
across the entire internet appears to be a difficult if not impossible task. Missing a policy
update packet would create policy database inconsistency at an AD. Routes computed
using an inconsistent database would be rejected midway. Therefore, the basic idea of
unreliable distribution of policies as part of regular routing updates is considered imprac
tical. In our view, policies should be distributed using a reliable distribution mechanism
or should be external to the routing protocol as with BGP. The policy distribution mecha
nism in a link state protocol must ensure consistency of routing information across an
internetwork.
e) Security aspect. It is theoretically possible to integrate required security measures in
IDPR. However, integrating the security measures will add to the already large cost for
route computation, packet filtering & policy database maintenance [27, 62]. Therefore, it
does not seem to be scalable (scalability overheads are analysed in chapter 6, and the
integration of security is analysed in chapter 7 in detail).

2^. Summary
We have seen above that both approaches (BGPADRP and IDPR) have their limitations.
The BGP/IDRP have limitations on type of policies that can be enforced and the granular
ity of policy control. IDPR approach has problems of unscalability, computational over
heads, policy base inconsistencies and route computation complexity. The following three
approaches are available for the development of a new generation of policy routing proto
cols:
a) Enhancing IDRP Functionality. IDRP has many features that make efficient use of
path vector updates. However, architectural limitations make deployment of certain types
of policies quite burdensome. For example, to support a QoS service, each domain must
maintain a forwarding information base, even if that service is rarely used by other
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domains or by itself. Yakov Rekhter has suggested use of colouring in [65] to reduce such
overheads.
The idea of using graph colouring to reduce RIBs is similar to the method used by com
pilers to reduce run time storage for a program. To reduce run time memory require
ments, two different variables are assigned to the same memory location, provided that
both variables are not needed in a program at the same time. The aim of the storage
assignment algorithm is to determine if k memory locations are sufficient, and if so, to
find such allocation, given that certain pairs of variables are non-interfering and all others
interfering. This is achieved by creating an interference graph in which all variables in
a program are deemed as nodes of a graph, and two vertices are joined if they are interfer
ing [66]. Once an interference graph is created, the storage problem can be translated
into a problem of colouring of the interference graph. First, associate a different colour
with each memory location. Then the interference graph receives a colouring by assign
ing a vertex, labelled by a variable, the colour of the memory location to which the vari
able is assigned. Conversely, a graph colouring (with the same colours as associated with
memory locations) prescribes a memory allocation for variables. In both these assign
ments, the graph is k-coloured if and only if an assignment of k memory locations is
made in which pairs of variables that are interfering are assigned to different memory
locations.
To be able to use graph colouring techniques for reducing the overheads of RIBs in IDRP
so that a large numbers of QoSs could be supported, one needs to create an interference
graph of RIB information. For this, Y. Rekhter suggests forming a graph G, called the
prefix graph, whose vertices are the routes that are present in a single Adjacency-RIB^.
In this prefix graph, a pair of vertices are non-adjacent if, and only if, the RD_PATH
attributes of the routes corresponding to these vertices either have no common Routing
Domain Identifier in the RD_PATH attributes, or the only common Routing Domain
Identifier in the RD_PATH attributes associated with these routes form a common prefix
[65]. In other words, a pair of vertices are adjacent, if and only if the RD_PATH
attributes associated with the routes that are represented by these vertices have common
Routing Domain Identifiers, but these common Identifiers do not form a common prefix.
Consequently, the RD_PATH attributes of the routes whose corresponding vertices in the
prefix graph G are non-adjacent may be represented by either a single spanning tree or a
spanning forest. Storing RD_PATH attributes as either a single spanning tree or spanning
forest^ allows elimination of duplicate information that is present in common prefixes of
5 Adjacency-RIB stores routing information received from a single adjacent BIS.
6 These are well known data structures to hold hierarchical or linked data.
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these attributes, thus further reducing RIB storage complexity of the IDRP routing algo
rithm [65].
Unfortunately, colouring of graphs with minimum number of colours is a NP-Complete
problem [66, 67]. All known algorithms for deciding whether a graph can be k coloured
(for k>2) are exponential. However, there are some approximate colouring algorithms.
The best known will colour a graph G with 0({VAog(V)]X(G)) colours, where V is the
number of vertices of G and X(G) is the chrom atic num ber of G that refers to the mini
mum number k such that G can be k-coloured [66, 67]. Thus, with no efficient solution
in sight, it is very hard to approximate the gain that can be made by using such tech
niques. Moreover, reduction in storage is achieved by substantially increasing the pro
cessing needs at the router. Therefore, this solution is not very satisfactory.
The second problem with IDRP protocol that needs to be addressed is that source ori
ented policies are not finely controlled. Therefore, new architectural changes have to be
made to address this issue. This issue is further analysed in Chapter 3 and a solution to
this is proposed.
Another possible enhancement to IDRP is discussed in Chapter 8.
b) Alternative Design of a Source Routing Protocol. The basic limitations as identified
in IDPR are the explosion in the number of policies, large database sizes, complexity in
route computations, inefficiency in global distribution of policies and inability to describe
many internet wide possible constraints.
The basic problem in IDPR is that it puts the requirement of policy above requirements of
scalability. We propose a design of a source routing protocol that corrects some draw
backs of IDPR in the Chapter 3.
c) Combining Botb tbese Protocols. The aim of the ultimate internetwork routing pro
tocols should be to compliment functionality of one another rather than compete by pro
viding the same set of services. It is unimaginable that any inter-domain routing architec
ture can meet all the requirements. Therefore, the need is to design routing protocols in
such a way that they provide a unified environment in which support for policies provided
by one protocol is not breached by the routing mechanism in another. In other words, if
certain policies are implemented using IDRP , then it should not be possible to bypass
these policies by using a domain level source routing protocol.
In the next chapter, we suggest a source routing protocol, which can be layered on top of
IDRP to enhance its functionality and provide the unified environment discussed here.
The need for unifying two routing architecture and protocols has also been highlighted in
[28].
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CHAPTER THREE
A Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol

In this chapter, we first present a detailed analysis of the policy requirements of adminis
trative domains. We then describe the architectural design of Bilateral Policy Routing
Protocol (BPRP), a new inter inter-domain routing protocol that uses bilaterally defined
domain policies, and domain level source routing to achieve policy control in internet
works.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 analyses the policy requirements and dis
cusses motivation for these policies. Section 3.2 describes the mapping of these require
ments to an access control matrix and route selection criteria. Section 3.3 presents the
design of Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol. Section 3.4 describes its integration with
BGP/IDRP. Section 3.5 discusses host interaction with the protocol. Section 3.6 dis
cusses domain confederations. Section 3.7 compares BPRP with other source routing
proposals, and section 3.8 summarises the chapter.

3.1. Policy Requirements - A Global View
Policy requirements have been previously analysed by D. Estrin in [12,1]. The drawback
of the previous work on policies [7, 26, 25, 41, 35, 60, 28], and specially earlier work by
Estrin, is that the analysis was mainly constrained to the federally funded Internet. Cur
rent reality suggests that:
a) The Internet has a large and fast growing commercial segment (PSl, Altemet, SprintLink etc.). This has impact on what kind of policies will be required.
b) The role of the federally funded segment is likely to diminish. Therefore requirements
of federally funded internetwork will not dominate the list of policies that should be sup
ported.
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These changes suggest that we should re-examine the applicability of requirements col
lected by Estrin before presenting the design of our routing protocol. The policy control
requirements fall into two categories: access control requirements and route control
requirements. To formulate these requirements, an administrator is required to answer
several questions concerning access to its resources. Some of these questions are listed
below. These questions relate to how data traffic originating or terminating in an AD, or
passing through an AD can be controlled.
l.Stub Control: Who can send traffic to my internal resources?
Since almost all applications require some bidirectional traffic, restricting access to
internal resources in one direction would be sufficient in most cases. If unidirec
tional control is not deemed sufficient, then there is a need to ask "who can
exchange traffic with my internal resources?". We discuss the issue of resource
granularity in the next section.
2. Transit Control: Who can send transit traffic through my AD?
The answer to this question will depend upon whether this AD wishes to carry full
transit traffic, restricted transit traffic or does not want to carry any transit traffic at
all.
3. Exit/Entry Control: Who can use a particular exit and entry gateway to and from my
AD?
This question relates to the need to control traffic on external inter-AD links.
Answering this question may require co-ordination between two ADs at the end of a
particular inter-AD communication link.
4. Temporal Control: At what time can someone send transit/ end traffic ?
This condition applies to all above (1,2 and 3). This question relates to the organisa
tional need to control traffic patterns on its internal as well as external facilities dur
ing peak internal usage. For example, transit traffic may be accepted during a certain
period. This requirement may be applicable to some transit ADs which perform the
dual functions of a transit as well as a stub AD.
5. Conditional Transit: Under what conditions can someone send transit traffic?
A similar condition can also be stated for end-destination traffic. These conditions
could vary between AD to AD and relate to its specific qualifications e.g., traffic
should be for educational or research purposes.
6. Resource Usage Control: How much usage of a resource is allowed during transit?
How will these resources be measured?
It is important to note that such requirements should be seen firom the perspective of
overall network management protocols. The measurement of resource usage may be
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at a coarse macro-scopic level (averaged over some long period -e.g., not more than
10 million packets a month) or at micro scopic level ( e.g., no single communication
over 1 million packets). The action may be to suspend traffic of heavy users (though
this shouldn’t be a unilateral decision) or to send advisory information to defaulters
to make changes in their resource use patterns. Currently, no such resource feedback
mechanism exists in internetworks, and it is difficult to say whether such a mecha
nism would be desirable.
T.Resource Hiding: What resources would we like to protect from others?
This relates to the need of certain ADs to hide information about their internal
resources from others. For example, some ADs may wish to hide certain inter
domain links, or the existence of certain networks or availability of specialised ser
vices from ADs other than a well controlled set.
8. Stub Route Control: 8a). Would we like to send our traffic to certain destinations via
a particular route? 8b) Would we like to receive our traffic from certain sources via a par
ticular route?
The need a) may be because of specific requirements of an AD. For example a stub
AD which is connected to an intermediate transit AD (e.g., a regional AD) may like
to use a certain backbone network because it provides special services or has higher
communication speeds or has more reliable operation. The need to control the route
taken by one’s traffic may also be based on desire to avoid monitoring of data traffic
by certain ADs. The requirement b) may be because of the desire of an AD that traf
fic to it must come through certain backbone only (for reasons similar to those given
in part a). The need of such policies will also depend upon underlying charging
models which are discussed later.
9. Transit Route Control: 9a) Would we like transit traffic to come via a certain route or
ADs (not necessarily the neighbours)? 9b) Would we like to send transit traffic to certain
stubs via a particular route (not necessarily the neighbours)? 9c) Would we like to
send/or receive transit traffic from certain neighbours.
The rationale behind the needs 9a) and 9b) is quite similar to the needs in 8a) and
8b). ADs may wish to control that traffic to them comes via certain ADs which are
not necessarily immediate neighbours for obtaining better services (e.g., desire to
use certain backbones which may not be the direct neighbours of AD in question).
Sometimes such a decision may be based simply on political reasons to support cer
tain backbone networks and may have nothing to do with technical merits. The
rationale behind 9c) is to control use of inter-AD links and distributing transit traffic
on them.
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10. QoS Control: a) What kind of Quality of Service (QoS) will be accorded to transit
traffic? b) Stub domains may need to know what QoSs they can obtain and what prices
they will be paying for them.
The motivation behind such policies are the desire of ADs to control the type of ser
vices provided to other ADs. For stub ADs, the need for such policies is dependent
upon applications which they need to support.
11. Cost Control: What will be the cost of transit Communication through my AD ?
How WÜ1 we charge? How will we recover costs?
Motivation behind such policies are quite obvious. Such policies are dependent upon
the need to meet financial commitments that AD administrators may have.
12. Priority Control: Whose traffic will we give priority to during transit? This may be
related to QoS needs of the traffic.

Other Factors Affecting Domain Policies
Two main driving forces behind the need for policy based access control are the cost of
resources and security needs. Acquisition, installation and maintenance of resources costs
money; therefore it is the main driving force behind transit policies of service ADs. In
those cases where transit resources are directly funded by the Government, Government
policy will usually control the sharing of resources. In other situations, where transit
facilities are not government funded, transit ADs have to recover the cost of their
resources from the users who use it for transit. Consequently, transit AD policies are
likely to include their charging policy for transit traffic.
There are two alternative views about charging in the Internet. First view is that charging
should be based at macroscopic level. According to this model ^ , a service subscriber
(e.g, a stub AD) will connect to a service provider (e.g. regional AD) and this service
provider will tell the subscriber how much it will be charged. The subscriber will collect
its traffic pattern (over a relatively long period of time e.g., 1 month) and will estimate the
price of communications. The subscriber will do the similar experiment with other ser
vice providers to which the subscriber can be directly attached and will compare the
results. The subscriber will pick up the provider that gives the lowest price.
The alternative to the above model, is the view that it should be possible for transit ADs
to make charges based on actual usage of their transit services by their subscribers. This
would require monitoring of all data packets and communication flows initiated by its
1 Based on personal communication with Dr Yakov Rekhter, IBM Corporation.
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subscriber. An example of this model is the recently proposed Internet accounting model
[68]. In this model, communication costs by transit domains are passed back to their
neighbours which in turn pass these costs to their neighbours and so forth, till costs per
colate back to the ultimate end-domain that in turn may pass costs to a particular host
machine or an end user which initiated the communication.
The charging models and integration of costs with internetwork policy routing are dis
cussed separately in detail in Chapter 5.

32 . Mapping AD Policies to A Formal Security Model
One useful attempt to classify policies in terms of security requirements is made in [69].
It divides AD interconnection requirements into three areas namely a) ’access control’,
control over which external users are allowed to use a given resource; b) the ’trust model’
control over which external resources a given user is willing to use; and c) ’information
hiding’ control over which external users are allowed knowledge of resources^. This
analysis suggests that it is possible to map policy requirements to a security model so that
suitable enforcement mechanisms could be developed.
Access control and trust models have been studied by the security community for a long
time in the context of computer security [70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. The Access Matrix model,
used in forming security requirements in computer security can also be used to model
resource control policies in the internet environment. The access control matrix consists
of three principal components: a set of passive objects, a set of subjects, and a set of rules
governing the manipulation of objects by subjects. Objects in an AD are services, hosts,
gateways, networking links and other related communication facilities. The possible sub
jects include users, services, hosts, networks in other ADs. In this context, domain poli
cies are nothing but a set of access control rules that describe access control privileges of
subjects for certain objects.
To map resource control requirements to an access matrix model requires identification of
subjects-objects-rule tuples, but identifying these tuples is a challenging problem in an
internet environment because of differing level of control required by each AD. For
instance, two separate ADs may be connected to allow electronic mail to flow, while at
the same time restricting file transfers and remote logins. These application level require
ments are hard to enforce through internet routing protocols. First, such requirements
break the basic principle of the end-to-end argument which suggests that end systems
2 Unless resources specified in (c) are same as in (a) the model distributes some amount o f use
less information, which is undesirable.
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resources are best protected by the end systems themselves[75]. Application level
resources should, therefore, be secured or controlled by higher level protocols. Secondly,
routing protocols operate at Network Layer [21]. Network Layer gateway nodes, more
properly referred as relays in OSI terminology [56], do not easily have access to neces
sary information to make meaningful decisions about user identity or application ser
vices. The highest level information to border gateway is the IP address (or NSAP
address in the case of ISO) of source and destination host machines. This means that tran
sit control at the granularity of network layer source-destination address is the only thing
that is appropriate because it can be supported by network layer routers without much
change to their working (some change would definitely be required if packet forwarding
is based on both destination and source identities). This granularity can be further
enhanced by support of routing based on different QoS fields in data packets. This is not
to say that policy control granularity lower than this (at a level better than network layer
addresses and QoS fields) cannot be specified. If we can make verifiable user or applica
tion identity visible in every data packet in connectionless protocol, and in route setup
packet for connection oriented protocols, finer policy controls are theoretically possible.
The preceding paragraph shows that identification of the granularity of subjects and
objects at network layer addresses does not solve the problem, since some policies (those
requiring information other than network layer addresses and QoS fields) cannot be
implemented at the network layer. But even for policies that are suitable for the network
layer, the large number of objects requires that the access control policies be defined for
millions, and possibly, billions of such object-subject relationships. In practical terms this
would create an unmanageable and unscalable environment. This suggests that AD
administrators should be able to aggregate large number of subjects and objects allowing
them to specify policies at the highest levels. Fortunately, providing such aggregation is
not problematic. At the highest level of abstraction, a transit AD has just two objects to
protect - its end node services provided by its internal systems and its transit services pro
vided by its gateways and communication links. The abstract object representing internal
services can be further broken into a host or groups of host, while abstract object repre
senting transit services can be broken into individual entry and exit gateway controls (for
motivation behind this, please see previous section question 3).
With this understanding of objects and subjects for inter-AD access control, we can say
that resource control policy of an AD X, stated with respect to any other AD in the inter
net, consists of:
1) Identifying subjects (hosts/subnetworks/networks) at the highest possible aggregation
in other ADs, that can access similarly obtained objects (hosts/ subnetworks/ networks)
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aggregation in AD X, and the set of rules governing this access. Hosts could be aggre
gated to a network address, and network addresses can be aggregated to a domain identi
fier.
2) Identifying subjects (hosts/subnetworks/networks) at the highest possible aggregation
in AD X, that can access an object or aggregation of objects (hosts/ subnetwork/ net
works) in other ADs, and the set of rules governing this access.
3) Identifying subjects (hosts/subnetworks/networks) that can access transit objects
(exit/entry gateway and links) in AD X, and the set of rules governing this access.
The ability to specify an individual subject/object or a larger aggregation, without which
scaling of policy databases will be difficult in large internets, is of great importance. In
other words, policies should attempt to specify whole domains or networks as a subject
and objects, rather than specifying individual systems. Rules, which may include the
qualifying conditions for services such as QoS services supported or provided, time
parameters, nature of data traffic (whether educational or research data or commercial),
and other service access conditions (see section 3.1) can provide the rule based control
needed by some of the ADs. However, rules must be based only on those conditions
which are visible in data packets at network layer (eg. QoS field), and the information
about these conditions can be easily distributed amongst domains without significant time
lag and without ambiguity in their interpretation between service provider (that has
access objects) and its clients (that have subjects needing access to objects in service
provider).

3J. Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol (BPRP): Â Bilateral
Approach To Policy Routing
In this section we describe the design of Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol (BPRP), a new
inter-domain routing protocol based on bilateral domain policies and domain level source
routing. Though BPRP can exist on its own, it is primarily aimed to complement the
functionality of the current hop-by-hop forwarding protocols such as BGP and IDRP. It is
designed on the assumption that routes provided by these current protocols would con
tinue to be preferred whenever such routes are available.
The main merit of BPRP is that it is based on policies that are expressed by domains on a
bilateral basis, and therefore domains which are satisfied with the functionality of the cur
rent protocols employing hop by hop forwarding mechanism are not required to partici
pate in BPRP. Moreover, because of the bilateral nature of policies, BPRP can support
policy controls at a very fine granularity and can easily integrate with existing routing
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protocols (such as BGP and IDRP) to provide a unified routing environment. This inte
gration allows domains to specify more complex policies which cannot be supported by
IDRP/BGP alone.

3.3.1. The Basic Model
BPRP is proposed as a domain level source routing protocol with explicit distribution of
policy information amongst domains that wish to participate in BPRP. A model for inter
domain routing which employed domain level source routes to forward data packets was
first proposed by Dave Clark [26]. In his proposal, which was later adopted by Inter
Domain Policy Routing Protocol (IDPR) [41], he suggested that all domains advertise
their policies using link state advertisement. Similarly, topology information is also dis
tributed using link state advertisement of routing updates. ADs compute source routes
based on this pohcy and topology information.
BPRP suggests to use the above design but deviates from it in two aspects. Firstly, in
BPRP, domains define their resource control policies on bilateral basis towards one
another. A resource control policy defines a domain’s policy for the access to its end sys
tems and transmission resources. In addition to resource control policies, each domain
will also have its local route selection policies which it can apply while selecting a source
level route. The bilateral nature of resource control policies (hereafter referred only as
policies) proposed in BPRP enables domains to tailor their policies with respect to other
domains. This is in direct contrast to the multilateral nature of policies suggested in
Clark’s Model. In his model, an advertised transit policy is usually applicable to many
domains, and therefore the model uses a flooding protocol to distribute them. BPRP,
instead of using unconstrained flooding of policy information, controls the distribution of
policy information on a "need to know" basis. Domains use a query response protocol to
enquire policies of other domains. A special distribution mechanism is proposed to min
imise the communication overhead on those domains which do not wish to participate in
BPRP. The information about the internetwork topology (i.e., domain connectivity) is
distributed using link state advertisements.
Similar to Clark’s proposal, BPRP will make use of a Route Server to compute domain
level source routes. A route server is a special system that is required to participate in the
routing protocol and compute routes on demand. When an end-system within a domain
originates traffic destined outside the domain, intra-domain protocols will deliver this
packet to a border gateway. Border gateways participate in inter domain protocols and are
the only points of exit from domain. The border gateway or a path agent process acting
on behalf of a host in the border gateway will interact with the Route Server to obtain a
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source route. It will then use a route setup procedure to setup an inter-domain path
between itself and a path agent in the destination domain. Each flow is assigned a unique
identifier. The transit domains will verify the validity of this setup and cache the route
information to forward packets on this flow. Once the flow is setup, data packets from the
end-system are forwarded on this flow by appending the flow identifier in the option field
of an IP or ISO CLNP data packet. Once a user is finished, the source domain can remove
the flow. Note that the routing process will forward packets using BPRP source routes
only when it cannot do this with BGP/IDRP FIBs. The integration with BGP/IDRP is dis
cussed in section 3.5 and 3.6.
To achieve scalability in large internetworks, BPRP can support the concept of domain
confederations. Because of bilateral nature of policies, it is possible to organise a confed
eration of several ADs, and define a bilateral policy between a confederation of AD and a
stub AD (an AD which does not carry transit traffic) or between two confederations. The
mechanism of confederation formation is discussed in section 3.7.
33.2. Syntax for Resource Control Policies
Resource control policies will define the access control requirements of an AD. This
includes the transit policies of an AD as well as the policies of a stub AD controlling
access to its internal resources. A bilateral policy is defined with respect to the AD to
which this policy applies, and it packs all the policy related information applicable to the
AD in question. We first describe the syntax and then explain the motivation behind i t
Resource control policy term syntax is defined below (not an exact BNF notation):
PT ::= <AD-Specifier>
< source-Ust> < destination-list >
< transit-source-list> <transit-destination-list>
< En^-RD-Path-Pref>
< valid-exit-list> <valid-entry-list>
< Accnting-Parameters> <Service-Qualifiers>
< Bilateral-Conditions>
<AD-Specifier> ::= AD number
<source-list> ::= NSAP-address-prefix^ destination list or ANY
<destination_list> ::= NSAP-address-prefix destination list or ANY
<transit-source-list> ::= NSAP-address-prefix destination list or ANY
<transit-destination-list> ::= regular expression over AD or ANY
< entry-AD-path-pref> ::= regular expression of ADs
3 Network Service Access Point (NSAP) address prefix provide a compact method for identify
ing groups o f systems. It is possible to use IP network addresses instead, for the Internet protocol
environment.
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< valid-exit-list> ::= A list of ADs
<valid-entry-list> ::= A list of ADs
< Accting-Parameters> ::= <accounting policy> <cost parameters>
<accounting policy> ::= Null I Usage I Usage+Fee I Fee
<cost parameters> ::= Null I cost tables with charge qualifiers
<Service-Qualifiers> ::= <QoS-specs>’,’<Data-Type>
<QoS-spec>::= NULL I QoS specifiers
<Data-Type>::= ANY I Data specifiers
<Bilateri-Conditions>::= NULL I Other bilaterally agreed conditions
The semantics of this policy term are as follows. This policy applies to the AD specified
in the AD-Specifier. The AD, specifying the above policy will accept traffic from a host
whose NSAP is in the source list, to any end destination in the destination-list within its
region of control. Similarly, this AD will also accept any transit traffic from sources
listed in the transit-source-list and whose destination match the AD list in transitdestination-list. The entry-AD-path-pref provides partial path starting from itself that
must be followed while sending traffic to any destination in destination-list Transit traf
fic should, however, enter and exit from the valid entry and exit ADs in valid-entry-list
and valid-exit-list respectively. Accounting parameters and cost parameters are specified
in Accting-Parameters. Service qualifiers are specified by QoS parameters, Data-Type is
optional specifier for restricting transit to special class of users or special data types.
Other conditions for transit traffic (e.g., bilaterally agreed time for transit traffic) are spec
ified in bilateral conditions.
This syntax matches the subject-object model, typically used for defining access control
list by the security community. The policy syntax tries to clearly identify the valid sub
jects and objects for end-to-end communication as well as for transit communications.
All sources are controlled at the granularity of NSAP prefixes. Destinations are controlled
at the granularity of NSAP prefixes for end node traffic and at the granularity domain
level for transit traffic. The reason for this is that we do not think that carriers of transit
traffic should bother about the destinations lower than domain level. That should be left to
destination domains to enforce. Other terms in the policy control entry and exit points,
and specify type of traffic that is acceptable or quality of service (QoS) that is supported.
Many ADs wish to control not only their immediate neighbours but even an AD beyond
immediate neighbours. That control for incoming traffic will be provided by the partial
path provided in entry-AD-path pref. For example, AD B, in figure 3.1, can specify its
preferred partial path to some AD beyond AD J, as (B.C.* I B.C.D.* I B.C.D.J.*) - which
states that it would prefer traffic to come to it via one of the listed paths (actually, in the
example other than first, the rest are redundant because a B.* means any thing beyond
AD B). Similarly, an AD destination list could be either an absolute list or a generic list
as in B.*, which means that any AD beyond AD B is an acceptable destination (such a
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policy shows that transit AD does not care about the traffic destination).
B

C

D

E

Figure 3.1: Example Interconnection of Administrative Domains
The advantage of the bilateral definition of policies is that the policy syntax and seman
tics need not be globally uniform. Only ADs that are exchanging policies need to under
stand each others policies. Hence, multiple syntax can co-exist, provided these are weU
defined and understood by both parties. The practical advantage of such a scheme is that
two ADs can add more variables in their policies with mutual agreement without forcing
all other ADs to understand the syntax or semantics of such a condition. This means that
one is not confined to a particular syntax and semantics. Avoiding this constraint is very
important in a large internetwork where AD requirements are likely to change continu
ally.
To further illustrate how the above format can be used to express realistic policies, let us
consider the example internetwork topology shown in figure 3.1. The simple policy term
for A with respect to B, can be written as:
PT::= [B], /* policy for AD B
<NSAPa>,<à^S APb>,
/* Valid sources and destinations for end traffic
<NSAPb>,<ANY>, /* Valid source and destinations for transit traffic
<C,B>, /* Acceptable route
<ANY>,<ANY>, /* Any entry/exit acceptable
<NULL>,<QoSl, QoS2..>,/* Charge Null, Type of Services
<NULL>
/* No extra bilateral conditions
This, of course, was a very simple example. The complex policy may have proper values
in place of "ANY" specifiers. The granularity of access control can be varied by specify
ing proper masks with NSAP fields. Note that each domain need only to express one pol
icy to any other domain.

3.3.3. Route Control Policies
Route control policies are private to an AD and will define its preference for the routes
taken by the sources in its AD. When a Route Server receives a route computation
request, it will exercise route selection policies previously installed by an AD administra
tor. The actual route computation process may take additional user specified criteria such
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as QoS requests etc in consideration when selecting the route.
The recommended syntax for them is:
PT ::= <source_list> < destination_list> <AD_Path_Pref> <Route_Exclusion>
<source_list> ::= NSAP prefixes in the ADs or ANY
<destination_list> ::= NSAP prefixes in the ADs or ANY
<AD_path_pref> ::= regular expression of AD Path
<Route_exclusion_list> ::= list of ADs to be avoided
The semantics of this route control policy are as follows. The preferred path for a source
in source-list to a destination in destination_list is one that matches the AD_path_pref
and also excludes the ADs specified in Route_exclusion_list.
The AD_path_pref would provide partial paths beginning at this AD. For example,
Ad_path_pref in a certain policy of AD B in figure 3.1 could be (B.C.D.*). This means
that the initial path is fixed by AD B as it probably wants its traffic to go via AD C and
AD D. Thus, using this attribute, an AD can choose a particular regional and/or a national
backbone for accessing certain destinations. Route_exclusion_list specifies that certain
ADs must be excluded from the path. The rationale behind Route_exclusion_list is that
an AD can avoid possible monitoring of sensitive traffic by certain unwanted ADs.
It must be noted that since route control policies are local to a particular AD, they can use
any syntax/semantics that meets the requirement of the AD concerned.

3.3.4. Policy Distribution
We propose two alternatives for policy distribution. The first mechanism is to query the
neighbours in a chained manner. The second mechanism that we propose is to create a
hierarchical distribution tree of domains, similar to the hierarchy of Directory System
Agents (DSAa) in OSI directory services. The hierarchical centres in this distribution
tree (similar to DSAs) maintain necessary information required to make a subordinate or
superior reference to other domains in the overall domain hierarchy. A subordinate refer
ence implies a reference path to a domain designated one level below the domain in ques
tion. A superior reference, on the other hand, implies a reference path to a domain desig
nated one level above the current domain. The path along the links of this logical tree,
created from the logical arrangements of the domains, are used to forward Policy Query
and Response packets from a route server in one domain to a route server in another. The
routing between these domain centres is done either using domain level source routes or
using the routes provided by the underlying BGP/IDRP routing protocols. The methods
of policy distribution are discussed below in detail.
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3.3.41. Query-Response Protocol
To make use of the query-response protocol to obtain policies of other domains, a route
server is required to know domain inter-connectivity information. This information is col
lected from link state advertisements. Domains need not have complete topology of the
internet and can have only partial topology of the area of interest. Domains can supple
ment this information from the hidden topology information in BPRP policies (e.g., list
of valid entry and exit links). This is required because certain inter-domain links may
never be advertised in link state advertisements.
To gather policy information, a Route Server must send a query packet to its immediate
AD neighbours. The border gateway at the immediate neighbouring AD will see a policy
query packet directed at its AD, and it will forward this request to its own Route Server.
The receiving Route Server generates a policy response packet that has a policy term
applicable to the requesting AD. This policy response packet is forwarded back to AD
that requested it. Similarly, the route server can also send a query packet to ADs which
are one hop away. Slowly, an AD can accumulate policies from ADs in which it is inter
ested (if an AD wishes to restrict its traffic to small subset of internetwork, it can follow
this approach. A more general approach is discussed in the next section.)
To maintain consistency in the policy distribution, the AD supplying policies maintains
the registration list of ADs to whom it has supplied its policies. Whenever an AD
changes its policies, it can re-send the new policies to ADs which are affected by these
changes.
The protocol is described in detail below. In our description we assume that a Route
Server in AD X needs policies from AD Y (see figure 3.2).
i) Obtaining Policies:
1) The Route Server in domain X computes a path P to AD Y using topological data
learnt from routing updates.
2) It sends a Policy Query packet PQ to domain Y using source routing on path P. AD X
must have already obtained policies of ADs in the route from AD X to AD Y.
3) Border Gateway in AD Y passes this request to its own Route Server which verifies the
request, generates policy as applicable to AD X and sends back the Policy Response
packet PR.
ii) Maintenance of Policies:
1) The route server in AD Y sends a revised Policy Response packet PR to AD X.
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Policy Query Packet - PQ

Route Server

Route Server
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Policy Response Packet - PR

Figure 3.2: Simple Policy Query-Response Protocol
2) The route server in AD X acknowledges the receipt of a Policy response packet and
generates the acknowledgement packet PAck.
33.4.2. Creation of Policy Distribution Tree
In this scheme, we suggest that a global tree starting at some predefined roots be estab
lished similar to the information distribution tree in OSI directory services[76]. Though
we suggest to organise participating domains into a logical tree similar to Directory Sys
tems Agents (DSAs) in the directory service, we do not suggest any data replication as in
directory services. Instead, the aim of establishing a logical tree structure is to provide
navigational help to the query and response protocol described in a). The root nodes can
be the backbone networks which should be willing to exchange routing updates and pol
icy control information amongst one another.
All other ADs can be at any level in the tree depending upon the convenience and physi
cal connectivity of the AD in the internet. As a matter of fact, the same AD could appear
at different levels or at the same level in different leaves of a partial order tree as long as
it is capable of performing the functions required at that levels for its sub-group members
in correct order.
Similar to the organisation of DSAs in X.500 Directory Information Tree (DIT), the
organisation of domains in a policy distribution tree has to be co-ordinated by one or
more registration authorities (distributed over the internetwork). We expect an AD to
approach its nearest known “ domain registration” authority or a known root The root
will give the domain the address of a domain which is one level above it in the logical
hierarchy, and explain the protocol or procedure to establish an association with it. This is
the same procedure using which a new DSA connects to DIT (it is not part of the X.500
protocol, however a procedure on this line has been implemented in QUIPU - a popular
X.500 implementation).
The partial order tree created is shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Creation of Logical Policy Distribution Tree
a) Creation of Distribution Tree
The steps below show the creation of a global policy and name server information distri
bution tree which organises domains in four levels. Theoretically, domains could be
organised in any number of levels and each subtree can have different depth in terms of
domain levels.
1) First, certain ADs such as backbone ADs which mainly provide transit services should
be identified as root ADs. Once roots have been identified, the aim is put all other ADs in
the tree hierarchy below them.
2) All other ADs must be grouped in a set called a level 0 AD cluster or group. These
domains will form leaf nodes of the logical tree.
3) One of the ADs in each group must be designated as level 1 master. All AD in the
level 0 should be able to access level 1 master either directly or through other ADs.
4) More than one level 1 masters can combinedly choose one AD, which will be known
as a level 2 master. All level 1 AD masters must be able to access their level 2 master
either directly or through other ADs.
5) Similarly, more than one level 2 masters can combine to choose one AD, which will be
known as a level 3 master. This level 3 master should be a root AD. All level 2 master
ADs must be able to access at least one root or backbone AD.
The aim of creating this tree hierarchy among ADs is to provide a predefined path in
which they can distribute policy information as well as obtain other name server informa
tion required for protocol information. The paths provided by such a tree are only valid
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for route control information exchange. The data paths must follow the routes defined by
the policies of individual ADs.
b) Operation
The operation of the policy information exchange protocol using the above globally
defined logical tree will proceed as follows:
1) An AD at level 0 sends a query to its master AD at level 1 about the policies of other
domains in its level 0 group or for an AD located any where in the internet. This request
may be for a particular AD or all the ADs in the region.
2) The Master AD redirects the policy query to the AD at level 0 below it using a prede
fined path. When the concerned AD route server receives the request, it sends back the
policy applicable to the AD that requested policy.
3. If the master AD at level 1, did not have the AD in the region below it, it forwards the
query upward to its level 2 master AD. If the master AD at level 2, has the AD below it in
the tree hierarchy, it passes the query downwards to the AD. Otherwise, the query is for
warded to the level 3 master AD, which should be normally a root AD. The roots AD will
know where the desired AD is in tree hierarchy and will pass the query to appropriate
root AD, which in turn will send the query downward to the AD concerned. Each master
must maintain recursive list of membership of domains below its level.
4. The policy response packet travels in the reverse direction to the AD that originally
generated the policy query.
It is not essential that any AD should necessarily start at level 0 in tree hierarchy. It can
place itself any where as long as it can maintain routes to at least one master node at any
level. Actually this placement will depend on physical location and connectivity with
other ADs in the internet.
An AD can participate in as many groups as it wishes to. It can be a master at level 1 for
one group, but can also be a level 0 node in some other group. The multiple placement in
tree hierarchy does not affect any communication policies because this tree is only for
exchanging policy control information necessary for operation of protocol. It cannot be
used for data communication. Non-leaf nodes in tree can have back up nodes to provide
reliability.
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c) Distribution Protocol
The protocol is described in detail below. In our description we assume that the Route
Server in AD X requires policies from AD Y.
i) Obtaining Policies
1) A Route Server in domain X creates a Policy Query packet PQ and sends it to its level
1 master using a path known to it.
2) The level 1 master can forward the packet towards root of the tree if the desired
domain is not in this group, and if the desired domain is in the group for which level 1 is
the master domain, packet is routed to the domain border gateway. The process continues
until the request is forwarded to the correct domain.
3) The domain receiving the request generates the Policy Response packet PR, and for
wards the packet back in the same fashion by sending the packet to its master.
ii) M aintenance of Policies
1) The Route server in domain Y sends a revised Policy Response packet PR, which con
tains the policy applicable to AD X, to its master AD at level 1. The master domain for
wards the packet using logical tree hierarchy to the desired domain.
2) The Route server in domain X acknowledges the receipt of the Policy Response packet
PR and generates the acknowledgement packet PAck. This packet goes back to domain Y
using the distribution tree back.

3.3.5. Distribution of Topology Information
Our protocol design proposes to use link state unrestricted distribution of two types of
routing updates. We call first update inter-AD link update and the second update net
work information update. In every AD, there is one representative gateway (similar to
the designated router in OSPF[19] ) that collects topology information and distributes it
to other ADs. Link updates are used to distribute domain connectivity information. Multi
ple links between two ADs are considered a single logical adjacency, and router adver
tises them as a single logical inter-AD link. Each logical link can be advertised with cer
tain metrics, for example, average delay, B/W etc. The selection of the actual link to for
ward a packet can be made at flow setup time by the corresponding AD. This forwarding
decision can be made using either policy, or performance criteria by spreading the inter
domain traffic on all these links.
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The objective of Network Information updates is to distribute the information that will be
used by route servers to map network numbers to their domain identifiers. Network
Information updates are incremental by nature, and gateways advertise only additional
networks added, or removed firom ADs.

33.6. Route Computation
Route servers generate policy routes that satisfy the service requirements of the source
domain, and respect restrictions of the transit domains. A new route is to be computed, it
can be searched either using a breadth first (BF) [77] search or using Dijkstra’s shortest
path first (SPF) algorithm [18] from the domain space, beginning at the source root. A BF
search may be preferred because its computational complexity, 0(N-\-L)^ is less than that
of SPF, 0((N+L) Log L), where N is number of nodes and L is the number of links in the
search graph [77]. A path is searched over a set of domains whose transit policies sup
port the communication attributes desired by the route setup request. A route server con
siders a domain to be a candidate for inclusion in a route if, for each of the service
requirement constraints specified for a route, the corresponding candidate satisfies the
constraints. At this stage, local route selection policies of the source AD to exclude other
specific ADs from the route can be applied by ignoring them in the path search. If a
source AD’s route selection policy has some pre-built partial path, the route computation
process must include this path segment in the inter-domain route. The rest of the path is
built after this segment in the same way.

Route fixed by.
AD A’s Policy

-(Af,G)

J

Route ccxnputed by
the route computation
process -(G ,U ,E )

m A

Figure 3.4: Example of policy directed route computation
For example, consider the AD internetwork topology shown in figure 3.4. Assume that
the route server in AD A has to compute a route to AD B. In this case, AD A may have a
route control policy which may say that all traffic to AD E should have initial route com
ponent (F,G). Under this policy, (A,F,G) becomes the initial part of the route. The route
server must then compute a suitable route between G and E, and append it to the above
policy route segment. If the route computed by the route server is (G,I,J,E), the complete
policy route between A and E, then will be (A,F,G,I,J,E). The same method is applied if
the policy of destination AD also dictates selection of certain path segments for incoming
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traffic.

3.4. Integration With BGP/IDRP
BPRP interacts with existing IDRP/BGP routing protocols to enable them to implement
source control policies within the framework of their hop-by-hop forwarding architec
tures.
Network reachability advertisements in IDRP (or in BGP) carry the full path to the desti
nation and each domain level path is characterised with certain well defined path
attributes. Any domain that receives a network reachability advertisement to a destination
can make use of the advertised path and send traffic on this path. Currently, there is no
mechanism with which domains in the path can decide which sources can send traffic and
which cannot on this path. This control on sources can be achieved if we assume that an
IDRP route can only be used by those sources which satisfy bilateral policies of domains
in the path. Thus, domains can control the sources making use of their transmission
resources or sending traffic to an advertised destination. Since we expect that not aU
domains would be interested in controlling sources, those domains that need such a con
trol can mark a route that originates in them or passes through them.
The process can be schematically described as in figure 3.5:

IDRP Route

IDRP
Accept ?

Yes

No

StUl Valid?
(IDRP Policy
Check)

Yes

Validate Route with
Individual Transit Policies
Of Domains in IDRP Route
No

No

Yes
My Generic Route if
Valid for A ll Sources

Drop the Route

Readvertise it
Further

Figure 3.5: Process For Hybrid Inter-domain Routing Protocol
This process shows that an IDRP reachability update, once accepted, will also need to go
a further validation check as if the path to a destination had been computed by this AD
itself. The AD must check the suitability of a path by verifying it against the policies of
domains that are obtained using BPRP distribution mechanisms. If a route is still valid, it
can be accepted with a preference value as specified by IDRP. If this route is installed in
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FIB, it is further advertised by the AD in accordance with IDRP policies.
One problem that still remains is that IDRP assumes that a route installed in the FIB is
valid for all sources within a domain. A simple solution to deal with this is to create
source specific entries in the IDRP FIB; one of the entries is advertised as default to
neighbouring ADs. This requires that each entry in the FIB is marked with a special flag
and also records the appropriate sources that can use these routes (see figure 3.6). The
special flag in the FIB will specify three attributes namely; a) whether the entry is valid
for restricted sources within the AD that are filtered with source masks or, b) the entry is
not valid for any source in this domain but only for transit traffic that comes from other
ADs or, c) the entry is valid for restricted sources as in case 1, but it is also a default for
all transit traffic received from other ADs. One of the entries with the highest preference
is marked as the default for transit traffic. Thus, a border gateway forwards packets from
sources within its AD with hop-by-hop forwarding if it has a route in its routing table.
Failing that, it will ask the route server to set a special route using BPRP policy and
topology data. Figure 3.7 shows the interaction between BPRP and IDRP.
Destination

Next-Hop

Flag

Source- List

NSAP Prefix

IS a

VI

NSAP Prefix list

NSAP Prefix

IS g

V2

NSAP Prefix list

NSAP Prefix

IS f

V3

NSAP Prefix list

Figure 3.6: Suggested Modification of IDRP FIB
IS is next hop intermediate system

3.5. Host Interaction With the Unified Environment
We illustrate how hosts will interact with the unified routing environment provided by
BPRP
Hy

and

B G P /I D R P .

in domain

B.

Suppose host

To communicate with

in domain A wishes to communicate with host
H y,

simply forwards a message bound for

Hy

to one of the gateways on its local network, according to its local routing procedure. The
gateways on the local area network will forward this packet to a border gateway, as bor
der gateways are the only exit points to other administrative domains.
We assume presence of a path agent process in the border gateway, similar to the design
of IDPR. This path agent works on behalf of a host machine and determines which
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Figure 3.7: Unified Routing Environment
protocol should be used to forward packets. The path agent resident in the recipient bor
der gateway uses the message header, including source and destination addresses and any
requested service information (for example, Quality of Service), in order to determine
whether it is an intra-domain or inter-domain message, and if inter-domain, whether it
requires a BPRP route. If an IDRP route already exists, then gateway will always forward
it using hop-by-hop forwarding. If it needs a new source route, the path agent will com
municate with the route server to obtain a suitable domain level source route to destina
tion domain. After it receives a domain level source route from the route server, the path
agent creates a flow between itself and the path agent in destination domain. The path
agent associates an identifier with the path, which will be included in each message that
travels down the path, and will be used by policy gateways along the path in order to
determine how to forward the message.
The path agent in the border gateway of the destination domain will remove the flow
identifier and deliver the packet to the destination host using an intra-domain routing pro
tocol.

3.6. On Scalability and Domain Confederations
The IDRP supports formation of domain confederations to reduce the distribution of rout
ing data as well as the volume of routing data distributed. From the outside, a routing
domain confederation looks similar to a single domain, for example it will have a domain
identifier like any single domain in the internet. Other domains can develop policies with
respect to the confederation as a whole, as opposed to the individual domains that are
members of the confederation. In IDRP, confederations can be disjoint (having no domain
member in common), nested (one confederation is fully enclosed in bigger confederation)
or overlapping (two confederation may have overlapping memberships). This is a power
ful mechanism that provides scalability to IDRP in the face of the ever growing Internet.
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Theoretically, there is nothing in the confederation formation rules of IDRP that stops
them from being applicable to BPRP. For example, a source route could be computed
assuming a confederation as single domain. Whenever a route setup packet enters a con
federation, the border gateway (which is at the boundary of the confederation) expands
the route within the confederation using the individual policies of member domains.
Whenever the setup packet exits a domain confederation, the expanded route is again
replaced by a single confederation identifier. This methodology is quite similar to what
has been adopted by IDRP. However, to support such expansion and contraction of
domain level route in a route setup protocol will require co-ordination amongst member
domains in distribution of topology and policy information outside the confederation. All
topology information outside a confederation should only be distributed on behalf of the
confederation and not on behalf of any individual member. Secondly, members of a con
federation must know the internal topology of the confederation and transit policies of
member domains to expand the route within the confederation. While members are free
to formulate their transit and route selection policies within a confederation, the confeder
ation as a whole must plan and distribute common policies with respect to outside
domains. This can be done by taking into consideration individual policies of member
domains and how routes may be expanded within the confederation.
To illustrate how the above mechanisms can be applied, consider the topology shown in
the figure 3.8. AD A, B, C, D and E form a routing domain confederation X. This
domain confederation X connects AD F, G, H, I and J. The gateways g l, g2, g3, g4 and
g5 represent entry and exit points to the confederation, as a single unit to the outside
world. Let us assume that three communications with source route [F,X,H], [G,X,I] and
[G,X,J] are started.

Confederation X
Figure 3.8: Forwarding Mechanism through AD Confederations
To achieve routing within the confederation, we expect that the confederation identifier X
in the source route must be replaced by a suitable path segment within the confederation.
For example, the source route [F,X,H] can be expanded at the entry gateway g l as
[F,A,B,H] or as [F,A,C,D,B,H] depending upon the policy of the member domains.
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Similarly, the source route [G,X,I] can be expanded to [G,A,C,D,E,I], and the source
route [G,X,J] can be expanded to [G,A,B,E,J] at the entry gateway g2. The expanded
route will again be replaced to their original form of [F,X,H], [G,X,I] and [G,XJ] at the
confederation exit points, gateways g3, g4 and g5 respectively.
We expect that the expansion of the route within an AD confederation would respect the
individual policies of the member ADs. This is why it is important that all border gate
ways that are at the boundary of the given confederation know both the internal topology
of the confederation, and policies of all member domains. The expansion of the routes
within confederation boundaries can be done either by computing path segments on
demand, or by installing some pre-computed path segments at the entry gateways. We
believe that the pre-defined path segments can be computed in advance for certain types
of service and installed in the entry gateways.
There is no doubt that support of confederation in IDRP is achieved with less support
from confederation members than here. The reason for this is that path computation in
IDRP starts in a reverse direction commencing from destination rather than source. This
ensures that paths, which do not agree with the transit policy of any domain, are not prop
agated any further than the current domain. This process also ensures that the routing
information, received by the entry gateways at the confederation boundary, automatically
follows the policy of all member domains of a given confederation.

3.7. Comparison with Other Source Routing Protocols
In this section, we contrast and compare our proposal with other protocol proposals.
IDPR [4 1 ] is an example of a source based flow setup protocol similar to BPRP. In
IDPR, each AD advertises its policies using link state global advertisements. These poli
cies are collected by the route server in other ADs to make their own policy database.
This nature of policy advertisement means that each advertised policy should be applica
ble to many ADs, if it is to scale well in large internetworks. IDPR design allows that
route servers and gateways can query each other for updating their database or replacing
old information. However, this mechanism is meant for updating databases rather than
distributing policies. For example, domain A can request domain B to provide it policies
of domain X. Thus IDPR proposal assumes that the transit policies of ADs are public,
whereas in our proposal, we restrict distribution of policy information on a need to know
basis. In this way, transit policy relationships are deemed a private affair, not visible out
side two ADs involved. In other words, IDPR is based on the unconstrained distribution
of policy restrictions, whereas our proposal is based on the controlled distribution of pol
icy restrictions paradigm. By choosing the unconstrained distribution of policy
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restrictions paradigm, IDPR forces domains to participate in processing and distribution
of information that may be of no use to them. The design of BPRP avoids this basic pit
fall by controlling the distribution of policy information. Secondly, it must be noted that
BPRP is designed as a support protocol to BGP/IDRP routing environment. This integra
tion provides added functionality. There is no such provision in IDPR design.
Another difference is in the number of maximum policies that each domain will have to
store. In BPRP, each domain has only one bilateral policy term with respect to other. Thus
a route server will have at most 0(N ) policies in an internet consisting of N domains. In
IDPR, this overhead will be 0(kN) where k is the average number of policies per domain.
The number of policies per domain will affect the performance of the route computation
process. In BPRP, a route server will need to check a single policy to decide whether to
include a domain in a route or not. In IDPR, an average of k policies per domain are con
sidered. Another difference is that IDPR computes its path in terms of virtual gateways (a
pair of two connected border gateways belonging to two separate ADs). Thus, an IDPR
route server is capable of choosing all inter-domain links in its route, and not just a list of
transit domains in the route as in BPRP. However, for doing this, IDPR must collect infor
mation about individual virtual gateways of other domains rather than simple domain
connectivity information. It is debatable whether an inter-domain protocol should specify
its route using individual links and sacrifice on scalability, or use domain level route and
leave actual selection of links to domains involved on the basis of QoS parameters.
Recently another source routing protocol known as Source Demand Routing Protocol
[78] has been proposed as a protocol to complement BGP/IDRP. However, SDRP is
essentially a forwarding mechanism to forward data packets on IDRP source routes. At
the time of writing, SDRP has no mechanism of its own to compute source level routes.

3.8. Summary
In this chapter, we have outlined the design of BPRP which is proposed as a source rout
ing protocol to complement the existing protocols employing hop-by-hop packet forward
ing. This integration helps to extend the policy routing capability of existing BGP/IDRP
routing protocols.
The implementation details for BPRP are discussed in the next chapter. The scalability of
this model is analysed in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Implementing the Bilateral Policy Routing
Protocol

In the previous chapter we described the architectural model of the bilateral policy rout
ing protocol (BPRP). In this chapter we describe the design of this protocol including the
design of the routing databases and control packets required. A simulation model of the
design was implemented to study the behaviour of the suggested protocol. The results of
the simulations are presented in the last part of the chapter.
The chapter is organised as follows: section 4.1 introduces the functions of BPRP. Section
4.2 describes BPRP entities required to implement the protocol. Section 4.3 describes the
creation and management of inter-domain flows. Section 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 describe the
procedures for route computation, setup and termination of inter domain flows, and route
acceptance at border gateways respectively. Section 4.7 describes host interaction with
BPRP. Section 4.8 describes the routing databases required. Section 4.9 describes distri
bution of routing information. Section 4.10 lists other routing protocol packets. Section
4.11 presents results of the simulation, and section 4.12 summarises the chapter.

4.1. BPRP Functions
BPRP comprises the following functions:
1. Collecting and distributing routing information including domain connectivity and
transit policy information.
2. Generating and selecting policy routes based on the routing information distributed and
on route control policies.
3. Setting up paths across an internet, using the domain level source routes generated.
4. Forwarding messages across and between domains along this established paths.
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5. Maintaining databases of transit domain connectivity and transit policies, inter-domain
policy routes, forwarding information, and local route control policies.

4.2. BPRP entities
There are two entities mainly responsible for performing the BPRP functions. These are
route servers and border gateways. They plan, control, monitor and administer the
communication between two ADs, in accordance with the policies of all ADs involved in
an inter-domain route. In addition to these two components, path agents, resident within
border gateways and route servers, act on behalf of hosts to select policy routes, to setup
and manage paths, and to maintain forwarding information databases. Any host can for
ward packet through BPRP, as long as there exists a path agent configured to act on its
behalf and a mean by which the host’s messages can reach the path agent.
The functional models for the two main BPRP entities (the route server and the border
gateway) are described below in detail.

4.2.1. Functions of A Route Server
The route server in an AD is an important component of our architecture. This is respon
sible for computing policy routes to a destination AD and setting up flows after receiving
requests from path agents acting on behalf of a host machine. For setting a flow, it
requires information about internetwork topology, transit pohcies of other ADs and route
control policies of its own AD.
The operation of a route server is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Decomposition of a route server’s processes and databases
A route server performs a number of related functions. Each of these functions is per
formed by a process responsible for this particular function. The route server functions
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are:
• Management of Routing Information
• Management of Policy Information
• Computation of Inter-Domain Source Routes
• Interaction with Path Agents in Border Gateways
4 2.1.1. Management of Routing Information
The update management process in a route server is responsible for maintaining up-todate data about the internetwork topology. The border gateways generate routing updates
to inform other gateways and route servers about the inter connection of their AD with
other ADs.
After a route server receives a routing update, it passes it to the update management
process which is responsible for processing the received updates and maintaining routing
information in current and updated form. In our protocol model, there are two types of
update packets - inter-AD link update packet and network information update
packet. Each inter-AD link update packet contains information about the inter-domain
links connected to the AD on whose behalf this update was generated. Each network
information update packet contains information about the new networks available or
becoming unreachable. Information about current networks in the internet helps a route
server in maintaining current name server information so that it can locally carry out
mapping between network addresses and domain identifiers, required during the route
computation process. The second update will not be required if an existing DNS name
service [79, 80] can map network to an AD identifier for a route server.
The update process places new information in two databases - one holding topology
information and the other holding name server information. It is also responsible for
removing old updates from the databases. The update management process informs pol
icy management process about receipt of new routing updates so that policy manage
ment process can take cognizance of new topology changes. This may be useful for
resolving those transit policies which depend on the up/down status of some inter-domain
links.
4.2.I.2. Management of Policy Information
The Policy Information Base Management Process in a route server is responsible for
maintaining up-to-date data about the transit policies of the other ADs. The mechanisms
to distribute policies have been described in chapter 3.
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In BPRP, an AD policy is a statement of services that the owner of an AD is willing to
provide to the second AD to which this policy has been expressed. In some cases a ser
vice defined in a transit policy may be conditionally bound to the up/down status of cer
tain inter-domain links in an internet, or similar arrangements between two ADs. The
policy maintenance process aims to precompute the validity of a policy by resolving the
status of conditional parts of the policies in advance of such needs.
The conditional part of policies, if any, can be kept in a pre-computed state as follows.
We map the conditions attached to a bilateral policy to an overall ordering at the site. We
do this by assigning a unique conditional identifier to every condition in the policy
database that requires pre-computation. These assignments are local to a particular site.
The maintenance of valid states for policy conditions is done by a policy condition han
dler. Whenever there are new events that may affect policies, the policy management
function invokes the policy condition handler to take necessary action. In general, the
action involves re-computing the current validity of the conditions attached to policies
stored in the policy database (figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Pre-computation of states for conditional part of policies
The policy condition handler maintains a list of conditional inputs. It also maintains the
information about the syntax of conditions. This helps it to re-compute the validity of all
conditions on receiving one or more new events - such as the arrival of a new update sig
nal from the topology maintenance process, or the arrival of a system event triggered by
system or by time events. After computing new states, it puts them in a list that holds the
computed values of the policy conditions. Policies, stored in the policy database, have a
direct mapping to memory locations where values of their conditional parts are kept. A
route server can immediately establish whether a transit policy is valid at a given time or
not. As explained in Chapter 3, only conditions about which information is available
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either from routing information base or through local system events can be handled.
4.2.13. Com putation of Inter-Domain Routes
The route com putation process in a route server is responsible for computing suitable
domain level routes, on demand to a destination AD.
The route computation process uses the information in topology and policy databases to
compute new routes. The route computation process first verifies the validity of commu
nication using the policy database. It then checks a route caching database to see whether
it already has a valid route to the destination AD or needs to re compute a domain level
policy route. If the process is successful in locating a suitable route to the desired destina
tion, it passes this route to the route management process in the border gateway to estab
lish a flow. In the case that a route cannot be computed, the process informs the route
management process (the path agent) in the border gateway the reason for non
availability of the route.
The first attempt by a border gateway is always to check whether it can make use of any
existing flow for multiplexing traffic from any new source in its AD. However, an exist
ing flow may not be necessarily valid for the new sources. Therefore, a path agent in the
border gateway must get clearance from the route server before it starts using an existing
flow. The path agent in the border gateway must supply the inter-domain route of an
existing flow in its query to border gateway for a new route. If a route server process finds
that this route is valid for the new source, it will return the same route. If the existing
route is not valid for the new communication, it will compute a new route and return this
to the path agent in the border gateway.
The actual process of route computation is described in greater detail in section 4.4.
4.2.14. Interaction with Path Agents in B order Gateways
The route managem ent process is responsible for interacting with the user path agent in
border gateways.
The operation of the route management process is triggered when a route server receives
a request for computation of an inter-domain route. This process will queue the multiple
requests for route computation and will return new routes to path agents in border gate
ways, after it receives a new inter-domain route from its route computation process.
Each route server maintains an adjacency database that lists the border gateways belong
ing to this AD and their AD adjacency. Thus a route server knows the right border gate
way which should be used to forward route control packets to a neighbouring AD.
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If an AD has multiple exit links to some AD, this process maintains necessary informa
tion about which border gateway is to be used for forwarding packets from a particular
host machine.
4.2.2. Functions of A Border Gateway
The second most important component of our routing protocol is a border gateway. In
addition to forwarding actual data packets, a border gateway is also responsible for veri
fying the policy compliance of flows being requested through an AD. It also generates
routing updates about topology and network information updates, subject to certain proto
col enforced restrictions, which are explained later. The operation of a border gateway
can be explained with the help of figure 4.3:
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Figure 4.3: Decomposition of a border gateway’s processes and databases
Like the route server, a border gateway performs several related functions. Each of these
functions is performed by a separate process. The border gateway functions are:
• Management of Routing Information
• Management of Policy Information
• Enforcing Policy Compliance on Inter-Domain Source Routes
• Interaction with Path Agents in Route Servers
• Management of Forwarding Information Base
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4.2.2.1. Management of Routing Information
This function is quite similar to the update management function of a route server. How
ever, a border gateway is also responsible for disseminating the inter-connectivity of its
own AD to other ADs in an internet. A route server, on the other hand, is only a passive
recipient of routing update packets.
The routing update process in a border gateway constructs, receives and propagates the
previously mentioned two routing update packets - inter-AD link-state and network
information update packets, required for the operation of our routing protocol. The pro
cedure for routing update generation and acceptance is discussed in section 4.9.
Since border gateways do not play any role in planning routes, they do not need informa
tion about inter-domain links beyond those that are connected to their own AD. Likewise,
border gateways do not have to know any thing about the network addresses in ADs other
than their own. The border gateway may selectively need a small portion of topology
data for resolving the validity of conditions attached to the transit policies. However, this
will depend upon the nature of transit policies and the conditions attached to them.
4.2.2.2. Management of Policy Information
The management of policy information in a border gateway is similar to the maintenance
of policies in a route server. A border gateway maintains an up to date database of poli
cies that its AD has advertised to other ADs. It uses this information to verify the policy
compliance of a flow, initiated by the path agents in other ADs.
4.2.23. Enforcing Policy Compliance on Inter-Domain Source Routes
The route acceptance process in a border gateway is responsible for enforcing policy
compliance of inter-domain source routes initiated by other domains. It ensures that no
communication that violates the advertised policies of the AD is accepted.
Verifying compliance of AD policies is a single step operation. It involves matching the
access rights of the AD asking for flow establishment against the access rights listed in
the policy database for the source AD. If the AD to which the verifying border gateway
belongs is the destination AD, the process validates the corresponding end-to-end part of
the policy before accepting the communication. If the border gateway’s AD is a transit
AD, the process validates the transit part of the policy relationship between two ADs. The
verification of policy compliance may involve authenticating the identity of the path
agent requesting the route. This can be done either by communicating with a separate
authentication server or keeping this information at the border gateway itself. The issue of
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enforcing security in policy routing protocol is investigated in Chapter 7 in greater detail.
4.2.2.4. Interaction with Path Agents in Route Servers
The Route M anagement Process in a border gateway at a stub AD subsumes the func
tions of a path agent for a given host machine. This process initiates the creation of a
new flow by communicating with a route server. It communicates with a route server and
gets a domain level inter-domain route for setting a flow.
The creation of a new flow is a two step process. This process first initialises the database
with the entry for new flow record and then generates a route setup packet. The route
setup packet includes full domain level path. It also includes a unique flow-identifier
(flow-id), its authentication signature (security is discussed in Chapter 7) and sends this
packet to the destination. After it receives confirmation from the path agent in destination
AD, it assumes that the requested path has been setup.
The operation of this process at a transit AD is as follows. If a flow is acceptable, then
this process creates an entry into the flow database corresponding to this flow. A flow
entry is the record of various parameters that distinguish this flow and help in maintaining
statistics about this flow. A flow entry records both the next hop and the previous hop bor
der gateway of the flow so that the packet forwarding process can forward data packets by
a simple look up algorithm.
4.2.2.5. M anagement of Forwarding Inform ation Base
A border gateway maintains a flow database for valid flows passing through its domain.
The packet forwarding process matches the flow identifier of the data packets and for
wards the packet to next border gateway listed in the corresponding flow entry.
To forward packet to next hop gateways listed in flow database, a border gateway needs to
maintain up-down status of its internal or external neighbouring gateways. To achieve
this, it exchanges continuous hello packets with its peer gateways and maintains informa
tion base which it uses to forward route setup packets to the border gateways in the next
AD.
A border gateway needs to know its immediate adjacencies and the address of route
servers so that it could appropriately forward policy query packets.
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4J. Creation and Management of Inter-domain flows
The creation of an inter-domain flow requires that a route server must ensure that the pol
icy route computed is in the line of transit policies of all intermediate ADs. Moreover, a
path agent must make use of any existing flow if a flow meeting the requirements already
exists. This allows multiplexing the traffic from several sources on one inter-domain flow.
The procedure to create a new route is as follows. Whenever a route server receives a
route request for computing a new inter-domain source route, it verifies the end-to-end
part of the policy between source and destination AD. If both the destination network
and the source network are valid for the policy relationship, this means that the given
communication can be initiated by creating a domain level source route. Once the valid
ity of a given communication has been established, a route server will search its existing
route cacheing database to find whether it already has a valid route between this AD
and the destination AD. It must also match the QoS services of any existing route with
the QoS services required. If the route server finds such a route, it passes this route to the
source path agent that wished to initiate this communication. If no route with the desired
characteristics is found, the route server sends the user path agent in the border gateway a
notification packet carrying reason for the non-availability of the route. These reasons
could be - destination address can not be mapped to domain identifier i.e., destination not
reachable, policy related restriction and the non-availability of a suitable route.

4.4. Procedure for Computation of Inter-domain Source Routes
Route servers generate policy routes that satisfy the service requirements of the source
domain and respect restrictions of the transit domains. Whenever a route server gets a
request for a policy route with a given set of source service requirements to a given desti
nation domain, it attempts to locate one feasible route which satisfy the request. Figure
4.4 shows the route computation process.
The algorithm to compute a policy route is as given below.
i) Check if the destination address can be mapped to its domain identifier. The aim here is
to use the name server database so that the correct domain identifier can be found for a
given destination address. If the destination address cannot be mapped to its destination
domain identifier, the route cannot be computed.
ii) Verify that the end-to-end part of bilateral policy relationship between source and des
tination AD is valid, and that it allows communication between the source and the desti
nation address.
iii) Check if a recently computed route already exists in the cache of recently computed
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Figure 4.4: Procedure for computing inter-domain source routes
routes, with the same QoS as the new user request.
iv) If a recently computed route exists between the source AD and the destination AD,
verify that transit policies of all ADs in existing inter-domain route are valid for new
communication. This requires matching of attributes and checking the validity of all con
ditions attached to the policies of all transit ADs in the flow route. This ensures that the
new communication is also in accordance with the policies of transit ADs through which
the route in question exists.
v) If a new route is to be computed, it can be searched either using a breadth first (BF)
[77] or using Dijkstra’s shortest path first (SPF) algorithm [18] from the space of
domains, beginning at the source root. BF search is preferred because its computational
complexity, 0(N-\-L) is less than that of SPF, 0((N+L) LOG Lj, where N is number of
nodes and L is the number of links in the search graph [77]. Moreover, most
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communications involve few domain hops, therefore path optimisation using SPF may be
expensive relative to BF search.
The path search is done over a set of domains whose transit policies support the commu
nication attributes desired in route setup request. A route server considers a domain to be
a candidate for inclusion in a route if, for each of the service requirement constraints
specified for a route, the corresponding route satisfies the constraints when domain is
included. At this stage, local route selection policies of an AD to exclude some ADs
from the route can be applied by not considering them in the path search,
vi) A new route request which requires optimisation of certain parameters (e.g., delay)
over whatever route is computed, requires use of Dijkstra’s SPF algorithm, using the
desired metric over the AD set which matches the policy requirements. This step ensures
that AD route will pass only through those ADs which allow this communication. If a
route selection policy of the source AD has some pre-built partial path, the route compu
tation process must include this path segment, as it is, in the inter-domain route. The rest
of the path, as explained in chapter 3, must be built after this segment, whether searching
path using BF or SPF.
viii) If the route server is able to locate a policy route, it passes the newly computed route
to the path agent that requested the route. Otherwise, it generates a notification packet to
inform the source path agent that no valid route is available to the desired destination.

4^. Setup & Termination of Inter Domain Flows
Once a source route is received, the next job for the path agent is to install an inter
domain flow with a unique flow identifier. We have shown the state diagram of the flow
setup and termination operation in figure 4.5.
The flow setup mechanism relies on end-to-end reliability and does not require a hop-byhop acknowledgement mechanism between border gateways in the transit ADs. The first
step in the process is to generate a unique flow identifier and create necessary entry in the
local flow database. To accomplish this, the path agent initialises the flow space and
stores the flow record in the database with necessary parameters. It then sends a route
setup packet to the destination AD, and marks the corresponding flow entry in its
database into WAIT state. A flow would be deemed in a WAIT state till the route server
receives a confirmation or rejection of the route message from the path agent (resident in
the border gateway) in the destination AD.
The route setup packet carries full AD route (as computed in previous section- see Figure
4.6). This packet is forwarded to its destination from one AD to another. It is possible that
this route setup packet is corrupted or dropped some where in the route. Hence the route
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management process starts a re-transmission timer and keeps the track of this timer. If
neither a route confirmation nor a route reject message is received within the expiry
period of the re transmission timer, then the route server retransmits a duplicate route
setup packet. The route management process continues the re transmission of route setup
packet until either it receives a response packet from the destination AD, or it exceeds a
locally set retry-count. If it receives a route confirmation from the destination, then it
changes the flow state from WAIT to ESTABLISHED. This indicates that the flow is
now established and data packets can be forwarded using the flow identifier.
The path agent in a source gateway keeps a flow open for a locally selected flow period.
If it monitors that there is no traffic for a long time, then it sends a flow termination
packet and also removes flow from its own database. Since in our protocol, it is possible
to multiplex traffic from several sources on a single inter-domain flow, a path agent
should only generate termination request when all sources have finished using this flow. If
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there are other sources still using this flow, then it should only decrement the user count
in the entry record of this flow.

4.6. Procedure for acceptance & termination of flow at border
gateways
The function of a border gateway is to ensure the policy compliance of route setup
requests that it accepts from any route server. Therefore, whenever it receives a route
setup request packet, it searches the corresponding policy as applicable to the source AD
of the communication. This is a simple lookup procedure since policies are stored in a
hash table. It then verifies the validity of the source and destination hosts, communication
attributes, and the compliance of exit and entry restrictions on the basis of the policy rela
tions between source AD and itself. If it finds this route setup request to be in accordance
with its policy, it then accepts this route setup request. After creating the entry for this
flow in its database, it forwards the route setup packet to next border gateway. Forwarding
to next border gateway involves using information from its adjacency database.
If a border gateway finds that a route setup request packet does not comply with its pol
icy, it will drop the packet and will not forward it any further. In this case, it may send an
error message to the path agent that initiated this route setup request.
Creating a flow entry for an accepted route setup request is a two step process. In the first
step, a border gateway marks the new flow record in its database as a temporary entry. It
confirms this entry only after, it sees a flow confirmation packet from destination in the
reverse direction. This helps a border gateway to clear the flow entries from its database
for those flows for which it does not see any confirmation from destination for a long
time.
A border gateway removes the flow records from its database for several reasons. These
are:
• Life time of flow has expired.
• Packet Limit reached.
• Data limits exceeded.
• Maximum idle time exceeded.
• Inter-domain path broken along the route.
• The path agent in source domain sent a tear down message.
A border gateway in a transit domain will verify the policy compliance of all new data
traffic which may be multiplexed by source AD on an existing flow.
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4.7. Host Interaction With BPRP
We illustrate how path setup works by stepping through an example. Suppose host

in

domain A wants to communicate with host Hy in domain B. To communicate with Hy, Hg
simply forwards a message bound for

Hy

to one of the gateways on its local network,

according to its local routing procedure. If the recipient gateway is a border gateway, the
resident path agent determines how to forward the message outside of the domain. Other
wise, the recipient gateway forwards the message to another gateway in AD A, according
to its local forwarding information. Eventually, the message will arrive at a border gate
way in AD A, as border gateways are the only exit points to other administrative
domains.
The path agent resident in the recipient border gateway uses the message header, includ
ing source and destination addresses and any requested service information (for example.
Quality of Service) in order to determine whether it is an intra-domain or inter-domain
message, and if inter-domain, whether it requires an BPRP route. If an IDRP route
already exists, then the gateway will always forward it using the hop-by-hop forwarding
protocol. If it needs a new source route, it attempts to locate a forwarding information
base entry for the given traffic flow, from the information contained in the message
header.
Suppose that the search terminates indicating that the traffic flow from

to

Hy

requires

an BPRP route and no forwarding information base entry yet exists for this flow. In this
case, the path agent first determines the source and destination domains associated with
the message’s source and destination addresses, before attempting to obtain a source
route. The path agent use mapping information in its database and may use DNS
databases if such mapping is supported on them.
After obtaining the source and destination domain information, the path agent attempts to
obtain a domain level source route from its route server. After receiving a suitable domain
level source route from the route server, the path agent creates a flow between itself and
the path agent in the destination domain.
The path agent associates an identifier with the path, which will be included in each mes
sage that travels down the path and will be used by policy gateways along the path in
order to determine how to forward the message. The figure 4.7 shows the modified IP
data packet header for a data packet.
We note that data communication between
routes: one from AD A to AD

B

and

Hy

and one from AD

may occur over two
B

source

to AD A. The reasons are that

within a domain, hosts know nothing about policy gateways nor
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paths, and border
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Sôfvtce

identmcabm
(sequence#)
time to live

flags

Êr^matt offset

IP head^ checksum
source ad(ke^

destination address
padding

options
dow-identl&ar

Figure 4.7 : Modified IP data packet header with flow-identifier
gateways know nothing about the association between other policy gateways and BPRP
paths. Thus, in AD B, the border gateway that terminates the path from AD A may not be
the same as the border gateway that receives traffic from Hy destined for

In this case,

receipt of traffic from Hy forces the second border gateway to setup a path from AD B to
AD A.

4.8. Routing Databases
In this section, we describe the databases required to implement bilateral policy routing
protocol. Every routing protocol typically employs two different databases: the Routing
Information Base (RIB) and the Forwarding Information Base (FIB). RIBs are con
structed as a result of exchanging routing information between neighbouring border gate
ways. FIBs are constructed by applying local route selection criteria to the routing infor
mation that is present in the RIBs. FIBs are used to determine the next hop gateway on a
route to a destination. The formats for the routing databases, based on our implementa
tion of the protocol for simulation, are described below. It is possible to further optimise
them depending upon individual implementation.

4.8.1. Routing Information Bases (RIBs)
The Routing Information Base (RIB) component may be further decomposed into two
main subcomponents: Topology Information Base (TIB) and Transit Policy Informa
tion Base (TPIB). The first subcomponent contains information about physical connec
tivity within an internet; the second component contains information about transit con
straints imposed over the physical connectivity.
The topological information in RIBs is gathered from routing advertisements. To ensure
feasibility of inter-domain routing it is important for the inter-domain route computation
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procedure to be cognizant of the deployed transmission and switching facilities within an
internet and their operational status. In other words, inter-domain routing should not con
struct paths over non-existing facilities.
Our BPRP is based on the link state routing technology. Among other things, that means
that each AD maintains a topological map (at the level of ADs) of all ADs that participate
in a single instance of BPRP. Because topology information, distributed in BPRP, is spec
ified at the level of ADs, the storage overhead associated with this information depends
only on the connectivity within individual ADs, not on the connectivity within individual
ADs.
To ensure that inter-domain routes do not violate transit constraints, inter-domain route
computation procedures need to be cognizant of the transit constraints. This information
in BPRP is explicitly stored in the Transit Policy Information Base.
In addition to the above information, RIBs include AD adjacency information which is
required for creating appropriate next-hop entry in the FIBs. The idea here is that each
border gateway must be aware of its all internal and external neighbouring ADs and nexthop border gateways to reach them.
The table 4.1 shows the required databases by each component of BPRP. Their organisa
tion and structure of typical database records are explained in the next few sections.
Border Gateway

Route ServCT

Discussed in Section

1) Topology Information Base

X

X

Section 4.8.1.1

2) Adjacency Information Base

X

X

Section 4.8.1.2

3) Inter Domain Link Information Base

-

X

Section 4.8.1.3

4) Name Server Information Base

-

X

Section 4.8.1.4

5) Transit Policy Information Base

X(l)

X(2)

Section 4.8.1.5

X

-

Section 4.8.2.1

Database Name
RIBS

FIB
6) Flow States Database

X: required -; not required 1: requires policy of its own AD 2: requires policy of other ADs

Table 4.1: Summary of required databases at border gateways and route servers
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4.8.I.I. R I: Topology Inform ation Base
AU border gateways and route servers maintain this database. This database consists of
the latest instances of inter-domain link state update packets received from other ADs.
border gateway
address

domain
idoitifier

sequence # of generation time
last update
of last update

update
packet

border gateway 1

border gateway n

Figure 4.8 : Organisation of Topology Information Base
The figure 4.8 shows the information in one record of this database. The information
includes the address of the originator of an update (border gateway address), the identifier
of its AD (domain identifier), the generation time, the sequence number of the last update
packet and the actual update packet. Using this information, a border gateway can drop a
duplicate update or decide about the newness of an update packet.
The database wiU consist of aU current instances of inter-domain link state routing
updates. This means that the database wUl have at most one routing update for each AD
in the internet.
4.8.I.2. R2: Adjacency Inform ation Base
The main purpose of this database is to provide information to a border gateway or to a
route server about its internal or external peers. Border gateways which belong to the
same AD are known as internal peers. They can access each other using the intradomain routing mechanism. Neighbouring border gateways belonging to two different
ADs are known as external peers. This adjacency helps in deciding the next hop for a
packet, on its route to a destination.
For the border gateways, this adjacency database comprises of an entry for each of its
peer border gateways. Each border gateway must maintain the information about the
other border gateways in its AD. It must also know identifiers of ADs at the other end of
an external inter-domain link.
For route servers, this adjacency database comprises of entries for all its border gateways
and identifiers of ADs to which these border gateways provide external connectivity.
The figure 4.9 shows the information in one record of this database. The information
includes the address of the neighbouring peer (neighbour), identifier of its AD, informa
tion about the peer whether it is a border gateway or route server (type), whether it is up
or down (status), and time information when to expect next packet informing its status
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neighbouring AD identifier
peer
of the neighboui

type of peer
(B G /R S )

up-down
state of peer

hold time fw
next hello pkt

peer 1
peern

Figure 4.9: Organisation of Adjacency Information Base
from that peer (hold_time).
Each border gateway can have several peers. These adjacency records could be stored in a
linked list. The number of entries will depend on the adjacency of a gateway.
4.8.I.3. R3: Inter-Domain Link Information Base
The aim of this database is to provide a map of internetwork connectivity so that a route
server can compute a domain level route. Information in this database is organised as a
graph in which ADs become nodes and inter-domain links become the edges between
these nodes. Route servers derive this information mainly from the Topology Information
Base. They may also take information about some hidden inter-domain links from the
policy database. The organisation of this database is shown below in figure 4.10:
AD node identifier

adjacency hst

ADI

neighbour AD 1

QoS metrics
cl

c2

c3

c4

cl

c2

c3

c4

leighbour AD m

1

ADn

neighbour AD 1

leighbour AD m

Figure 4.10: Organisation of inter-AD link adjacency data
The above figure shows the information in one record of this database. The information
includes identifiers of all ADs (AD node identifier) to which a given AD (adjacency list)
connects, and the cost metric, if any, of a particular inter-AD link.
An inter-AD link database will consist of adjacency of every AD in an internet. Therefore
its size will depend on the interconnectivity of ADs in a particular internetwork.
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4.8.1.4. R4: Name Server Information Base
Route Servers maintain this database to provide network to AD identifier mapping. They
synthesise the information in this database from Network Information Routing Updates.
The organisation of this database would be quite similar to the information in topological
database.
4.8.1.5. R5: Transit Policy Information Base
Both route servers and border gateways will maintain this information base. A route
server will maintain the transit policies of other ADs as applicable to this AD. On the
other hand, a border gateway will have policies of this AD towards other ADs. A route
server uses policy information while planning a route. A border gateway will use this
information while accepting a route setup request.
This policy database can be organised as a hash table. This will help to get the policy of a
particular AD simply by using the search key made up of a domain identifier. The typical
entry in policy database will be as shown below in figure 4.11:
key

sourceE
list

dest
list

sourceT
list

path pref
list

mtry
list

exit
list

QoS Ch.
list code

data
type

ccnd
list

policy 1
policy n

sourceE; source list for end communication, dest: destination, sourceT: source list for transit communica
tion, path pief: path preference, QoS: Quality of Service, ch. code: charge code, cond.: conditions

Figure 4.11: Organisation of Inter-AD Policy Relations database
The above figure shows the information in one record of this database. The information
includes a search key made up of identifiers of the source and the destination AD (key),
list of valid sources for end to end communication (sourceE list), list of valid destinations
for end to end communications (dest. list), list of valid sources for transit communication
(sourceT list), path preference list (path pref. list) and other policy information that is
encoded in the transit policy. This information is derived from bilateral policy explained
in chapter 3.
A transit policy information base will consist of policies of all those ADs with which AD
in question has exchanged transit policies. However, in no case, there will be more poli
cies than the number of ADs in an internetwork.
In addition to transit policies of other ADs, a route server may also have its own route
selection policies.
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4.8.2. Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
The forwarding information base consists of a flow database. The aim of this is to keep
information about flow identifiers and associated next and previous hops.
A border gateway that participates in BPRP constmcts its local FIB as a direct result of
the path setup or path teardown procedure originated by a route server located in different
ADs. The complete paths between source and destination ADs are fully determined at the
source AD, with the resultant forwarding information being distributed to all ADs that
participate in BPRP along the paths.
R6: Flow Maintenance Database
All border gateways maintain this information base. A path agent, resident within the
border gateway, keeps track of number of data sources that are currently using a particu
lar flow from its AD. This information would be useful for it to increase the duration of a
flow, if it imposed such a time limit during creation of a flow. In addition to this, a border
gateway keeps next hop information in both reverse and forward direction of a flow.
The flow information is organised as a hash table. It should be possible to search this
information using flow-identifier or on the basis of destination domain identifier.
The flow database organisation is shown in figure 4.12.
flow
identifier

next
hop

previous
hop

source
route

flow
state

packet
count

packet
limit

QoS
request

start
time

flow
duration

flowidl
flowidn

Figure 4.12: Organisation of Flow database at a border gateway
The above figure shows the information in one record of this database. The information
includes a unique flow-identifier, next hop destinations in both forward and reverse direc
tions, full domain level source route, a status flag to keep track of flow states, a quality of
service specifier and other parameters such as duration of a flow, packet counts etc.,
which are useful for maintaining statistics about a flow.
The size of this information base will depend on the number of active flows through an
AD at a given time. This will be a dynamic figure. We discuss this issue in Chapter 5
where we investigate scalability of this protocol.
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4.9. Distribution of Routing Information
Our protocol proposal works by using link state unrestricted distribution of two types of
updates. We call first update inter-AD link update and the second update - network
information update. In every AD, there is one representative gateway (similar to the des
ignated router in 0SPF[19] ), that collects topology information and distributes it to other
ADs. Link updates are generated in response to topology changes. Some of the ADs may
like to associate certain metrics with inter-AD links; they can advertise this when they
wish to inform a significant change in any associated link metric. BPRP does not need
very frequent exchange of information as this would not be of much use since flows have
fixed route for their life duration. Moreover, an AD does not necessarily require the cor
rect status of interconnectivity at all times. If a source route is computed with correct con
nectivity information, but without the benefit of up to date dynamic status of inter domain
links, the route setup (or data packet forwarding process) will fail with an appropriate
error message alerting the originator of the setup; but no looping will occur because of
the use of loop free sources routes.
Multiple links between two ADs are considered a single logical adjacency, and router
advertises them as a single logical inter-AD link. The selection of the actual link to for
ward a packet can be made at flow setup time by the corresponding AD. This forwarding
decision can be made by using either policy or performance criteria by spreading the inter
domain traffic on all these links.
The format of an AD link update packet is shown in the figure 4.13. Each packet also has
an overall protocol header whose format is shown in appendix C.
7
1: . . . . . . . . . . . 23. . . . . . . . . .
update age
|i
update type
adveitisiing router

0

,1

update seqœmce number

Protocol
^header

update generation tinte
# of link advertisement
link AL) Identifier
Qos metric 0

0

#Qos

Oos
)os
)os

0
1

0
Oos
Oos

#Qos
0
0

link AD identifier
Qos metric 0
metric
metric

__ _____

0

_____ mslik _____

metric 3
metnc I
metric 1

5

Repeated for
each logical
inter-AD link

Figure 4.13: Format for inter-AD link update packet
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Network Information updates are generated (figure 4.14) whenever there is a change in
the network information within a domain. The objective of these updates is to provide
name server mapping between network number and AD identifiers. Network Information
updates are incremental by nature, and gateways advertise only additional networks
added or removed from the ADs.
15
opdatgagc

23

31

|

«update snjueoce number
update generation time
packet checksum

Protocol
Header

packet leogth

# of entry
# nelwtiik&l

disrint^ anrihHif.

network 1
network n

Figure 4.14: Format for network information update packet
A route server receives routing updates like border gateways, but it does not generate or
forward them to any other adjacency. The routing components maintain update reliability
by hop-by-hop acknowledgement for update sent. A border gateway or route server may
ask one of its peer in the same AD for routing information, if it has lost its information
base or is is new to join the AD.
Border gateways maintain adjacency information by using periodic hello packets and
keeping records of Hello messages received from adjacencies. A designated router gen
erates all routing update packets on behalf of its AD. The selection procedure for a desig
nated router is a matter of implementation. However, in our simulated model, we
assigned a internal border gateway identifier to each border gateway, and a border gate
way with highest identifier number within an AD automatically assumes that it is the des
ignated router.

4.10. Routing protocol packets:
Routing protocol packets are sent with higher priority over data packets if possible. All
BPRP protocol packets share a common header that is described in appendix C.
Our proposed protocol defines the following packet types (figure 4.15):
Format of the important packets for routing information distribution is shown in appendix
C.
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Type

Packet Name

Protocol Function

PQUERY Policy Query
PRESP
Policy Response
PACK
Policy Aduiowledgement
RULINKS Link Advertisement
RUNETS Net. Info. Update
RENQ
Database Enquiry
RREPL Database Reply
HELLO Hello
RSET
Route Set up
Misc. Control Packets

Enquire about policies of other ADs
Providing policy information to (%hers
Acknowledgeing receipt of policy
Advertise Inter-AD Link Cost Metric
Advertise Network Information
Enquire Database From Peers
Database Reply to enquiry from a Peer
Peer Adjacency Maintenance
Route Set up Packet
Error, Notifications,Acks, and Nacks
These include packet for route request.
Error Notifications, and other Protocol
Control Packets

Figure 4.15: BPRP packet types

4.11. Performance
Since a flow based scheme differs significantly from the traditional approach of hop byhop packet forwarding, we have investigated the performance of our BPRP proposal
using a simulation model. The key measures of routing performance in such a model
include flow setup latency, congestion control, per-packet switching delays and adaptabil
ity to topology changes. In this section we provide simulation-based answers to various
performance measures and suggest how improvements can be obtained.
An internet connection topology on which the simulations were carried out is shown in
figure 4.16. This consists of ten ADs connected in a mesh topology. All inter-AD links
are 56 Kbps. Propagation delays for inter-domain links are 5 msec, which are in line with
real-life delays across inter-domain links between ADs which could be several hundred
kilometers apart from each other. Border gateway switching time is 100 //sec for one
packet. This assumes that a border gateway can switch 10,000 packets per second. All
border gateways have queuing buffers for 20 packets. Intra-AD delay within an AD to
forward a packet from entry gateway to exit gateway is 10 msec. Each packet may also
have some non-deterministic queuing delays when transiting an AD. All inter-AD links in
the figure had a routing metric of 10 except links between AD 5 and 8, which has a link
metric of 5, and link between AD 1 and 9 which has a link metric of 20. A link with high
metric value is less likely to be used. The idea here was to control traffic on certain
expensive links. If all links are assigned equal metric, then a route server will choose a
path with minimum AD hops to the destination AD.
In our simulation, we abstract intra-AD routing with a switch like component that has the
ability to pass packets from networks to border gateways and vice versa. Traversing
through a transit AD has a fixed transit delay plus a packet queuing delay in each direc
tion of flow. Each AD is assigned suitable policies for end-to-end as well as for transit
traffic. Under the control of our simulation input, we made several sources in different
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Figure 4.16: Example internet topology used for simulations
ADs, start setting routes to destinations in other ADs and transfer large files and stop after
they finish transferring data. The transfer paths are shown in tables where this is relevant.
All sources were TCP sources using the slow-start window flow control algorithm [81]
with the maximum transfer window limited to 16384 bytes. All internal links within an
AD (between border gateways, host machines, and route servers) are ethemet links work
ing at 10 Mbps.

4.11.1. Flow Set UP Latency
This is one of the major concerns as flow setup overhead in terms of latency may not be
acceptable to applications that have small amount of data to send. In our proposal, route
computation cost is amortised over several sources as the same flow can be used by sev
eral sources simultaneously between two ADs. The simulated times to establish flows
have been shown in table 1. Internet load was characterised by light load (each inter
domain link has 1-4 bidirectional active flows), medium load (each inter-domain link has
4-8 bidirectional active flows) and heavy load (each inter-domain link has 8-20 active
bidirectional flows). These active flows transferred data in both directions between TCP
sources in two different ADs. First, the internet load was adjusted, then new flows were
created and latency times recorded.
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Simulated time to setup a flow - in seconds
Route length

Light traffic

Medium traffic

Heavy traffic

(in AD hops)

load

load

load

0.092890

0.172270

0.231370

0.115230

0.288360

0.552070

0.326450

0.569920

0.715480

0.336450

0.733330

0.745480

0.356450

0.792110

0.802050

1 hop
(1-5)

2 hops
(1-5-8)

3 hops
(1-5-8-6)

4 hops
(1-5-8-6-9)

5 hops
(1-5-8-6-9-10)

Table 4.2: Latency times for flow setup in the simulated topology
These times do not seem considerable for the simulated internetwork. Since in well con
nected graphs, average distance between any two nodes is limited by log(n), average AD
hop distance of communication even in large internets of 5000 AD will not exceed 10.
Therefore, the increase in the size of an internet will not significantly increase this time
delays.

4.11.2. Congestion Control
One drawback of a flow based source routing is that a policy route may already be over
loaded while a route server may continue assigning new users on the same flow. This can
be handled in many ways. If there are multiple links between two transit ADs, then a new
flow should be assigned to the least congested link across the logical hop. An alternative
is that a route server should not assign new sources on an existing flow if the utilization of
all transit links exceeds more than a preset upper value (This information can be made
available to it through routing updates). Alternatively, it is possible to enhance flow setup
routing with some kind of bandwidth reservation so that applications which need guaran
teed performance can negotiate it in advance.
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Variation of Inter-AD link queuing delays- in seconds
( All data flows were bidirectional)

No of Flows

Average delay

Max. delay

Std. deviation

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

2
4

0.010821

0.025622

0.557998

0.072140
1.127540

8

0.681992

1.197360

0.287288

16

0.688959

1.572370

0.461637

0.311157

Table 4.3: Effect of simultaneous flows on queuing delays of congested
inter-AD link
We carried out simulation to study the link congestion. The queuing delay variation for
the flows on congested inter-AD links were monitored for simultaneous flows passing
through them. The results are shown in table 4.3. If measures described above are not
considered at the time of new flow assignments, queuing delays could be substantial at
the congested links. However, this problem is not unique to our protocol since inter
domain routing protocols are not required to be responsive to traffic changes in the inter
nets. We discuss the effect of congested inter-AD links on overall throughput, in the next
section.

4.11.3. Network Throughput
For switching a data packet, each router determines the next hop of the route from desti
nation address, updates the Time to Live (TTL), and updates the header checksum before
before forwarding it. In the traditional hop-by-hop routing, the routes during transition
period may be less than optimum. A flow is fixed for entire duration, and may pass
through the same phases of being optimum and less than optimum, depending upon traf
fic conditions in an internet. We expect that the throughput of a flow based scheme will
be comparable to a hop-by-hop inter-domain routing protocol.
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Average flow throughput in bytes/sec
( All data flows were bidirectional )
Route length

Light traffic

Medium traffic

Heavy traffic

(in AD hops)

load

load

load

1 hop

3547

2563

1350

2 hops

3118

1745

910

3 hops

2960

783

463

4 hops

2700

546

290

5 hops

2620

357

222

Table 4.4: Effect of route length and traffic density on the TCP (user’s) throughput
To understand the performance of flow based traffic, we carried out several simulation
runs. Average data throughputs obtained under three different internet load characteristics
are shown in table 4.4. The data shows, as expected, that the lack of adaptability to traffic
in inter-domain routing makes the throughput of the longer flows drop substantially when
the subsequent links are simultaneously being used by other ADs as well. The flows that
span several AD hops are most susceptible to internetwork load. This points to a signifi
cant observation that mechanisms to ensure fair share of resources are very crucial for
such routing protocols to provide user satisfaction.

4.11.4. Adaptiveness to Topological Changes
The flow based schemes are by nature not responsive to traffic changes in the networks,
since flows are established for the life time of a communication. There is significant effort
and computation overheads in establishing an authenticated valid flow between source
and destination ADs. It is not a viable goal for a inter-domain policy routing to be adap
tive to minute traffic changes. However initial setup of flow can take various traffic
parameters (such as knowledge of some high capacity links) in considerations and plan an
efficient route.
The response to link or border gateway failure will vary with the diameter of the internet
Most traffic is localised, hence the effect of such failure is more likely to be felt more by
ADs in the vicinity of the failure than ADs far away from such change. Link failures and
other topological changes are broadcast using link state update. The update mechanism
and link state algorithm provide fast stabilization of topology in the vicinity of such cru
cial changes. The route servers, after noting the flow failures, may inform sources using
flows and/or plan new flows avoiding the failed links.
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Simulated time for routing update distribution
( in seconds )
internet diameter

Light traffic

Medium traffic

Heavy traffic

(in AD hops)

load

load

load

1 hop

0.010720

0.010640

0.010640

2 hops

0.032420

0.032210

0.032420

3 hops

0.053790

0.056100

0.056420

4 hops

0.111620

0.121620

0.120180

5 hops

0.131620

0.131580

0.131620

Table 4.5: Simulated times for routing update distributions
The simulation results of link failures show (refer table 4.5) the time for the stabilization
of topology in the internet of figure 4.16 under different traffic conditions. Since routing
updates are sent at higher priority than data packets, these times are not affected by inter
network load.

4.12. Summary
In this chapter, we presented the design of our BPRP proposal and analysed some simula
tion data useful for such an architecture. In summary, the BPRP architecture is based on
source routing, inter-domain route setup, link-state topology advertisement and demandbased distribution of policies. This approach supports flexible expression of policies with
limited computational burden on transit ADs and a mean of avoiding routing loops with
out strong consistency requirements. Our simulation results show that route setup over
heads are not unreasonably high because of small diameter of internetworks.
By combining BPRP with IDRP, we propose to support inter-domain routing in internets
of practically unlimited size, while at the same time providing efficient support to domain
autonomy and policy requirements.
The development of this architecture and these protocols does assume that routing
requirements will be diverse and that source routes will be needed. On the other hand, the
architecture and protocols do not depend on assumptions about the particular types of
routes demanded or on the distribution of that demand. We believe that routing in our
proposal will automatically adapt over time to changing inter-network traffic service
requirements by balancing the routing traffic between BPRP and IDRP.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Integration of Usage Accounting

In this chapter, we discuss three somewhat inter related, yet separate issues linked with
resource accounting in internetworks. First we present two proposed models for resource
accounting in the internetwork and analyse how these different accounting models would
affect the inter-domain routing protocols. Secondly, we discuss the effect of packet losses
on subscriber costs. Finally, we present a simple economic model for resource pricing in
internetworks.
The chapter is organised as follows: section 5.1 explains the importance of accounting
models for policy routing. Section 5.2 discusses two models for inter-domain cost recov
ery. Section 5.3 examines the impact of charging models on inter-domain routing proto
cols. Section 5.4 analyses the impact of packet losses on accounting models and how this
has effect on inter-domain routing. Section 5.5 presents an economic model for pricing
resources in data networks, and section 5.6 summarises the chapter.

5.1. Introduction
Internetworks are growing and so is the need for introducing some kind of accountability
for the network resource usage. This need to charge end users in an internetwork on the
basis of network resource usage is not new and has actually been discussed for quite
some time now [82, 83, 84]. The genesis of this need is not difficult to understand. Costs
for networking resources are increasing, while government grants seem to be disappear
ing for at least some networking domains. It is therefore natural that resource accounting
plays an important role in determining the administrative policies of various domains.
The need to develop some kind of resource accounting framework in internetworks is
fairly new. Nevertheless, the Internet Community has made some progress in this direc
tion and a working group of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has been working on
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creating the interim set of standards for resource accounting. Two basic documents, one
defining a basic architecture of Internet accounting [68] and another on the specifics of
usage reporting architecture for the Internet [85] have been released. Likewise, there are
a few other published papers [86, 87, 88] that have also discussed issues relevant to sup
port usage accounting and charging of data traffics in the Internet.
It is important to understand that accounting of networking resource usage in internet
works is quite unlike other parallel systems that we are aware of. The end user service in
an internet is provided by the joint efforts of several domains. Therefore failure to provide
the desired service on the part of a transit domain affects all other domains in the chain.
Moreover, policy considerations will play an important role on how neighbouring
domains will monitor and charge for handling each other’s traffic. We discuss some of
the important issues that would affect the domain policies and hence the design of the
inter-domain routing protocols in the next few sections.

5.2. Models for Inter-Domain Cost Recovery
There are two alternative views about charging in the Internet [89]. The first view is that
charging should be based at macroscopic level which should only consider the average
aggregated volume of the traffic. The alternative view is that accounting in internetworks
should be based on microscopic level which records individual traffic stream and moni
tors all data packets and the traffic connections. In our view, more important than the
granularity of accounting is the approach used for inter-domain cost settlements because
it will control the granularity at which packets should be counted. We briefly review
these two models for the accounting in internetworks and analyse their impact on inter
domain routing protocols.

5.2.1. Subscriber-Provider Accounting Model
The aim of this model is to create a subscriber-provider relationship between neighbour
ing transit domains and stub domains. The one way to evolve this relationship is that a
subscriber (e.g., a stub AD) will connect to a service provider (e.g., regional AD) and this
service provider will tell the subscriber how much it will be charged. The subscriber will
collect its traffic pattern (over a relatively long period of time e.g., 1 month) and will esti
mate the price of communications. The subscriber will do a similar experiment with other
service providers to which the subscriber can be directly attached and wiU compare the
results. The subscriber will pick up the provider that gives the lowest price. Most of the
traffic from subscriber will go through this provider. A provider may have a similar
arrangement with its neighbours which provide it transit services to reach the rest of the
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internetwork, in a manner similar to its arrangement with its own subscribers i.e., with
stub domains.
Note that this model does not preclude a subscriber from having simultaneous connec
tions to several neighbours (providers), each of which may dictate usage sensitive charg
ing for its services. For example, refer to the figure 5.1 shown below. Here stub S has one
set of tariff agreement with provider (transit domain) PI, another with P2 and yet another
with P3. The stub domain S will periodically settle with each its neighbour for the total
usage by its individual users. Thus usage cost to stub domain depends only on the agree
ment reached with its neighbours and the volume of traffic processed by each neighbour.
Also note that the cost to S depends only on the tariff that it settles with its next hop ADs,
and not on how its traffic traverses in other parts of internetwork, say to destinations in D.

Internetwork '

Figure 5.1: Example internetwork topology

5.2.2. Recursive Accounting Model
Alternative to the model above is the recursive accounting model recently proposed for
Internet Accounting[68]. In this model, communication costs by transit domains are
passed back to their neighbours which in turn pass these costs to their neighbours and so
forth, till costs percolate back to the ultimate end-domain that in turn may pass costs to a
particular host machine or end user that initiated the communication. Consider the view
point of the administrators for domain X of example internetwork in figure 5.2. The idea
is that he will send each adjacent administrative domain a bill (or other statement of
accounting) for its use of his resources and it will send him a bill for his use of its
resources. When he receives an aggregate bill from Network A, if he wishes to allocate
the charges to end users or subsystems within his domain, it is his responsibility to collect
data accounting data about how they used the resources of Network A. If the "user" is in
fact another administrative domain, B, (on whose behalf X was using A’s resources) the
administrator for X just sends his counterpart in B a bill for the part of X’s bill
attributable to B’s usage. If B was passing traffic for C, then B bills C for the appropriate
portion of X ’s charges, and so on, until charges percolate back to the original end user,
say G. Thus, the administrator for X does not have to account for G ’s usage; he only has
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to account for the usage of the administrative domains directly adjacent to himself.
This paradigm of recursive accounting may, of course, be used within an administrative
domain that is (logically) comprised of sub-administrative domains.

links to
domains

Figure 5.2: Example internetwork topology
The Internet Accounting model, described above, applies to a general mesh topology, in
which any Internet constituent domain may act as a service provider for any connected
domain. Although the Internet topology is a mesh, there is general hierarchy to its struc
ture (i.e., backbones, regionals and stubs). This structure makes it possible that most
domains will find themselves dealing with the domain next to them in this structural hier
archy.
The implementation of such a recursive charging model will affect routing decisions
because this model proposes to percolate the cost of all transit facilities to the domain ini
tiating a communication. Hence, in such a model, it is not just the selection of the next
neighbouring domain, but the selection of the entire domain level route which becomes
very important. Therefore, under such a model, installation of inter-domain routes must
consider the cost of other domains as well.

5.3. Impact of Charging Models On Inter-Domain Routing Pro

tocols
Each model will have different implications on the design of inter-domain routing proto
cols. We can divide these implications into two major areas:
1) Impact on Routing Information Distribution
2) Impact on Route Selection

5.3.1. Impact on Routing Information Distribution
The Subscriber-Provider model as outlined above isolates routing decisions from the
accounting information. Since initial internetwork connections are made considering the
costs of service providers, there is no need to integrate actual costs of facilities as a rout
ing metric. Since only neighbours are involved in charging and billing, traffic can be eas
ily monitored and accounted for. Moreover, it allows flexible approach in expressing
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charging policies.
If the usage costs of domains other than neighbours as required in recursive model out
lined above are to be considered in making routing decisions, the charging information
of those domains should be made available to the route computation process. This is par
ticularly difficult because often the charging policies of the ADs cannot be easily repre
sented in a compact notation. This problem is especially difficult when charges of ADs
are based on bands of usage because this requires that the history of usage of a particular
transit AD should also be maintained. For example, a transit AD may charge at a rate
x/packet for first 1 million packets and then charge at a lower rate of y/packet. Providing
support for such charging policies is very difficult because the subscriber as well the
provider must maintain the records of past usage.
Notwithstanding the above limitations, we can take a simple view of charging policies as
the details are not really relevant for our discussion. Some of the ways in which domains
can charge are: they can charge differently for the different type-of-service (TOS) sup
ported (known as priority pricing), traffic class (e.g., educational - known as differential
pricing), time of the day (peak-load pricing), or exit and entry links used etc. (product
differential pricing).
The tariff values can be defined using one or all three measurable entities of a data com
munication flow. These entities are number of packets, number of bytes and the time
duration for which a given communication was active. Our this view is confirmed by the
proposed design of accounting meters for the Internet accounting [85], shown in figure
5.3. It adopts the notion of a data flow, even though packets being counted are connec
tionless IP packets or OSl CLNP datagrams. A flow is a portion of traffic delimited by a
start/stop time, that is attributable to a particular accountable entity. Values (packet
counts, byte counts etc.) associated with a flow are aggregate quantities reflecting events
that take place in the duration between the start and stop times. The start time is fixed for
a given flow; the end time may increase with the age of the flow. The sample entity can be
appropriately adjusted to be a host, a network or a domain.
Sample entity

Attribute

Values

10.1.0.1

IP/UDP

Packet, Bytes, Start/Stop Time

Figure 5.3: Typical meter structure for accounting

The charging information needs to identify all the above variables associated with pricing
information. If the tariff differentiates between different types of traffic, then the tariff for
each type of traffic needs to be properly identified. The minimal syntax required to
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represent charging information of domains is shown below. This uses a simple BNF [90]
like notation.
<charge_info>: := {<tariff_parameters>,<cost_qualifiers>}
<tariff_parameters>::= <per_byte_cost>,<per_packet_cost>,<time_based_cost>
<cost_qualifiers>::= [Type of Service specifiers],[Time unit for time based charging],
[Day time for which valid], [Exit and entry links for which valid] I NULL
<per_byte_cost>::= a real value
<per_packet_cost>::= a real value
<time_based_cost>::= a real value
If we assume that there is no cost qualifier, a simple tariff information will need 10 bytes
of information (2 bytes for each field). Thus, pricing information of 5000 domains will
consist of 50 K bytes. However, if we assume that each domains has 3 different types of
tariff, then this will need around 150 K bytes of information at worst, which in itself is
not a very high requirement.
S J .2 ,

Impact on Route Selection Procedure

Again, the subscriber-provider accounting model does not add any difficulty to the
route computation procedure of IDRP or IDPR/BPRP style routing protocol since it is
based only on the cost of neighbouring domains. Even if one AD has several adjacent
domains, selection of the one that provides low usage sensitive cost can be easily accom
modated by appropriately assigning suitable preference to the domain that has lower
prices.
The recursive accounting model, on the other hand, will directly affect the route compu
tation procedure both in the protocols requiring route setup such as IDPR and BPRP and
in a hop-by-hop forwarding protocol like BGP or IDRP. The only difference is that in a
distance vector routing protocol, tariff information does not have to be passed through
link state advertisements as suggested for IDPR, but a centralised distribution mechanism
like directory services [91, 76] can be used to get information about the individual tariffs
of domain. Since, IDRP and BGP deal only at the level of immediate neighbours, such
an accounting model hardly makes any sense to these protocols.
The route computation in a protocol requiring route setup like IDPR involves running
over internetwork topology, and creating a domain level policy route over valid domains
and links. The algorithmic process of route computation in principle is quite simple, and
can be abstracted to the following two steps:
a) Determine the domains and links which can be used under given policy constraints.
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b) Compute a minimum cost route over selected domains and links using suitable shortest
path algorithm.
In reality, both of these steps can be combined during domain level route search.
The common algorithm to compute minimum cost route is Dijkstra’s Shortest path algo
rithm [18, 92]. Let us imagine internetwork as a Graph G(V,E) with vertex set V and
edge set E. Here, a domain is represented by a vertex v and inter-domain link by a graph
edge. Let each edge (v,w) of G have a non-negative cost a(v,w) attached to it. The algo
rithm maintains a tentative cost u(v) for each vertex v, which is an upper bound on the
cost of a shortest path from a given source node s to node v. Every vertex is classified as
unlabeled, labelled and scanned. The algorithm consists of repeating a scanning step until
the destination node t becomes scanned. The scanning step involves labelling a node with
its current minimum cost firom source. According to algorithm, if we start at a labelled
node V with u(v) minimum, we replace u(w) by u(v) + a(v,w) for every edge (v,w) such
that u(v) + a(v,w) < u(w), and if u(w) was previously infinite, we convert node w to the
labelled state.
Notice that the scanning step involves adding the cost from the current node to the next
node, and choosing the node with minimum cost as our next node in the shortest path
from source to destination. This algorithm assumes that the cost attached to links are
expressed as a uniform metric which can be added linearly to label a node with minimum
cost. However, we do not have such a common metric of cost attached to each domain
link because domain tariff policies are not uniform, and therefore the cost of two ADs
cannot be directly compared in this way. This means that to be able to compute a mini
mum cost path, one must evolve some kind of composite metric or use some other criteria
so that cost of two domains can be added to give a single metric for comparison.
However, that is not the only problem one needs to deal with in making a meaningful
judgement; there are many more unrealistic requirements. If charging incurs time depen
dent parameters, then one needs a priori knowledge of the duration for which one will
need a route. If charging includes packet dependent parameters, one needs to know the
MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) of each transit domain, if the Internet is to take into
account possible fragmentation [93]. One will also need a priori knowledge of number of
packets that will be sent, as well as the size of each individual packet. One wiU need a
priori knowledge about the total number of packets, if some domains were to charge on a
per packet basis and some on per byte basis.
We claim that under these circumstances, there is very little that domains can do to
reduce their communication bills. The only option that they have is that the route server
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can, at best, compute routes that have lower per packet or lower per byte cost depending
upon the characteristics of the traffic. Even to be able do this, a route-server will need to
consider the nature of the application for which a new inter-domain route is being
planned.
In short, the recursive accounting model cannot be integrated quite easily with IDRP or
IDPR/BPRP like protocols. On the other hand, the subscriber-provider model presents no
overhead for tariff information, and no special mechanisms are required in the route
selection or computation process.

5.4. Internetwork Packet Losses and Accounting Models
Another controversial aspect of incorporating usage sensitive accounting in internetworks
is the accounting of packets that are dropped by transit domains during transit from
source domain to destination domain [26, 94, 68]. Since dropped packets require retrans
missions, they constitute an extra burden on the subscribers. In this section, we analyse
the effect of these lost packets on the overall cost of a stub domain under the two
accounting models discussed above.

5.4.1. Charging Model
For the discussion in this study, we assume an internetwork consisting of transit domains
with usage sensitive charging policies. Though a wide variety of charging methods are
possible, we consider three basic elements of any domain’s charging policies: packet
based charging, time based charging (for protocols with flows) and byte based charging.
A domain may have one or all three elements in its charging policies. In packet based
charging, a domain charges on every packet successfully switched by it; in byte based
charging, a domain charges on the total amount of bytes switched by it, and in time based
charging, a domain charges on the basis of the time a particular flow is active through its
region. Thus, in a heterogeneous charging environment, any inter-domain route can be
characterised by its three cost parameters of packet based cost, byte based cost, and time
based cost.

5.4.2. Simulation Setup
The simulated networking environment consists of a simple internet topology in which 16
Administrative Domains (ADs) were connected in a linear path (see figure 5.4). Each AD
represents resources under control of a different administrative authority. Each transit AD
has two gateways that connect it with its neighbouring ADs. Intra-AD communication
components were abstracted by a switch like component that switched packets between
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two border gateways with fixed intra-AD transit delays. Intra-transit delays were set at 15
msec for every transit AD. Inter-AD links were 56 Kbps with propagation delay of 5
msec. Packet switching time for border gateways were 100 //sec for a packet. All links
within the AD are assumed to be ethemet links operating at 10 Mbps. Hosts within the
ADs were connected on internal ethemet links of 10 Mbps.
FTP *s
SourcA C j

pi

Ç2

Ç3

’ p2

’ p3

d

ftp

Cjj /

Sink

^p4

C = Chaige of AD, p = Packet Loss Probability

Figure 5.4: Simulation setup and parameters
In all simulation experiments, a FTP [95] source in source AD transmitted a 512 Kbyte
file to a sink in the destination AD. The TCP [96] data packets were 512 bytes and
acknowledgement packets were considered to be 40 bytes. TCP source and sinks were
using Van Jacobson’s Slow-Start [81] window flow control. The maximum send and
receive windows for TCP were set to 16384 bytes.
Three experimental setups were used for simulation. In the first experiment, source and
sink were at a distance of 4 AD hops (source being in AD 1 and destination being in AD
4). In the second experiment, source and sink were at a distance of 8 AD hops and in the
third source and sink were at a distance of 12 AD hops. In each simulation setup, the
packet loss probability was varied for each AD between 0 and 3 percent. For experimen
tal simplicity, we assigned a similar packet drop probability in a simulation mn to each
AD in the data transfer route.
All packets were counted at the exit point of an AD. To enable this, data packets were
tagged by a different code than the acknowledgement packets. Though all the gateways
kept the counts of packets switched by them, only counts of exit gateways were consid
ered for comparing costs.

5.4.3. Results
The results have been shown in table 5.1(a,b,c) for the subscriber-provider model and in
table 5.2(a,b,c) for the recursive accounting model. In the first case, changes in the cost
of the next hop AD only are considered. The cost of all ADs is considered for the second
model because of the recursive effect on cost of the stub AD. Since we are interested in
relative changes in total route cost rather than individual cost of each AD, we have
assumed that all transit ADs will charge at the same rate. Each AD charges X monetary
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units per second as time based cost, Y monetary units per packet as packet based costs
and Z monetary units per byte as byte based cost. Again, the actual values of X, Y, and
Z are not important in our study because we are only computing the relative change in
each component rather than actual value of the change. So we assign X, Y, and Z a con
venient value of one monetary unit in our computation. It is a simple matter to extrapo
late the data for any other values of X, Y and Z.
The comparative data has been shown in result tables 5.1 (a,b,c) for the first model and in
table 5.2(a,b,c) for the second model. In a result table, the first column shows the packet
drop probability per AD. This varies between 0 percent and 3 percent The second col
umn shows the total route drop probability computed firom the figure of the first column.
Other columns show the cumulative packet counts recorded at the exit points of each AD
responsible for metering and billing. Using packet counts of transit ADs, accumulated
claims of packets, bytes and time for the entire route are computed, and these are shown
in the table in columns that have word "Total" in their headings.
The relative costs based on per packet charges - Cost (P), per byte charges - Cost (B), and
per second charges - Cost(T) have been compared with the ideal case of no packet loss.
These relative changes in each component of the communication cost are shown in last
three columns of the result tables.
Our results, for subscriber-provider model (table 5.1 (a,b,c)), show that prices to a stub
domain are affected any where between 2 percent to 29 percent depending upon whether
the provider charges on the basis of packet count or byte count, and the total reliability of
the selected route.
Similarly the results, for recursive accounting model (table 5.2 (a,b,c), show that the rela
tive change in the packet based cost - Cost(P) is limited to less than 3 percent for the total
packet drop probability of up to 8 percent, compared to the ideal case of no packet loss.
The change in the byte based cost - Cost(B) is much more rapid compared to the change
in Cost(P). The time based cost - Cost(T) changes much more rapidly than the other two
costs. For example, it can change up to 16 times for a route with 12 AD hops in which
each AD drops 2 percent of handled packets.
The variation in Cost(T) can be further analysed using factor analysis techniques on the
data presented. The variation in Cost(T) can be allocated to two factors namely "total
route drop probability" and distance. The unexplained portion of variation can be
ascribed to the experimental errors or uncontrollable variables. Using the data presented,
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Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.11

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

2000
2008
2018
2074
2167

552,000
560,344
567,352
594,608
650,720

73.92
89.16
117.75
166.05
312.50

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.04
1.08

Relative
CosKB)
1.00
1.02
1.03
1.08
1.18

Relative
Cost(T)
1.00
1.21
1.59
2.25
4.23

Table 5,1a: Case 1- Effect of packet losses in 4 AD hops setup

Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.15
0.22

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

2000
2036
2060
2062
2227

552,000
577,984
598,296
627,168
710,232

84.97
213.73
319.97
416.59
1072.23

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.11

Relative
Cost(B)
1.00
1.05
1.08
1.14
1.29

Relative
CostCT)
1.00
2.52
3.77
5.61
12.62

Table 5.1b: Case 2- Effect of packet losses in 8 AD hops setup

Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.06
0.11
0.22
0.31

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

2000
2020
2087
2214
-

552,000
577,344
625,808
713,960
-

78.00
387.52
711.54
1246.67
-

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.01
1.04
1.11
-

Relative
Cost(B)
1.00
1.05
1.13
1.29
-

Table 5. Ic: Case 3- Effect of packet losses in 12 AD hops
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Relative
CostCT)
1.00
4.97
9.12
15.98
-

Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.11

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

8000
8037
8079
8291
8701

2,088,000
2,236,384
2,259,776
2,351,800
2,561,720

73.92
89.16
117.75
166.05
312.50

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.03
1.09

Relative
Cost(B)
1.00
1.07
1.08
1.13
1.23

Relative
Cost(T)
1.00
1.21
1.59
2.25
4.23

Table 5.2a: Case 1- Effect of packet losses in 4 AD hops setup

Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.15
0.22

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

16000
16248
16378
16530
17664

4,416,000
4,554,304
4,665,232
4,829,904
5,318,944

84.97
213.73
319.97
416.59
1072.23

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.02
1.02
1.03
1.10

Relative
Cost(B)
1.00
1.03
1.06
1.09
1.20

Relative
CostCT)
1.00
2.52
3.77
5.61
12.62

Table 5.2b: Case 2- Effect of packet losses in 8 AD hops setup

Pkt Drop Per
AD Hop
(Percent)
0.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Total
Route Drop
Probability
0.00
0.06
0.11
0.22
0.31

Total

Total

Packets

Bytes

Time

24000
24215
24860
26325
-

6,624,000
6,808,656
7,189,872
7,945,616
-

78.00
387.52
711.54
1246.67
-

Relative
Cost(P)
1.00
1.01
1.04
1.10
-

Relative
Cost(B)
1.00
1.03
1.09
1.10
-

Table 5.2c: Case 3- Effect of packet losses in 12 AD hops setup
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Relative
CostCT)
1.00
437
9.12
153)8
-

our computation shows that variations due to the route drop probability, route distance
and experimental errors are 64.57,18.88 and 16.56 percent respectively. The unexplained
part can be attributed to the dynamics of flow control and experimental errors.
The results are not surprising because of the nature of Slow-Start algorithm used for con
gestion control in our TCP. Whenever TCP source detects loss of a packet (using retrans
mission time-out as a packet loss signal), the congestion control window, which is used to
control flow and thereby throughput, is reduced to one packet. This window then opens
gradually upon further receipt of acknoweledgements. This congestion recovery phase
seems to cause significant loss of throughput, thus affecting the time duration to complete
the transfer. Therefore the time based cost of file transfer applications will be very much
dependent upon the effectiveness of congestion control algorithm to recover from
throughput loss phase.

5.4.4. Significance of the Results
Though results obtained with these simulations have their limitations, they do highlight
some important implications of packet losses in transit on subscriber costs. If a subscriber
has to pay the costs of lost packets, the reliability of the route chosen becomes very
important because it may significantly affect the end user costs. This means that the route
computation or evaluation process in inter-AD protocols should not only consider the cost
of AD routes, but it should also consider the reliability of the routes, and how this relia
bility affects the various components of the end user costs. To implement such a sugges
tion will require that average reliability figures of transit domains are also distributed
through routing protocols or made available through other means such as directory ser
vices.

5.5. Pricing of Network Resources
Pricing of network resources is a complex issue with which administrators of transit
domains will have to consider sooner or later. If we assume that networks provide con
sumers a utility similar to other public utility services such as electricity, water, transport
etc, then we can avail the experience gained from utility pricing for which a vast literature
[97, 98, 99] already exists. There is, however, a subtle difference between other utility
services and providing services in a connectionless networking environment. Most of the
cost in networks is made up of fixed infrastructure such as links and switching gateways,
and operational expenses are fractions of the cost of links and gateways. Furthermore,
there is no per unit "production" cost in servicing a packet as would happen in providing
a unit of electricity, for example. This means that economic theories for public pricing
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cannot be applied without modifying them to suit the networking context.
The traditional economics of utility service pricing suggests several types of pricing such
as peak load pricing, priority pricing, marginal cost pricing etc, and sophisticated models
both under deterministic and non-deterministic demands have been analysed [97, 98, 99].
These models are based on what economists properly call- "welfare economics". The
basic view behind welfare economics is that the net social worth of a particular (pricing)
policy may be represented as the sum of consumers’ and producers’ surpluses generated
by the policy in question, i.e., the excess of consumers’ total ‘willingness to pay’, net of
the actual price paid, plus producers’ profits [97]. Here the concept of consumer surplus
is used for measuring the utility to an individual. It is the difference between how much a
consumer is willing to pay and his or her actual payment. Thus, consumer surplus is the
net benefit derived from consumption. In short, welfare economics attempts to ensure that
the benefits to the producer and consumer are valued equally in the social welfare func
tion.
Aiming for similar welfare economics in network pricing would be an ideal way in which
both subscribers and providers benefit. Subscribers would benefit by low prices and pro
ducer will gain higher revenue if its services could be used by the large number of sub
scribers without causing dissatisfaction among its subscribers (dissatisfaction in eco
nomic terms is typically measured by utility functions which describe a user’s level of sat
isfaction with the combined bundle of goods and the cost). The issue of setting prices is
very complex, and discussion of all pricing models is beyond the scope of the present
study.
Instead we describe a simple approach for network resource pricing based on uniform
price per unit of quantity (i.e., per packet, per byte and per time unit). A uniform price per
unit of quantity is only one alternative and, although very common, it is an extreme case.
Most utilities will be tempted to introduce some sort of price differentiation discussed
above. However, we believe that basic ideas of utility pricing can be elaborated best for
the simplest possible functional form of a price schedule. That is why, it is a good idea to
restrict ourself with linear (uniform) pricing model.

5^.1. The Model
One of the most useful approaches that a utility take in pricing is the concept of "net rev
enue". The aim here is that they should be able to generate a target amount of money
from their services. This amount should be sufficient to cover their operational expenses,
need for future expansion and any profit margins. The net revenue target is function of the
cost and demand conditions of the network services, and the nature of fluctuation
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anticipated in the demand of services. Therefore, a simple strategy is to use the net rev
enue target and average demands of the subscribers to determine the tariff structure.
The utility services provided by networks may be divided into two categories: those that
purely operate on the lines of private enterprises and those that have mixture of commer
cial objectives and non-commercial objectives. Naturally, pricing models for the two cat
egoriesmust be different. Under case I below, we discuss themodel developed for utili
ties with commercial objectives and in Case II, we take up the discussion of pricing
model related to utilities with a mixture of commercial objectives and noncommercial
objectives.
Case I
In networks which are not obligated to perform any social objectives, a markup pricing or
target rates of return may be used as a pricing policy. The pricing a unit of service for a
packet can be described in the following formulations.
P = UOC + UFC + r * I - (for target rates of return)
P = UOC (1 + m) - (for markup pricing)
P = Price per unit of service
UOC = Operating cost per unit
= operational expenses / projected demand (PD)
UFC = Fixed cost per unit
{Depreciation at replacement cost + fixed overheads)
projected demand {PD)
r = target rate of return
I = Total investment
m = Markup factor
Case II
In networks that have a mixture of commercial objectives and noncommercial objectives,
it is expected that government should provide subsidy towards meeting the noncommer
cial objectives. This subsidy should be spread over the projected demand and should be
used to reduce operating cost. The price formulation in this case is illustrated below:
P = UOC(l+m )-G S/PD
P = price per unit
m = Marloip factor
GS = Government Subsidy
PD = projected demand
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The net revenue thus required by the network in both cases can be expressed as:
NR = P * PD
NR = Net revenue
P = Price per unit
PD = Projected demand.
The aim of a network administrator is to generate the required net revenue by dividing the
"price per unit of service" (P) into its three components. Administrators have choice of
charging based on per packet, per byte or per second for which a data flow is active. The
first step in this direction is to break the projected demand of its subscribers into net
demands of data packets, bytes and time requirements. The second and also the most sig
nificant step is to establish a utility function for its subscribers. This utility function is to
relate the level of charges for each component of price to the demand of various services
(i.e., bundle of goods in this case). Once these two are known, working out a suitable tar
iff structure can be reduced to following optimisation problem:
maximize Utility Function ufc(pl,p2,p3)
subject to :
Dp * p i + Dft * p2 + Df p3 = NR
p i <=a
p 2 <= b
p3 <=c
NR = net revenue to be generated
Dp = aggregated demands in terms of packets
D I, = aggregated demand in terms of bytes
Df = aggregated demand in terms of time per second.
p i = per packet charges
p 2 = per byte charges
p3 = per second charges
a = target per packet price
b = target per byte price
c = target per second price.
It is expected that administrators should be able to assign a target value of a, b and c tak
ing into consideration of competition (if any), user satisfaction and fairness of distribu
tion. It is possible that a domain may have only per packet cost, but no per byte or per
second cost, or it may have per packet and per byte cost, but no persecond cost. This
entails maximising the utility function of all types of applications be they file transfer
(dominated by byte and per packet cost), or interactive applications (dominated by per
packet and per second cost).
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Figure 5.5: Cost pricing guidelines for commercial operation - case I
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5.5.2. Demand Fluctuations
The above computations have assumed that demands can be computed with reasonable
accuracy. Once demand has been estimated, the price per unit of service becomes deter
minate because costs, markup, and the target rate of returns are all fixed for that particular
level of demand. If the demand is overestimated, the resulting prices wiQ not be sufficient
to meet all costs and therefore will result in a financial deficit to the network.
The figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the graphs for pricing equations for case I and case II respec
tively. The cost and per unit prices are shown on vertical axis and the projected demands
along the horizontal axis. The price that a consumer pays is shown as a negative function
of demand because the average fixed cost decreases as demand increases.
Let us discuss case I first (figure 5.5). P is the actual price per unit of service for a data
packet at the projected demand D. If the real demand is D' less than projected or D"
more than projected, the corresponding per unit prices should have been P' or P" instead
of P. However, the network will continue to charge P for this period. Thus, if actual
demand is D', it will incur a shortfall shown by the area in the rectangle (B,D',D,0).
Likewise, if demand is D", it will make additional reserves shown by the area in the rect
angle (0,D,D",M).
In the case II (figure 5.6), the marked up price per unit of service before subsidy was Pm.
The new pricing policy tries to distribute governmental subsidy to all the subscribers by
bringing the price from Pm to P. This graph will show exactly the same behaviour for
demand fluctuations as the first one.
One must note that the accuracy of this model depends upon the ability of an administra
tor to correctly estimate demands of its services. But forecasting demands is not always
easy and projected demands may indeed be at a different level than the projection. The
typical solution for this problem, employed by economists, is to produce a break-even
chart that helps to find the minimum level of demand at which a network will break even
its cost of operation (see figure 5.7). Once break even demand is known, the tariff struc
ture can be accordingly adjusted to keep a safe distance from break even point. The net
work planner may also have to consider the demand elasticity, if the subscribers will
reduce their demands in the case that prices are high.

5.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed three inter-related issues linked to internetwork
accounting. We first presented the two accounting models for implementing usage sensi
tive pricing. We have shown that subscriber-provider model is a better approach because
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it avoids the complexity associated with recursive accounting model. The recursive model
cannot be fully integrated with inter-domain routing protocols.
The second issue that we tackled was the packet losses and their effect on the subscriber
costs. We showed that three components of cost namely packet based cost, byte based
cost and time based cost are differently affected. If losses are heavy, the cost impact of
the lost packets cannot be ignored and must be considered during route installation.
And finally, we presented a simple economic model that can be used by network adminis
trators to price their networking resources. The model is relevant for both networks that
receive government subsidy, and also for those who have to generate their own revenue.
The critical factor in working out the tariff is the correct estimation of subscriber
demands. If projected demand is not near the real demand, it may cause shortfall in the
revenue and as a result, the network may not be able to provide satisfactory level of ser
vices if it continues to make losses.
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CHAPTER SIX
Scalability Comparison of Inter-Domain
Routing Protocols

As the Internet grows both in size and diversity of services, providing mechanisms to
contain the overheads associated with inter-domain routing emerges as one of the critical
issues in the global Internet architecture. This chapter analyses the storage and computa
tional overheads of the inter-domain routing protocols, IDRP and IDPR, and compares
the results with our proposed solution, BPRP.
The chapter is organised as follows: section 6.1 describes the metrics used for routing
overhead evaluation. Section 6.2 discusses the relevance of using asymptotic growth anal
ysis as a measure for protocol scalability. Section 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 analyse forwarding
information base (FIB) and routing information base (RIB) overheads of IDPR, BPRP,
and IDRP respectively. Section 6.6 evaluates the route computation overhead, and section
6.7 evaluates the communication overhead of these protocols. Section 6.8 assesses the
approximate memory requirements in gateways for all three protocols. Section 6.9 sum
marises the chapter.

6 .1.

Metrics for Routing Overhead Evaluation

Two methods have been traditionally used to study scalability for a routing protocol. The
first approach is to compute the actual size of its routing databases assuming some realis
tic configurations. The second approach is to study the asymptotic growth behaviour of a
protocol. We combine both these approaches and organise our study in the following
three major sections:
1) Storage requirements - Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and Routing Information
Base (RIB) overheads
i) Growth - Asymptotic with Domain
ii) Real Computations
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2) Route Computation Complexity
3) Communication overhead
Every routing protocol needs some storage to keep routing information bases, processing
power to compute routes to a destination (based on the information stored in its routing
data bases) and communication bandwidth to propagate routing information from one
gateway to another. These factors govern the efficiency of a routing protocol.

6.2.

Asymptotic Growth Analysis

The typical way of measuring algorithms’ speed have been the asymptotic analysis of
their behaviour. The idea is to see how algorithms behave as the number of input ele
ments are increased. The analysis of algorithms typically uses "big-Oh notation" to
describe how an algorithm’s run time is proportional to some given function of input ele
ments. The goal of the study of computational complexity of an algorithm is to show that
its running time for N input elements is 0(f(N)) for some function

f, and that there can be

no algorithm with a running time of 0(g(N)) for any "smaller" function (a function with
l i m g ( N ) l f ( N ) = 0) [67,100,77].
A similar asymptotic growth analysis of inter-domain routing protocols with respect to
number of domains and number of links in an internetwork can be done and the growth
potential of inter-domain protocols can be assessed. An internet can be modelled as a
Graph G(V, E) with a vertex set V and and edge set E. Here a domain is represented by a
vertex v e V and inter-domain link by a graph edge e

g

E. Although, an internet can be

modelled just like any other sparse graph just by specifying the vertex and edge set, to
characterise the topology of an internet one needs to consider the distribution of these
edges. Therefore, we characterise our internet topology not only by number of nodes, but
also by specifying its average degree D of node connectivity.
It is important to note that asymptotic analysis can only tell whether it is feasible for a
protocol to support large environments. Its primary purpose is to give some idea how the
overhead of a protocol will grow with the size of internetworks. It can be a measure to
compare the growth potential of two different protocols. However, the number of ADs in
an internetwork is only one input that determines the storage requirements. The storage
requirements of the FIB and the RIB depend on several other parameters (such as inter
network topology, protocol design etc.), hence, these results cannot be the basis of proto
col to protocol comparison in isolation. For this actual overheads should be computed by
applying real computation on some realistic internetwork topologies.
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6J. IDPR Storage Analysis
6.3.1. Forwarding Information Base (FIB) Overhead
IDPR requires that an inter-domain flow be setup to begin a communication. The for
warding information base in IDPR will depend on the maximum number of flows passing
through a border gateway. However, the maximum number of flows passing through a
border gateway will be dependent upon the route selection policies employed by route
servers in other domains, topology of the internetwork, and transit policies of domains. A
deterministic analysis of the path setup/tear-down impact on storage overhead requires
precise timing information about all the path setup/tear-down procedures executed by all
the domains within an internet, and thus is not feasible. The only possible and practical
approach to study dynamics of inter-domain flow creation, is to use statistical or simula
tion tools instead of a deterministic approach.
To use simulation, we need to make some assumptions about the policies of the domains.
First, we assume that each transit domain has equal probability of being picked up in a
route, since we have no other data to assign any other distribution. Likewise, we make
second assumption about route selection policies that domains will prefer a route that
uses the shortest hop path to other domains. These two simplifications to transit and
route selection policies allow us to use simulation to obtain statistical average of the max
imum number of flows passing though any transit domain in an internetwork.
We use random graphs [101] to generate different internet topologies. These topologies
are then used to find out average and maximum number of flows that pass through transit
domains. We average the maximum number of transit flows over several randomly cre
ated internet topologies and call it Maximum Transit Flows (MTF). This MTF is then
used to estimate the FIB requirement of border gateways. The use of MTF is justified
because of the fact that, in order to provide correct operation within a particular topology,
every border gateway in a transit domain should be capable of storing all the information
in its FIB.
In our experiment, we generated random graphs with the required average degree using
an algorithm given in [101]. This algorithm creates a random graph of N nodes in which
every node had an equal probability of being connected with any other node. The average
degree of connectivity decides the number of connections that each node makes to its
chosen peers. Once this graph is created, each node computes a shortest path to every
other node in the graph. The maximum number of transit flows passing through each
node were maintained.
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Each run required several hours of computation on a dedicated SPARC 10+ machine even
for a few hundred node graph (the computational complexity for each run is
0(Nx((N-\-E)log E)). Table 6.1 and 6.2 present the results obtained for random graphs of
degree 2 and degree 3. These results are averages of several independent runs on random
graphs of up to 1200 nodes. Results have been plotted in figure 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.
These results show that for the random graph topologies, the average MTF grows very
slowly, and as evident from the plotted graphs, the overhead shows only linear growth
which can be represented as 0(N).
The further analysis of these results shows that the MTF is actually bounded by (.02xN^)
for our randomly generated internet topologies with node degree of 2. Furthermore, as
the average degree of connectivity increases, the MTF reduces even further. We can there
fore conclude that a domain is unlikely to have more than 2 percent of flows passing
through it in a mesh topology, provided all transit domains have equal probability of
being selected and route selection policies choose routes that minimise domain hops.

63.2. Concept of Activity Index
In our above experiment, we have derived MTF by assuming that all ADs may need an
inter-domain flow with every other domain. However, in real situations, it is quite
unlikely that a particular domain will need to communicate on inter-domain flows with
every other domain at the same time. This factor can be represented as Activation Index
which indicates the ratio of average simultaneous connections maintained by domains
with one another, and number of domains in an internet.
The previous traffic measurements in the Internet [102, 103, 104] suggest that most wide
area communication, like communication between pairs of local hosts on a local area net
work, shows a strong locality of reference. This locality of reference, in the context of
wide-area networks, means that certain host pairs or network pairs communicate more
with one another than with other hosts or networks. The above references confirm that up
to fifty percent of the total wide area communication from one organisation is limited to
only one dozen or so sites. Using this information, we can say that the distribution of traf
fic from any domain is not uniformly spread across the entire network. Consequently, we
think that activity index will be very much lower than 1 because a particular domain is
unlikely to communicate at the same time with all other domains in the internetwork as
we have taken in our simulation. That should further reduce maximum number of maxi
mum FIB entries required in the border gateway of transit domains. In short, this FEB
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number of nodes
10
25
50
100
200
400
800
1200

maximum path length
6
10
12
13
16
17
18
19

average path length
3
4
6
7
7
9
10
10

average MTF
28
192
549
1681
5520
15243
34026
64888

Table 6.1: Maximum transit flows (MTF) in random graphs of
average degree 2
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Figure 6.1: Maximum transit flows versus number of domains
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number of nodes
10
25
50
100
200
400
800
1200

maximum path length
4
6
7
7
9
9
10
10

average path length
3
3
4
5
5
6
6
7

average MTF
18
119
320
1037
2840
6843
19400
32755

Table 6.2: Maximum transit flows (MTF) in random graphs of
average degree 3
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Figure 6.2: Maximum transit flows versus number of domains
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overhead will be 0(Ax0.02xN^), where A is an activity index (A « 1) and N is the num
ber of domains. This means that a domain is likely to have less than 2 percent of transit
flows and real FIB overhead may be less than 0(N).

6.3.3. Accounting for hierarchy in the Internet topology.
While the results computed by using simulation techniques over random graphs are likely
to cover a wide range of internetwork topologies, they do have one basic drawback. The
internetwork topologies are not simply the random graphs of transit and stub domains
connected in an arbitrary fashion. One can note a certain hierarchy of transit domains in
any internetwork. For instance, the Internet consists of backbone, regional and stub
domains. Since backbone networks are specially designed to carry transit traffic, they are
likely to attract more traffic than transit domains which are lower in the hierarchy. Conse
quently, the MTF of domains at the top of the hierarchy are likely to be greater than all
other domains.
This can be analysed as follows. Let us assume that the internetwork topology consists of
a strict tree topology with several levels (let us ignore the lateral links amongst domain
other than top backbone networks). Let us also assume that level 0 includes backbone
networks which are interconnected themselves. Each backbone network carries all the
traffic originating from domains beneath it to domains below some other backbone (see
figure 6.3). Beneath each backbone networks is a tree that includes Xi member at level 1,

%2 member at level 2 and
members at level 3 and so on. Using this hierarchy, we can
say that each backbone network will have (%i + x 1X2 + x 1X2X2 + ... JC1JC2JC3. jc,) domains
beneath it; here i represents the maximum number of levels in the internetwork hierarchy.
Let us represent number of domains below topmost domain by Ny.
backbone
network

backbone
network
subtree
of
Nb ADs

subtree
of
X

subtree
of
Z

subtree
of
Y

------------------------V ------------------------

(N - Nb) domains

Figure 6.3: Hierarchical organisation of domains an
internetwork - hypothetical topology
We now compute the MTF for the top backbone domain A in above figure. This AD will
have to carry flows from Ny domains beneath it to rest of the other (N - Ny) domains. This
can create at most (Nft(N

)) flows, as there are

domains in the sub-tree of A and

each domain in sub-tree can create one flow to other (N - N^) domains. Likewise, same
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number of flows can be created by (N -

domains to Nj, domains in the reverse direc

tion through A. This implies that A can have at most 2A^(N gives its MTF overhead as 0 ( 2Aj(N -

at any given time. This

in case of strict tree structure internet topol

ogy as assumed above.
However, a strict tree structure topology is far away from the reality for most internet
works. The nodes in a sub-tree of A can communicate with the ADs in sub tree of B with
out going through the topmost backbone A and B. Thus, in a mesh topology as it exists
today, the depth of a subtree (and hence total membership Nf,) of a backbone network is
just 1. Using this in the previously derived result for strict tree topology gives the over
head of 0(N ), which confirms the overhead obtained by random graph simulation.

6.3.4. Effect of Multiple QoSs
In IDPR, the addition of QoS sensitive forwarding should not affect the FIB overhead.
Since an inter-domain flow is created to support a given QoS requirement, it should
hardly make any difference to transit domains whether N number of flowscreated by any
stub domain have a single QoS support requirement oreach flowis meant fortraffic

of

different QoS types.
Hence, the FIB size is independent of the number of QoSs supported and is dependent
upon the volume of traffic that may result in large number of flows. If we assume traffic
volume to be the same, the support of multiple QoSs will not contribute any new flow
state and the FIB overhead will remain the same.

6 3 .5, RIB Storage Overhead in IDPR
IDPR is based on link state routing technology. Among other things, that means that each
domain maintains a complete topological map (at the domain’s level) of aU the domains
that participate in a single instance of IDPR. IDPR distributes topology and transit con
straint information from one domain to another using a flooding protocol. Since topology
information distributed with IDPR is specified at the domain’s level, the storage overhead
associated with this information depends only on the connectivity between domains, but
not on the connectivity within individual domains.
IDPR expresses inter-domain connectivity in terms of connectivity between Virtual Gate
ways (VGs) and their operational status. The Virtual Gateway abstraction represents a set
of at least two policy gateways (PG - an IDPR term for the border gateway) that provide
direct connectivity between two adjacent domains (where each domain must contain at
least one policy gateway from the set).
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IDPR uses Configuration and Dynamic update packets to distribute information about
virtual gateway connectivity and domain policies (see appendix B for the exact format).
Configuration updates indicate the configured topology and policy information indepen
dent of the particular up/down status of each virtual gateway. Thus a configuration update
packet carries both topology and policy information. Dynamic status messages, on the
other hand, indicate which virtual gateways are currently up, reachable and therefore
available for forwarding data packets. Configuration updates are sent on a periodic basis,
whereas dynamic status updates are triggered by changes in virtual gateway status. A
domain participating in IDPR needs to store in its Route Server both the dynamic mes
sages and the configuration messages.
We first analyse the storage overhead caused by the dynamic state messages. A dynamic
message contains the set of configured transit policies, associated virtual gateway groups,
and adjacent domain components whose members are currently mutually reachable
through a combination of intra-domain routes of the given transit policy and direct con
nections across the given virtual gateways, and the set of currently unavailable^ either
down or unreachable, virtual gateways in the domain. Hence, the amount of topological
information that a domain needs to advertise in its dynamic status messages depends on
the transit policies of the domain. Let us assume that domains have Pavg policies and Vavg
number of virtual gateways. Since a dynamic message lists the status of virtual gateways
for each policy set, the overhead contributed by one dynamic message will be 0(Pavg x
^Ivg) (the status of a set of applicable virtual gateways is repeated for each policy and vir
tual gateway sets can be formed in 0(Vlyg) ways).
Using this result, we can say that the upper bound on the TIB storage overhead caused by
dynamic updates in an internetwork consisting of N domains can be expressed as 0 (N x
Pavg X V^vg)- If we assume that the average degree of connectivity of a domain, D (num
ber of domains adjacent to a domain), is the same as the average number of virtual gate
ways in a domain (because each domain needs at least one virtual gateway), this will give
lower bound of 0 (N x Pavg x D^) for the overhead caused by dynamic updates.
Next we consider the overheads caused by the configuration updates which carry transit
constraints and static topological information about a domain’s connectivity. For each
policy term listed in a configuration message, there is a list of domains (specified as one
or more domain groups and each domain group includes at least two domains - one
domain can be specified as a source of traffic and another can be specified as a destination
of the traffic) and also a list of virtual gateways (specified as one or more virtual gateway
groups and each virtual gateway group includes at least two virtual gateways - one to
specify entry into the domain and another to specify exit from the domain) to which the
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term is applicable. The maximum storage overhead will be created when each transit
domain specifies different transit constraints for carrying traffic between each pair of pos
sible source and destination domains (N x (N -1) possible domain pairs), as well as
between each pair of virtual gateways (V x (V -1) possible virtual gateway pairs) belong
ing to the AD. If we denote the number of domains by N, and the number of average vir
tual gateways by Vavg, the overheads caused will be 0 (N x (N x(N -1)) x (Vavg x (Vavg
-/)))!. This can be rewritten as 0(N ^ x

by ignoring the lower order terms. If we

assume that the average degree of connectivity of a domain, D (number of domains adja
cent to a domain), is same as average number of virtual gateways in a domain (because
each domain needs at least one virtual gateway), this will give a lower bound of 0(N ^ x
D^) for the overhead caused by dynamic updates.
At this point, it is important to note that an attempt has been made to reduce number of
policies so that they apply to a large set of domain groups. Therefore, practical overheads
will be lower than these upper bounds. On the other hand, IDPR policy terms can be used
to specify a single host or host group. That would increase the overhead many fold.
Since the overhead of configuration updates is larger, it may dominate the storage
requirements in IDPR environment. Note that the TIB storage overhead grows rapidly
(quadratically) with the number of domains participating in a single instance of IDPR.
The overhead also increases rapidly with an increase in the inter-domain connectivity.
The table 6.3 below summarises the results for IDPR.
FIB
1) Single QoS

0(N)

2) Multiple QoSs (for k QoSs)

0(N )

3) Source + Destination Forwarding

0(N)

RIBS
4 Configuration Updates

O iN ^ x b ^ )
0(N X

5 Dynamic Updates

X

D^)

Table 6.3: Summary of IDPR results
These results indicate that the RIB overheads of IDPR are indeed very high compared to
IDRP and grow very fast as number of domains grow in the internetwork.
1 We assume that all N domains will generate stub domain traffic, thus transit constraints, must
cover them all.
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6.4. BPRP storage Analysis
6.4.1. FIB Overhead in BPRP
As with the FIB overhead in IDPR, the overhead of the FIB database for BPRP will
depend upon the internetwork topology, and the route selection and transit policies of
domains constituting the internetwork. However, unlike IDPR, which advocates an alter
native solution to hop-by-hop forwarding of IDRP, BPRP is designed to cooperate and
extend the functionality of IDRP. This means that inter-domain flows are only created to
meet special requirements of some domains. We expect that only limited domains will
need to use the extended functionality of BPRP. If we assume that all N domains in an
internet participate in a BPRP, like the case in IDPR, FIB overhead of BPRP will be same
as IDPR. As shown in the IDPR case, this FIB overhead can be expressed as 0(N),

6.4.2. RIB Overhead in BPRP
The RIB storage overhead in BPRP consists of the overhead caused by the storage of
transit constraints and topology information distributed through routing updates.
BPRP uses two types of update packets - inter-AD link update packet and network
information update packet. Each inter-AD link update packet contains information
about the inter-domain links connected to the AD on whose behalf this update was gener
ated. Network Information updates are generated whenever there is a change in the net
work information within a domain. The objective of these updates is to provide the name
server mapping between network number and AD identifiers. Network Information
updates are incremental by nature, and gateways advertise only networks added or
removed from the ADs. This update packet will not be required if the existing DNS
name service can map a network to an AD identifier for a route server. Therefore, we will
ignore this from our considerations of RIB requirements.
We first consider the RIB storage overhead to store topology information derived from
inter-AD link update packets. Unlike IDPR which advertises the status of each virtual
gateway, multiple links between two domains are considered a single logical adjacency
in BPRP, and a router advertises them as a single logical inter-domain link. The selection
of the actual link to forward a packet can be made at the time of flow setup by the corre
sponding domain. This forwarding decision can be made using either policy or perfor
mance criteria by spreading the inter domain traffic on all these links.
Therefore, each domain advertises one status update about its adjacency with other transit
domains. Since a domain needs to maintain only the latest update in its database, this
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gives storage complexity of 0(ND). We can notice that this overhead is dependent upon
the number of domains as a linear function. Moreover, it only lists adjacency rather than
virtual gateway pairs listing required in IDPR. Hence, it has only a linear increase with
respect to the average degree D of the internetwork connectivity, unlike IDPR which
faces a quadratic increase.
Next we consider the overhead of storing transit constraints. In BPRP, policy constraints
are defined on a bilateral basis and these constraints are exchanged on demand using a
query response protocol over the globally created policy distribution tree. As we have
already pointed out, not every domain will need to participate in a single instance of
BPRP because BPRP is designed to support enhanced functionality of IDRP. If we
assume that all domains need to exchange policy with every other domain, each domain
will have at most 0(N) policies, where N is the number of domains in the internet.
The table 6.4 below summarises the results for BPRP.
FIB
1) Single QoS

0(N)

2) Multiple QoSs (for k QoSs)

0(N)

3) Source + Destination Forwarding

0(N)

RIBS
4 Topology Updates

0(ND)

5 Transit Constraints

0(N)

Table 6.4: Summary of BPRP results
These results indicate that RIB overheads of BPRP are far lower compared to IDPR and
grow only linearly with the number of domains in the internetwork.

6S. IDRP Asymptotic Analysis
This has been analysed by Yakov Rekhter in his excellent work in [65]. However, the
results derived in this paper assume that formation of domain confederations in IDRP and
clustering of routers used in hierarchical routing, will have similar effect on routing
databases. We think that this assumption is not always true, and thus results presented in
the above paper are optimistic and need careful assessment. We briefly review the results
presented in[65] and analyse their implications.
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6.5.1. Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
To maintain reachability information to all destinations in an internetwork, an IDRP gate
way is required to maintain one entry for every destination in its FIB. Therefore, in the
absence of domain confederations, the FIB overhead of IDRP will be 0(N), where N is
the total number of participating domain. The corresponding overhead of BGP will be
O(rixN) where n is the average number of networks in every domain and N is the number
of domain. This assumes that domain identifier and NSAP address allocations are con
gruent.
The FIB overhead in IDRP may also be affected by the confederation formation in IDRP
that allows grouping of domains. IDRP allows formations of domain confederations to
reduce the distribution of routing data. From the outside, a routing domain confederation
looks similar to a single domain; for example it will have a domain identifier like any sin
gle domain in the internet. Other domains can develop policies with respect to the confed
eration as a whole, as opposed to the individual domains that are members of the confed
eration (see chapter 2 for detail) [34].
Y. Rekhter made use of the previous studies, in the context of hierarchical routing in net
works by L. Kleinrock[105], which have suggested that maximum information reduction
in FIB information may be achieved when the number of levels in clustering is log(N)
(where N is the total number of entries in FEB without clustering). With such clustering
the ratio of size of FIB with clustering to the one without clustering is log(N)IN. Applying
these results to IDRP, Y. Rekhter concludes that a similar reduction in FEB database may
be achieved in EDRP by using its confederation mechanism. Therefore, confederation
forming can reduce the FEB overhead up to 0(log(N)).
We think that such a conclusion is not entirely correct because the organisation of confed
erations in IDRP is not similar to topological clustering in data networks. In the hierarchi
cal routing, clustering helps in organising routing databases in a hierarchical order; this
helps in reducing the number of entries in routers. However, confederations in IDRP do
not reduce the number of NSAP prefixes for which border routers must maintain an entry.
This is only possible by reducing the NSAP prefixes, which is not possible unless routing
domain confederations and address registration hierarchies are made congruent to each
other (currently, only domain and address hierarchy are congruent).
Using these arguments, we think that the FEB, without the support of an interconnection
mechanism which could allow sharing of the same address space between several
domains, is unlikely to be affected by the confederation formations.
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6.5.2. Effect Of Multiple Quality of Services (QoSs)
The support for QoS sensitive forwarding in IDRP is provided by allowing an IS to con
struct separate FIBs for each distinct QoS (or a combination of QoSs). Since a given des
tination may appear in each of FIBs, the inter-domain FIB storage overhead for support
ing QoS sensitive forwarding is k times higher (where k is the total number of distinct
QoSs supported by an IS) than the overhead of an IS which does not support QoS for
warding.
In line with the above discussion, the achievable overhead for an IS that supports k dis
tinct QoSs can be expressed as O(kN). Rekhter suggests that a reduction in overhead may
be achieved by grouping together FIB entries that have the same set of destinations and
the same next-IS, but correspond to different QoSs. In fact, if all the FIB entries have the
same next-IS for different locally supported QoSs, then, in the absence of clustering, the
storage overhead can be reduced to 0 (k + N)y rather than O(kN). While such a reduction
is theoretically possible, such a reduction in FIBs will come at the cost of an increased
processing overhead. This is because if we group several FIBs belonging to different
QoSs into one FIB, an IS will need to de-collapse such an aggregated FIB into different
FIBs (one for each QoS), as soon as a new route is received such that its next hop is dif
ferent than the next hop of the common entry of all grouped QoSs. Hence, we think that
to support k QoSs, IDRP would need k separate FIBs, and its overhead will be O(kN)^
and not 0(k+N) as suggested by Rekhter.
Normally, the forwarding of data packets in IDRP is based on the destination of a packet
(i.e., it forwards packets bound to a common destination to the same next hop, irrespec
tive of the identity of sources of packets). However, IDRP can support forwarding which
is based on the identity of both the destination and the source of a packet, to support
increased policy granularity. This destination and source sensitive forwarding is
achieved via source specific QoSs. Therefore, implications for FIB storage are similar to
those associated with support for destination and QoS sensitive forwarding. The only dis
tinction is that the potential number of combination may be rather large (worst case with
out clustering is O(N^).

6.5.3. Routing Information Base (RIB):
IDRP asymptotic average complexity of a route is 0(log (N)) for the case of random
graphs with fixed average node degree, and 0 ( 1) for the case of random graphs with fixed
edge probability [65]. In random graphs with fixed average degree, mean distance
increases with increase in the number of nodes, though increase itself is small (O(log N)).
On the other hand, for random graphs with fixed edge probability, the average node
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degree increases with increase in the number of nodes. This results in a constant mean
distance paths in large topologies giving the route complexity of 0(1). In other words,
the length of an inter-domain route is bounded between 0(1) and 0(log (N)) regardless of
route selection policies and internetwork topology.
The above results derived for the complexity of single route can be used to obtain storage
complexity of entire RIB in an IDRP IS. In IDRP, a domain receives routes for a destina
tion from all its neighbours. Therefore, if a domain has D neighbours, it may receive at
most D routes for a single destination. Hence, for N destinations, the total number of
routes received and stored in a RIB will be 0(ND).
In the model for inter-domain routing, D is nothing more than average degree of node.
Therefore, for the case of random graphs with fixed average node degree the asymptotic
RIB storage complexity can be expressed as 0(Nxlog(N)). For the case of random graphs
with fixed edge probability, the average degree of a node is proportional to the total num
ber of nodes in the graph. If the average number of BISs within a single domain is of the
order of

then the asymptotic RIB complexity will

be 0(NxD^'^) = 0(N^'^) [65].

The table 6.5 summarises the results of IDRP analysis:
FIB
0(N)

1) Single QoS
2) Multiple QoSs (for k QoSs)

O(kN)

3) Source + Destination Forwarding

0 (N2)

RIBS
4) >^fith fixed average degree

0(Nlog(N))

5) With fixed edge probability

0(Nl-5)

Table 6.5: Summary of IDRP results

6.6. Route Computation Overhead
6.6.1. Route Computational complexity in IDPR
Route generation in IDPR involves either a breadth first search (BF) [77] or a Dijkstra’s
shortest path first (SPF) [18] search of the space of domains, beginning at the source
domain. BF search has a computational complexity of 0(N+E) whereas SPF computa
tional complexity is 0((N-\-E) log E), where N is the number of nodes and E is the num
ber of links in search graph.
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Since an inter-domain topology can be modelled as a graph with domain as nodes and
inter-domain links as edges of graph, the total number of edges in such a graph may be
expressed as

where D is the average degree of a domain, and N is the total number

of participating domain. Correspondingly, the overhead of route computation in IDPR
may be written as, 0 (N + (D^N) for BPS, and 0( ( N + D^N) log (D^N)) for SPF.
The computational complexity of IDPR will be even higher, as virtual gateways may be
many more in number than inter-domain links, since many ADs may be connected via
several links. Since IDPR computes routes based on individual links rather than domain
connectivity (which can abstract multiple links between two domains as a single link), the
above overheads would be seriously affected.

6.6.2. Route Computational complexity in BPRP
Route generation in BPRP, similar to IDPR, involves a breadth first search or a Dijkstara’s shortest path first (SPF) search of the space of domains, beginning at source
domain. However, the real overhead of the route computation will be less than IDPR for
two reasons. First the route in BPRP is computed over inter-domain connectivity which
abstracts multiple links between domains into single link, whereas IDPR computes this
route over much larger set of virtual gateways. Secondly, at each computation step, com
putation procedure requires verifying the policy compliance before a domain can be
included in the source route. Since the policy database in IDPR is much larger than policy
database in BPRP, this step will need more computation in IDPR than in BPRP.

6.6.3. Route Computation Overhead in IDRP
The route computation overhead depends upon two things. The frequency of route com
putation and the actual overhead of the route computation procedure employed by a rout
ing protocol.
In IDRP, route computation is triggered only by the reception of new routing information.
The stability of computed data depends solely upon the stability of inter-domain connec
tivity.
IDRP, in a traditional sense, does not have any route computation procedure because rout
ing updates carry complete domain level source routes. A border gateway merely
chooses a preferable path based on its domain policies. Hence, the procedure can be
more appropriately termed as a route selection procedure.
The route selection procedure in IDRP involves searching local database to look whether
a route, better than the one received in a new update exists to a destination. If new route is
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preferable, it will have to be inserted in the RIB. If a RIB is organised as a trie or any of
its variants^ (e.g., digital search tree, patricia tree, or compressed trie etc.) [77], then
worst case computational complexity of route look-up in the RIB is 0(log(N)), where N
is the number of domains. This is because average search time in trie data structure is
(log(N)). Above computation assumed that an IS would receive only a single route for
every domain. This is not true as a domain may receive a route for the same destination
from its neighbour. Therefore, the overhead will be (Dxlog(N)), where D is the average
degree of domains.

6.7. Communication Overhead Analysis
6.7.1. Communication Overhead in IDPR
To analyse the communication overhead in IDPR, we need to make some assumptions
about the number of inter-domain links supported by each of the policy gateways. For
the purpose of this approximation, let us assume that each transit domain has K policy
gateways and each policy gateway is connected to L inter-domain links. We also assume
that each domain generates U updates per hour. This includes both the configuration
updates, which are sent on a periodic basis (the recommended period is every 24 hours),
and also dynamic status updates, which are triggered by changes in virtual gateway sta
tus.
Although under these assumptions (U x N) updates are generated per hour, a policy gate
way may receive duplicates because of the flooding techniques used. Each policy gateway
will receive at most one copy of each update from each of its neighbour (L in this case).
Therefore, in the worst case, each policy gateway also receives one copy from each of
other policy gateway in its own domain (K-1 in this case). Hence, each policy gateway
would see at most (L + (K - 1)) duplicates of each new update. This means that the worst
case communication overhead in IDPR would be 0((L+K-1 )xU x N) per hour on internal
resources of an AD. The overhead on inter-domain link will be 0 (U x N),
The table 6.6 illustrates typical amount of bandwidth consumed by IDPR policy gateways
based on above assumptions (ignoring bandwidth consumed by the IDPR header).

2 These are some well known data structures that allow fast searching of a particular record.
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AD connectivity

policy gateways per AD

update period
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2

5

4000

1000
2000
5000

3
3

8
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54000
135000

10000

3

10

270000

Number of Domains

3

Table 6.6 : Intra-domain communication overhead in IDPR
Note that most of the bandwidth is consumed by the exchange of dynamic status update
messages.
Since in the steady state, the link bandwidth and router CPU cycles consumed by the
IDPR protocol are not only dependent on the stability of an internetwork but also on the
number of domains that compose this internetwork, it follows that IDPR may have scal
ing problems in the areas of link bandwidth and router CPU utilization as an internetwork
grows.

6.7.2. Communication Overhead in BPRP
Since the flooding protocol used to distribute topological information in BPRP is quite
similar to flooding protocol used in IDPR, its overhead will be quite similar. However, the
size of BPRP updates will be much smaller than IDPR because instead of carrying the
information about the individual virtual gateways, the topology update in BPRP dis
tributes domain connectivity information. This means that instead of carrying 0 (N
PavgD^) information (see section 6.32), BPRP updates only carry 0(ND) information.
For the same reason, the frequency of topology update in BPRP will be much lower than
IDPR.
IDPR and BPRP will have different overheads for distributing transit constraints (transit
policies). Unlike IDPR, BPRP does not periodically distribute transit constraints, hence
BPRP is likely to generate less traffic than IDPR after initial exchange of policies is over.
On the other hand, the initial exchange of bilateral policies will be more expensive in
BPRP, because many domains may be simultaneously involved in exchanging policies.
The group-query, which can ask for policies from several domains in a region, will help
reduce this overhead. The initial overhead will be O(N^) compared O(kN) for IDPR.
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6.7.3. Communication Overhead in IDRP
IDRP constraints the amount of routing traffic in order to limit both the link bandwidth
and the processing power needed by the decision process to digest information contained
in routing updates.
The maximum communication overhead occurs at the establishment of a IDRP session
between two BISs. Immediately after the initial IDRP connection set up, peers exchange
the complete set of routing information. If we denote the total number of NSAP prefixes
in an internet by N (same as number of domains), the mean AD distance of this internet
by M, the total number of IDRP speakers that a system is peering with by K (note that K
will be usually dominated by the total number of IDRP speakers within a single domain),
then the worst case amount of bandwidth consumed during initial exchange between a
pair of IDRP speakers is 0 (N + M x N ) , This information is roughly proportional to the
number of networks reachable via each peer.
The table 6.7 illustrates the typical amount of bandwidth consumed by initial exchange
between a pair of IDRP speakers based on above assumptions (ignoring bandwidth con
sumed by the BGP header). We assume that average NSAP prefix is 10 bytes long.
Mean domain distance

Bandwidth

500

9

5018 bytes

1000
2000
5000
10000

10
11

10020 bytes
20022 bytes

13

50026 bytes

15

100030 bytes

NSAP Prefix/
Number of ADs

Table 6.7: Initial communication overhead in IDRP
Note that most of the bandwidth is consumed by the exchange of network reachability
information.
After the initial exchange is completed, the amount of bandwidth and processing con
sumed by IDRP depends only on the stability of the internetwork. If the internetwork is
stable, then only link bandwidth and router cycles consumed by IDRP are due to the
exchange of IDRP, KEEP ALIVE messages. The KEEP ALIVE messages are exchanged
between peers to verify that the peer BIS is reachable and active. The frequency of
exchange depends upon the hold-time agreed by two peers. The recommended firequency
of exchange is 30 seconds. The KEEP ALIVE messages are quite short (30 octet), and
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require virtually no processing. Therefore, the bandwidth consumed by KEEP ALIVE
messages is about 8 bits per second. The operational experience with BGP (a protocol
very similar to IDRP) confirms that the overhead associated with the KEEP ALIVE mes
sages should be viewed as negligible.
If the internetwork is unstable, then only changes to the reachability information (that are
caused by the instabilities) are passed between routers using update packets. If we denote
the number of routing changes per second by C, then the worst case amount of bandwidth
consumed by IDRP can be expressed as 0(C x M). This worst case behaviour corre
sponds to the case when each update message contains only a single NSAP prefix.
Since in the steady state the link bandwidth and router CPU cycles consumed by the
IDRP protocol are dependent only on the stability of an internetwork and not on the num
ber of domains that compose this internetwork, it follows that IDRP should have no scal
ing problem in the areas of link bandwidth and router CPU utilization as an internetwork
grows, provided that the overall stability of an internetwork could be maintained.

6.8. Assessment of approximate memory requirements
In this section, we make use of the asymptotic results presented above and compute
approximate memory requirements of three inter-domain protocols which have been dis
cussed earlier. It is important to note that actual overheads in each protocol depend upon
different parameters. Therefore, data presented here is not intended to predict precise
memory requirements, but to illustrate the relationships between various parameters of
the protocol and provide a basis to judge the overall scaling properties of each protocol.
Another important point to note is that it is somewhat misleading to make a direct com
parison between scalability of IDRP and IDPR or between IDRP and BPRP because they
provide different functionalities. Nevertheless, with this distinction in mind, it is useful to
use IDRP RIB database as a reference point as it represents an altogether different archi
tecture compared to the other two. Furthermore, even if we evaluate the memory require
ments of a particular protocol in complete isolation (i.e., without using any other protocol
as reference point for comparison), it is not difficult to make a judgement about its scala
bility.
In our computations given below, we have attempted to make similar assumption about
internetwork topologies and domain connectivities in all three cases. However, for the
reasons already explained, it is not possible to ensure one-to-one comparison, and hence
results of each protocol should be seen at its own merit. We are showing only the RIB
estimates as the FIB memory requirements in all three cases will be quite small compared
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to RIB s.

6.8.1. Assessment of RIB overheads in IDPR
The RIB overhead in IDRP consists overheads caused by configuration update and
dynamic updates (see appendix B for the exact format). If we denote number of domains
by N, average number of virtual gateways in a domain by Vavg and number of average
policies per domain by Pavg, we can write the overall RIB requirements as:
RIB = N x Pavg X (size o f a policy identifier + size o f a VG coding x number o f VGs)
+ N x Pavg X ( size o f a policy term coding + size o f a VG coding x number o f VGs)
Under pessimistic assumptions as indicated in section 6.4, Pavg is equal t o ( N x ( N - l ) x
(Vavg X (Vavg -1)). We will ignore this pessimistic case as IDPR is clearly an impractical
solution under these pessimistic conditions.
The size of a dynamic update depends upon the number of VG sets for which status infor
mation is to be carried in a dynamic state update message. The number of VG sets
depend upon the number of policy terms and policy sets. If we ignore the header informa
tion in a dynamic update required to code number of policy sets and information about
unavailable VGs (16 bytes at minimum), each policy information needs

4 bytes (2 bytes

to indicate a policy identifier and 2 bytes to indicate number of VG groups in a policy).
On top of that, each VG group information requires 6 bytes of information (this includes
information about VG identifier and VG flags).
The computing overhead of a configuration update is even more complex than for
dynamic update. Analogous to the case with dynamic updates, we ignore the overheads of
header information required to indicate number of transit policies and sequence number
of update packet etc. Each transit policy needs at least 10 bytes to provide basic informa
tion about a policy structure (2 bytes for transit policy identifier, 2 bytes to indicate transit
policy length, one byte each for indicating number of AD groups, number of time peri
ods, number of User Identifier Codes (UCIs), number of offered services and number of
VG groups in a policy. Each AD group information needs 7 bytes each (2 bytes to indi
cate number of ADs in an AD group, 2 bytes for AD group identifier, one byte each for
AD flags, number of hosts and host sets in a AD group). The requirements of memory
will be much larger than this if information about host sets is also included in our compu
tations. Each UCI needs one byte, and each service offered in a policy needs 4 bytes of
information. Each VG group information needs at least 6 bytes, and 4 byte each for every
additional VG in a group). Using this information, we can say that a policy term that
includes a single QoS service (4 byte) a single UCI (Ibyte), one AD group (7 bytes) and
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basic policy structure (10 bytes) requires 22 bytes. Each VG group set coding needs 6
bytes.
Figure 6.4 plots the RIB overheads in Kbyte versus number of average policies in an
internet with 10 virtual gateways per domain. The figure 6.5 plots the RIB overheads in
Kbyte in an internet with 10 policies per domain and figure 6.6 plots the RIB overheads
in an internet with 20 policies per domain.

6.8.2. Assessment of RIB overheads in BPRP
RIB storage overhead in BPRP consists of the overhead caused by storage of transit con
straints and topology information distributed through routing updates.
We first consider the RIB storage overhead to store topology information distributed
using inter-AD link update packet This overhead depends on the average degree of con
nectivity of domains. To code information about each adjacent link, the update needs 2
bytes. Another 4 bytes are needed to give information of QoS supported on this link.
Hence 6 bytes per inter-domain link are required for a single QoS value and overhead of
each update is equal to (D x size of one link information). This computation ignores the
header overhead of 22 bytes. The average overheads versus average degree of connectiv
ity in an internetwork graph is shown in figure 6.7.
Next we consider the overhead of storing transit constraints. This depends upon the num
ber of policies that one domain acquires using the distribution mechanism, and the over
head to store a single policy term. Therefore the transit constraint base (TIB) overhead
can be written as:
TIB = N x size o f one policy term
Size of one policy term = size of (source NSAP list, dest NSAP list. Source NSAP list
(transit), path preference list, entry and exit domain list and QoS, charge type and data
type codes)
We assume that NSAP prefixes are 10 bytes long, AD identifiers are 2 bytes, miscella
neous information needs 3 bytes (QoS code, charge code and data type), path preferences
include only two neighbours, and information about each entry and exit is listed. This
gives overhead of (33 bytes + 4 D + 2 D) per policy. This assumes an average policy and
each AD is assumed to specify a single NSAP address without any masks.
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Figure 6.8: Approximate memory requirements for policy information in BPRP
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Figure 6.9: Approximate overall memory requirements of RIB in BPRP
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The TIB overheads are shown in figure 6.8. Secondly, a domain is not required to have
policy data about all other domains. The requirements will be reduced if BPRP is used for
less than 100 percent connectivity. The figure 6.9 shows the overall RIB overheads.

6.8.3. Assessment of RIB overheads in IDRP
IDRP’s FIB maintains only one entry per destination-AD. However, the connectivity
database out of which the FIB is generated is somewhat larger. In particular, IDRP stores
the most recent update from each neighbour. Moreover if multiple QoSs are supported,
then a routing update is maintained per neighbour, per QoS.
If we denote the total number of NSAP prefixes in an internet by N (same as number of
domains), the mean AD distance of this internet by M, the total number of IDRP speakers
that a system is peering with by K (note that K will be usually dominated by the total
number of IDRP speakers within a single domain), and the average update size by
then the amount of memory required to store RIB at a border gateway can be expressed
as:
R IB — N

qo 5

X K X N X Ugj^e

If we assume that an IDRP update (see appendix B for the exact format) carries following
information: origin, sequence of domain that constitute the path, next hop and metric,
memory requirement of an average update (JJsize) can be written as:
^size = Memory o f ( NSAP p r ^ + Mean Path M + next hop + origin + QoS metric)
The memory requirements of the IDRP, for a single default QoS routing, with respect to
neighbours is shown in the table 6.8. This data has been plotted in figure 6.10. The com
putation assumes that the NSAP prefix takes 10 bytes, AD identifier is 2 bytes, QoS met
ric occupies 2 bytes and mean path length is log2(N), where N is the number of domains.
We assume that NSAP addresses can be organised hierarchically to reduce memory over
heads.
The RIB has to be replicated for each QoS type supported by the domain which will cor
respondingly increase the memory requirements.

6.9.

Summary

In this chapter, we have analysed the scalability of IDRP, IDPR and our BPRP proposal.
The results of our analysis show that IDPR is the least scalable amongst three inter
domain routing protocols. Since BPRP complements IDRP to provide additional policy
routing functionality, it competes only with IDPR, and not with IDRP. Our results show
that BPRP has much better scalability than IDPR. Even when BPRP is viewed as a
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stand-alone inter-domain routing protocol, its overheads compare quite reasonably with
IDRP.
In this scalability comparison, one must also note the functionality difference between
IDRP and the other two source routing protocols - IDRP and BPRP. If for the time being,
we ignore the functional differences and assume that scalability is the only feature we are
looking for, then IDPR does come lowest.
There are several reasons to why IDPR does not scale weU. The most significant amongst
them is that IDPR takes a very low level view of inter-domain topology and has virtually
no routing data reduction functionality. For instance, both configuration updates and
dynamic updates include the inter-domain topology at a low level of every virtual gate
way in the inter-domain. Though an attempt has been made to achieve information aggre
gation by creating domain groups and virtual gateway groups in IDPR routing updates,
our computations above have shown that information aggregation alone is not sufficient
to improve its scalability. What IDPR actually needs is the information reduction
because aggregation alone cannot help in correcting the architectural drawbacks. IDPR
attempts to specify individual transit constraints in their finest details using individual
links and systems in the internetwork. In the process of specifying fine constraints, IDPR
sacrifices its scalability.
Both IDRP and BPRP, on the other hand, take a much higher view of the internetwork
topology and use only domain level connectivity to plan routes. They do not bother about
individual virtual gateways that connect domains and leave the selection of one of the
local links to transit domains that have multiple links amongst themselves. This, to us,
seems a more appropriate approach than the IDPR approach. It is not clear to us why a
domain should bother about individual links between two remote transit domains. Unfor
tunately, IDPR specifications provide no justification for choosing this approach.
The second reason why IDPR overhead is higher than IDRP and BPRP lies in its uncon
strained distribution of transit information using a flooding protocol. In comparison distri
bution of this information, both in IDRP and BPRP is selective and is targeted towards
"need to know" basis. IDPR not only lacks information reduction ability, but it also lacks
information aggregation in the area where it matters most. Both IDRP and BPRP can
make use of domain confederations to reduce routing information, IDPR simply has no
such ability.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Integrating Security with Inter-Domain
Routing Protocols

In this chapter, we first analyse the security requirements of inter-domain routing proto
cols and then propose the necessary measures that can be adopted to make the operation
of these protocol secure from external threats.
The chapter is organised as follows: section 7.1 highlights the need of security in inter
domain routing protocols. Section 7.2 discusses the requirements and objectives of secu
rity in inter-domain routing protocols. Section 7.3 briefly describes cryptographic tools.
Section 7.4 analyses threats and examines the security measures in path vector protocols
such as IDRP. In section 7.5, threats and security measures relevant to source routing pro
tocols are discussed and a design of secure routing protocol is presented. Section 7.6 eval
uates the performance implications of these security measures, and section 7.7 sum
marises the chapter.

7.1. Introduction
The correct operation of inter-domain routing protocols is crucial to the effective opera
tion of internetworks. Since inter-domain routing protocols are required to enforce poli
cies of all domains while installing inter domain routes, subversion by an intruder in the
basic operation of these protocols may therefore have a serious effect. Even if a protocol
seems to work properly, an intruder may modify the operation of the protocol in order to
bypass the policies of transit domains, thereby making the implementation and enforce
ment of all policies redundant.
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Requirements and Objectives of Security in Routing Proto
cols

IX

The security requirements of inter-domain routing protocols are two-fold. First, they
require that an intruder must be prevented from interfering with the correct operation of
the protocol. Second, an intruder must be stopped from misusing the inter-domain routes
by masquerading as either a source or a destination of data. Interference with protocol
operation includes all unauthorised modification, alteration and deletion of the informa
tion contained in routing updates that gateways usually transfer among themselves. Mis
use of inter-domain routes includes all cases where an intruder can masquerade as a
source or destination, and thus can receive or divert all traffic not actually intended for i t
A masquerading intruder may also use resources on behalf of a particular host (or user)
and thus may cause undue financial liabilities to genuine hosts^, or an intruder may assign
false identity to its data packets to bypass the policies of certain transit domains in the
internet. It is important to note that providing end user data security including confiden
tiality of data communication is not a specific goal of any routing protocol. The data
security objectives of a user can only be met by end to end security mechanisms [75].
However, inter-domain routing protocols must ensure that intruders are not able to bypass
the policy objectives of transit domains by modifying the operation of the protocol or by
masquerading.
There are two principal sources of threats to the secure operation of routing protocols in
networks. The first source is the subverted routers that legitimately participate in a routing
protocol. The second is the intruders which may illegally attempt to interfere in routing
protocols by masquerading as routers or hosts. Both of these types of threats are dis
cussed below:
I) Threats from subverted routers
In a dynamic network, routers exchange control messages in order to satisfy routing pro
tocol requirements. This exchange of routing updates allows routers to adjust their routes
to account for changes in the network topology. Since routers themselves create most
control messages, it is possible for some malicious user breaking the security of a router
to alter or fabricate these. Actually, such a thing can happen without any attempt from an
outsider owing to malfunctioning or a misconfigured router. A common problem in large,
complex networks is the on-line installation of a misconfigured router - a router that will
1 This depends on charging model. We assume a charging model similar to the model in Inter
net Accounting: Background (RFC 1272)
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claim it can reach a network when it cannot. Without proper "firewalls" and other route
contamination containment methods, inaccurate routing information can quickly spread
through a large portion of an internet with dramatic consequences. However, such con
tamination of routes cannot exist for long because continuous failure to deliver packets on
the advertised route will make a router suspect in its operation, and network management
should be able to identify a faulty router. Moreover, advertising deliberately wrong routes
is not in the interest of a router itself, if this is to attract flood of traffic that it cannot
deliver. This would cause widespread user dissatisfaction and a router can be isolated for
malicious behaviour. However, modification of information in such a way that subverts
routing in some other part of the network is difficult to detect. For example, a router can
be made to advertise wrong information about the topology of the network or the infor
mation about the links which are not under the control of this router. This would require
special mechanisms so that information in routing updates from any router can be verified
using a secondary information base, or a secondary source of the same information (e.g.,
information about a link is advertised by two routers at the end of a link).
In addition to supplying "wrong" information in routing updates, the subverted routers
can be made to delete packets from selected sources or excessively generate packets on
behalf of selected sources. They can also redirect traffic meant for one user to another.
This will directly affect the level of services that the source of the traffic will get from
networks and cause "denial of service" attack. These are very subtle attacks and detection
of these is very difficult indeed. Only careful observation using proper management tools
can isolate these attacks. The problem is compounded from the fact that it is very difficult
to say whether a router is malfunctioning or has been subverted by some malicious user.
Since it is nearly impossible to devise mechanisms that can force subverted or malfunc
tioning nodes to behave correctly, emphasis here is on developing management or verifi
cation tools that can quickly isolate such routers.
In our discussion, we assume that such contamination by malfunctioning or subverted
routers can be immediately detected and that software implementations are reliable.
Ü) Threats from Intruders
Second source of threats to routing protocols are the intruders who can attach themselves
to communication links and start behaving as if they are legitimate routers. For example,
an intelligent filter placed by an intruder on a communication link between two routers
could also modify or change information in the routing updates or even intercept traffic
belonging to any data connection so as to masquerade as a source or destination. An
invalid control message may cause routers to make incorrect routing decisions, and
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possibly to supply incorrect information to other routers. Several possible types of dam
age may occur: non-optimal routes, increased delay, congestion, partitioning, unnecessary
routing computation and denial of service [106]. The amount of potential damage
depends both upon the routing procedure’s design and upon the nature of the invalid rout
ing data. In some cases, the damage results in a severely partitioned network, where sub
sets of routers are unable to communicate with one another. If this is due to the absence
of any communication paths between those subsets, it is unavoidable. However, incorrect
routing information may cause partitions even though communication paths with ade
quate capacity do exist [106].
Another difficult threat to counter against network routing is to stop intruders from gath
ering unauthorised knowledge of routing information. If an intruder gets the knowledge
of routes taken by a particular communication, he can use this information to monitor the
communication for or/and from a particular user or machine. Though such a monitoring
does not directly affect the network routing function, it is certainly a breach of trust that
network users show in routing protocols. It is debatable whether users should have such a
trust in routing protocols or should always use end to end security mechanisms.
These external threats are much easier to handle with the means of cryptographic tools
than attacks from subverted routers. This paper mainly deals with these external threats to
inter-domain routing.

7J. Cryptographic Tools
From the above discussion, we can infer that one of the basic requirements for secure
operation of routing protocols is to ensure integrity and authenticity of routing updates. In
inter-domain routing, some domains may also wish to maintain confidentiality of their
policies, though confidentiality of other routing control information is a less general
requirement than integrity and authenticity. The requirements for integrity and authentic
ity between two peers are usually met with the use of protected hash values - using one
way hash function like MD5 [107]. To achieve this, a sender computes a message digest
by applying an appropriate message digest function on data that includes the invariant
portion of the packet header (i.e. those fields that do not change en-route between source
and destination) and the packet data. If a public key cryptosystem like RSA [108] is
used, the resulting hash value is encrypted using private key of the sender. However, if
peers use a conventional cryptosystem, a secret key shared between sender and receiver is
used for encryption of computed message digest. The resulting value is referred as a dig
ital signature in case of public key cryptosystems, whereas in the case of conventional
cryptosystems, it is referred as a

Message Integrity Check (MIC) or Message
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Authentication Check (MAC) [109, 110]. Anyone needing to verify the message
integrity and sender authenticity re-computes the message digest, decrypts the packet sig
nature with the appropriate key and compares the two values for identity. If conventional
encryption is used, the message digest is encrypted and decrypted with the shared secret
key to both produce and verify the signature. Including sequence and segment numbers
within each integrity checked message allows peers to protect their entire communication
against insertion, deletion, or modification of message streams.
The security threats from intruders who may intercept routed data traffic, and masquerade
as a source or destination host requires measures that depends upon the architecture of the
routing protocol. While end to end security will be able to discard inserted or replayed
packets from such intmders, the communication resources spent on processing such pack
ets are wasted. Since processing of inserted data packets on a packet stream may cost
additional money to the source of the data traffic, the routing protocol should attempt, if
possible, to discourage such masquerading intruders, and make the protocol resistant to
such efforts.

7.4. Secure Operation of Path Vector Protocols
In this section we first identify potential security threats to the normal operation of IDRP.
We then describe suitable counter measures against these threats.

7.4.1. Threats to Secure Operation
The two basic threats to the security of a distance vector protocol are the interference
with the routing information that is exchanged between neighbouring gateways, and the
interception of data packets by an intruder masquerading as source or destination. Some
of the common threats to protocols are as follows:
a) An intruder may add, remove or modify the information in routing update packets to
disrupt the communication. The main candidate for modifications in a routing update
packet are its attribute fields whose modification will disrupt the routing function. An
intruder can modify a routing update in many ways. Some of these are: a) add or delete
reachable destination b) add or delete domain level path information c) modify next hop
gateway address in the routing update d) or modify value of any other attribute in the
update.
b) If routing update packets are protected using the authentication mechanisms described
above the intruder may replay old routing updates in a hope of causing route changes.
Another possibility is that an intruder may delay or destroy the routing update message at
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random to disrupt the routing function.
c) An intruder may re-route data traffic to a particular location taking the role of a desti
nation or source host. This possibility cannot be ignored even if communication on a
inter-domain link is made secure because the packets 6 om entry gateway to exit gateway
of a transit domain may pass through a particular fixed communication link or node
where an intruder can intercept them.
d) An intruder may append or replay the data packets thereby causing unnecessary cost to
the source if there are usage monitoring on inter-domain links. Intruders may also arbi
trarily or randomly delete the data packets on a particular connection forcing source or
destination to re-transmit the lost packets. This will also increase the cost of communica
tion in the case of usage based charging on any inter-domain link.

7.4.2. Security Mechanisms in the Protocol
IDRP has features to meet some of the threats mentioned above, while for others, proto
col implementations need to support additional mechanisms. The security measures to
counter threats from intruders are discussed below:
a) Maintaining Integrity and Authenticity of Routing Information: The requirement
of authenticity, integrity and also confidentiality of routing information can be easily met
in a distance vector protocol. For example, IDRP specifies that when two entities setup a
connection, they may use mutual authentication. In IDRP, aU routing update packets (BIS
update PDUs) between two border gateways will have a 16 octet checksum computed
over the packet being sent. This checksum can be encrypted by the sender using the
encryption method previously agreed upon by two gateways (see figure 7.1). Since a
router only sends routing messages to its immediate neighbours, the conventional encryp
tion and signing of data packets by border routers can be easily implemented. The IDRP
does not mandate the use of any particular encryption algorithm and the choice of an
algorithm depends purely on the administrators of the two border gateways.
b) Replay of Routing Updates or Delay or Destruction of Routing Updates: IDRP
provides a simple mechanism to discard duplicate packets. Each border gateway main
tains the next expected sequence number for the update PDU from its peers. If it receives
a packet whose sequence number is less than the expected next PDU, it drops the
received update packet. This mechanism is able to stop replay of packets sent as long as
the same sequence is continued on a connection (max sequence goes up to 2^2 - 1). How
ever, when a new connection is re-opened (after a reset sent by any peer) between two
peer gateways with initialised sequence number of 1, the intruder may still hold packets
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Figure 7.1: Validation Pattern in Support of the Authentication Function
in IDRP
from the communication of previous connection between two peers and replay those
packets. To stop replay of these packets, the protocol will need to add the time field as
well so that previous update packets with valid sequence numbers are not replayed.
To deal with the problem of delay and destruction of routing update packets, IDRP uses a
timeout mechanism between two border gateways. According to the IDRP protocol spec
ifications, a border gateway shall acknowledge the receipt of an incoming update packet
within a period t^ of their receipt If the sender does not receive an acknowledgement
after a period t%, then it shall be re-transmitted up to an implementation-defined maxi
mum number of times. If it still fails to receive an acknowledgement, the association
between two gateways is closed. Thus, an intruder who is destroying or delaying routing
updates can be detected by network management and cannot continue to do the same for
long.
c) Dealing with M asquerading as Source or Destination: In a hop-by-hop routing, a
router cannot masquerade as a host or a destination for an arbitrary connection for a long
time. Assume that an intruder on intermediate router or communication link is mas
querading as the source of a connection. The return traffic from the destination in this
case will be routed toward the source’s real address. When it mimics the destination,
source traffic wiU be routed toward the destination’s real address. This places constraints
on any intermediate router that hopes to masquerade as a source or destination for an
extended period in any hop-by-hop routing protocol.
Link level encryption on inter-domain links can provide additional resistance to several
types of intruder attacks in long haul networks. Assume that encryption algorithm is
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reliable and that keys used by the routers at the either end are kept secret. If only linklevel start-stop packet framing data remains unciphered, then a filter could not examine
packets for their source address, destination address, or packet contents. Neither could a
filter create packets that would be decipherable at either end of the link.
While these measures are theoretically available, there is no motivation for transit
domains to employ link level encryption at every step to protect data packets belonging to
some other domain. Moreover, the cost of the link level encryption for every packet
makes it an impractical solution and not all transit domains can be expected to employ i t
Hence, it is safe to assume that extra-measures have to be built either in routing protocol
or at the source itself.
d) Preventing Replay, Appending or Deletion or Modification of Data Packets: While
these threats can be met by the end user applications, all these actions may cause addi
tional transmission and thereby extra cost if monetary costs are involved between transit
domains based on packets sent. If we discount the possibility of link level encryption at
every inter-domain hop for the reasons sited above, ensuring data packet integrity and ori
gin authenticity of source (which may be required for the purpose of policy control) in a
hop-by-hop routing can only be implemented with the use of public key cryptosystems.
Since public key cryptosystems are expensive to compute, it is impractical to expect all
data packets to have digital signature of the source to ensure origin authenticity. It is not
currently possible to stop replay and addition of extra data packets on a known connec
tion in IDRP since this requires border gateways to maintain some kind of state informa
tion about a packet stream. Even if gateways agree to maintain such information, one
would require all data packets to go via the same inter-domain route, otherwise there is
no way to establish whether a given packet is new or a replay of earlier one sent via dif
ferent route. As a matter of fact, any security scheme that cannot ensure the integrity of a
message sent, cannot prevent replay. IDRP architecture does not envisage dealing with
these threats.
But it must be kept in mind that all these security breaches can be detected by the end
user (application that sends packets) and can be reported to the administrators. Excessive
replay or addition or deletion of data packets can be easily monitored by transport level
protocols.

IS.

Secure Operation of Protocols Requiring Route Setup

In this section we identify the potential security threats to the operation of BPRP and
IDPR. We then describe suitable counter measures against these threats. The only signifi
cant difference that is relevant firom the perspective of integrating security between IDPR
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and BPRP2 is the different approaches adopted to distribute transit constraints. Hence, we
discuss security threats during policy distribution separately for each of them. The discus
sion of security in other aspects of their operation is combined and differences are
pointed out where appropriate. Hence, even though we describe our design of a secure
flow in the context of IDPR protocol, it is equally applicable to BPRP or to any inter
domain routing protocol that requires setting of inter-domain routes.

7^.1. Security Integration in BPRP and IDPR
The operation of IDPR and BPRP can be described as a composite function that is com
pleted in three identifiable phases. These phases are:
a) Topology and Policy Information Distribution phase
b) Route setup phase
c) Packet Forwarding Phase
Each phase of operation suffers from different security threats and needs suitable counter
measures to provide a secure policy routing environment. These security measures are
discussed in the next sections.
7.5.11. Secure Distribution of Routing and Policy Information in IDRP
Both topology information distribution, and policy information distribution in IDPR
require global flooding to all other domains in the internet. For IDPR to work correctly,
each receiving domain must be able to verify the authenticity and integrity of the mes
sages received via the flooding protocol.
The policy distribution, in particular, in our opinion, requires all three - integrity, confi
dentiality and authenticity. The Route Server in a domain would like to know that poli
cies received by it in a update are indeed being supplied by the domain that actually owns
the resources. Policy distribution is one area of inter domain policy routing where confi
dentiality measures may be considered necessary. However, IDPR does not allow transit
domains to maintain confidentiality of policy information because polices of transit
domains are flooded across the entire network. That, we think, is one of the drawback of
the protocol.
However ensuring integrity and authentication of link state routing protocols can also
lead to problems. To prevent undetected modification by an intruder, for conventional
2 There are many other functional differences as highlighted in Chapter 3 and 4. However,
those are not relevant here.
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encryption, a unique secret key must be shared by each (source, destination) pair of
domains. For N domains, this implies the necessity of O(N^) unique keys, since each
domain would need to store (N-1) keys. Whenever a domain is added or removed, keys
in every domain must be changed. Moreover, the delay problem is exacerbated if flood
ing is used as a mechanism to distribute update messages. Distributing an update with
conventional cryptosystem will cause 0(N) computation for secure distribution, since
flooding must now be replaced by serial, repeated transmissions. This greatly extends the
period between the time an update is transmitted to the first recipient and the time it is
received by the last recipient Hence, unless an internet is small, it is not practical to use
conventional cryptography system in IDPR for update distribution.
The alternative is to use public key encryption for the distribution of global updates by
assigning a pair of public and private keys to each domain. The policy gateway responsi
ble for generating the global updates on behalf of the domain, can compute the message
digest of invariant portion of the packet, and then encrypt the message with private key of
the sending domain. Any receiving domain can verify the authenticity by decrypting the
packet with the public key of the sending domain and ensures the integrity of the update.
The design of a routing protocol that uses public key encryption for link state routing
update distribution is presented in [111]. The issue of distribution and management of
public keys in a large internet has been extensively discussed in the context of PrivacyEnhanced Electronic Mail (PEM) [112] and the requirement of key management for
IDPR security will be similar. Similar to PEM, certificates, which bind identity of
domains with their public keys, will have to be issued by one or more Certification
Authorities (CAs).
The above discussion largely assumes that attack on procedural parts of flooding proto
cols are not existent. These are possible, such as routers may not forward the routing
updates or unnecessarily drop the packets, replay them or ignore time limits etc. These
issues are common to all link state protocols and have been discussed in detail in [106].
7.5.12. Secure Distribution of Routing and Policy Information in BPRP
The policy distribution, as argued in the case of IDPR, requires all three security
attributes - integrity, confidentiality and authenticity. For policy distribution BPRP uses
demand querying using the logical hierarchy created by the policy distribution tree. The
logical arrangement of domains in this distribution tree provides sub-centres (similar to
X.500 directory services [91]) that help in forwarding policy queries and response pack
ets from one domain to another using known paths between domains and these well
known central nodes.
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We must note that this distribution mechanism does not change the basic nature of the
transaction which is an exchange of information (transit constraints in this case) between
two peers. In other words, the policy server in a domain that receives a policy in response
to its request would like to ensure that response packet has indeed come from the domain
that actually owns the resources. Likewise, the policy server that replies to a demand for
its policy would like to ensure the identity of the domain that generated the query packet.
Therefore, secure policy distribution in BPRP requires a two-way authentication of peer
entities exchanging inter-domain policies. The requirements for integrity and authentica
tion between two remote peers can be met using digital signatures on policy query and
response packets. This requires the use of public key encryption and decryption of these
packets. This will cause an overhead of 0(1) for a domain for exchanging a policy and
overhead of 0(N ) for exchanging policies with all other N domains in an internet. This is
really very small compared to the 0(N) overhead caused by the distribution of a policy by
a single domain in IDPR.
Moreover, we must note that exchange of policy information is not a frequent or a time
critical event, therefore overheads of decryption and encryption required during policy
distribution in BPRP should not be a cause of concern.
The distribution of topology information in BPRP and IDPR follows a similar approach
and so the overhead of integrating security in topology updates, in both cases, will be the
same.

7.5.2. Route Setup Phase
The route setup phase^ requires that each intervening domain gateway has a means to for
ward data packets along a specific policy route. A policy route consists of a sequence of
transit domains selected by the Route Server in the domain to which the source host
belongs. As described earlier, each domain border gateway along the route must be sup
plied with the next hop domain at Policy Route (PR) setup time. The purpose of the route
setup is to establish the state in all intervening policy gateways so that policy routing
decisions can be made in advance of actual communication.
Subsequent data packets can thus carry a minimum of policy route related information
reducing overhead and latency. In addition, in a secure policy routing scheme, each
domain must be able to authenticate the origin of the route setup packet and authorise a
3 Even though we discuss this section using IDPR terminology, the discussion is equally valid
for BPRP.
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policy route to ensure its validity. The authentication of origin of a route setup packet
requires verifying that a route setup packet was issued by a recognised entity, and was not
tampered with. Authorization requires checking that a policy route conforms to local
policies. Three major threats in route setup phase are[27]:
a) Creation of unauthorised policy route by an intruder. An intruder may collect all the
policies and thus create a route on behalf of a Route Server. A Route Server in a domain
may also take a false identity and try to create routes masquerading as Route Server of
some other domain to bypass the policies of certain transit or stub domains. This will
cause violation of policies. Moreover, if there are certain charges involved with the com
munication they will be charged to the wrong domain. A transit domain may also like to
keep a record of route setup request so that Route Server may not repudiate the same.
b) Replay of a previously stored policy route setup packet. If route setup packet is sent
with digital signature, an intruder may replay this request to obtain services fraudulently.
This replay can be resisted if the route setup packet is time stamped. However, the ability
to detect such replay will very much depend upon the granularity of clock synchronisa
tion amongst domains.
c) Tampering with the existing policy routeparameters.Since tear-down of anexisting
route requires a control packet from the Route Server that initiated the

request, an

intruder may falsely send this packet or send a request to modify other parameters of the
route.

Protocol for Secure Operation of Route Setup Phase
Before discussing the protocol for secure operation of route setup, it is necessary to intro
duce the notation that will be used from here on:
PKCS

a public key cryptosystem (e.g. RSA)

Fhash(m) Hash function of message m
Kab

a (secret) key shared by A & B

PKa

A’s private key in PKCS

PKa’

A’s public key in PKCS

e {data}Kxy

data encrypted under key Kxy

d {data}

data decrypted under key Kxy

Ks

a session key

X

a computed value

SIG
src

signature
Source
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dest

Destination

1) Compute message digest of route setup packet and encrypt the computed value with
the private key of the domain. This will bind the packet destination host, packet source
host and time to a particular unique flow-id. The functions are shown below. The route
setup packet includes the domain level computed route, source host address, destination
host address, time at the flow setup request, flow identifier, source domain identifier, des
tination domain identifier and packet header required for reliable network layer packet
forwarding.
Route_Setup packet = (Domain level route, Src host, Dest host. Time, Flow Id, Src
domain, Dest domain, Pkt header)
X = Fhash (Route_Setup Packet)
SIG = e{x}PKsrc
Secure Route_Setup Packet = (Route_Setup Packet, SIG)
2) Thus only a valid domain can send the route setup packet. Transit domains can verify
the source domain and applicable policy to that domain by computing the message digest
and verifying the signature.
3) We have bound the source host and destination host to flow-id, and we expect that a
policy gateway should match source and destination host of a data packet with the corre
sponding source and destination host pair stored in the flow database before forwarding a
packet. So, there is no point for any other domain or intruder to use a flow unless it can
forge at least a source or destination host with the same address in its domain. We will
handle this later on. Since a flow is bound to a source and destination host address, any
packet from other than these hosts will be automatically rejected by policy gateways. We
expect each packet to carry flow-id, and source and destination host addresses.
However, IDPR recommends that Route Servers should multiplex data from any addi
tional host on an existing flow, if a new host also wishes to talk to a destination in a
domain for which a flow already exists. To accommodate information about multiple host
pairs on a single flow-id is straight forward; it can be implemented using one of the
mechanisms suggested below.
a) Instead of using a flow-id as a key for the table look up for routing, create a key for
routing that is based on a concatenation of the flow-id, source host address and destina
tion host address. A typical entry in routing table has been shown in figure 7.2. This
scheme maps information about each host-destination pair using the same flow-id to a
separate location in the forwarding database. Therefore, even if multiple source and des
tinations are multiplexed on same flow-id, it can be managed without a gateway actually
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maintaining a list of valid sources and destinations. Adding more source and destination
hosts on a flow has the same requirement of authenticity and authorization as flow setup.
This is discussed later.

Row-Id

Source Host

Dest Host

Next Hop

----------------- V-------------------Key for Routing Table Search

Figure 7.2: Formation of key for routing table entry
b)A second alternative to bind a flow to a list of valid source and destination hosts is to
maintain explicit lists of such source-destination pairs in the forwarding database at the
border gateways. A typical routing table entry is shown in figure 7.3:

Flow-Id

valid Source Hos valid Dest Host

y
host a
hostb

Next Hop

y
hostx
host y

Figure 7.3: Maintaining explicit lists of valid host pairs
However, the above binding of source host and destination host to flow requires that
whenever a policy server wishes to use a flow for more than one source and destination
hosts, it must send a route control packet on an existing flow to ask transit domains to add
new source and destination hosts. This request will be made using local session keys dis
tributed as the part of first flow setup; therefore it can use conventional keys for sending
request to add-on more hosts pairs on a flow. Moreover, we expect that such addition of
hosts to flows will not be a frequent event, thus it should not cause major performance
difference. However, it would stop any other domain from carrying data for its own host
on existing flows or adding more hosts to existing flows.
A single key for a session setup for all transit domains as suggested by Estrin and Tsudik
in [27] is weak because any transit domain possessing the session key can later claim to
be the source domain, and behave as if it is initiator and legal owner of the flow. This
allows it to attach its data or more hosts pairs on an existing flow. To correct this protocol
security weakness, we opt to distribute multiple conventional keys. We provide one ses
sion key for every transit domain.The transit domains know their own key but not the key
of any other domain in the flow route. Therefore our route setup up packet wül look as
shown in figure 7.4. The session key to each transit domain is encrypted by the public key
of the corresponding domain. To obtain its session key a domain will have to decrypt the
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data with its private key. Thus a session key can only be recovered by the domain for
which it is meant.
Policy Route
Tîmestamp
SIG Source

elKsiyiPKl’
e(Ks2y

e{KskyPKT

Figure 7.4: Distribution of Session Keys
When a Route Server needs to add more host pairs on an existing flow or it needs to mod
ify certain parameters (e.g., time to live) of a flow, this would require that it sends a con
trol packet to all intervening domains in the flow-route. It must again be able to provide
proof of its identity to all of the transit domains. This can be done by using the session
keys distributed during flow setup. The multiple encryption of a 128 bit hash value is not
very expensive because the average number of hops in most fully connected graphs are
very small. Experiments carried out by us on random graphs (see [101] for random graph
algorithm) show (see table 7.1) that the average path length for graphs of n nodes with
degree 2 remains within bound of log (n) and also maximum path length rarely exceeds
21og (n). While for random graphs of degree 3, the average path length is less than log
(n), and max path length is approximately log(n). In our experiment, we had created
Number of
Nodes

Average Degree = 2
Max. Short Path

Avg. Short Path

Average Degree = 3
Max. Short Path

Avg. Short

Path

TD(T
m r

Table 7.1: Maximum and Average Shortest Path Distances in Graphs
random graphs of n nodes in which every node had equal probability to connect with any
other node, and then every node computed a shortest path to every other node in the
graph. Results produced here are averages of several independent runs which suggest that
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even in an internet of 10,000 domains with average domain connectivity of just two, there
will not be more than 13 domains in a typical inter-domain route.

Reuse of Session Key
It is possible that Route Servers may reuse the session keys generated once per day of
operation, and not have to regenerate them. This will save them the overhead of generat
ing fresh session keys for every flow they create. Since, in our proposal, for every new
flow each domain gets a fresh key for itself, knowing its own key or, for that matter, the
entire key space is not of much help for the reasons explained later. Suppose a policy
domain generates n number of session keys and on the average its route length is k
domains. Thus it can distribute the k session keys in total number of following permuta
tions:
Permutations

-k)!

If we assume just 1000 keys and average path length of the policy route is 5 domains.
This

can

be

chosen

in

1000P5

possible

way

to

choose

keys

giving

(1000x999x998x997x996 = 10^^) possible ways to choose. To search all such possible
permutations to derive the keys of all transit domains in the short life time of a flow
would be beyond most domains’ computing resources. Thus, a brute force approach to
break the session keys is not likely to work.
The route setup packet is protected against malicious modifications and alterations by a
single digital signature generated by the Route Server in the source domain as explained
above.

7^.3. Packet Forwarding Phase
After a policy route or the domain wide flow has been setup, subsequent data packets
take advantage of the flow states in border gateways. Some of the major threat in this
phase are:
a) An intruder or a transit domain located at some point along a route can use a valid flow
identifier to send packet from its own host on the existing flow of other domain. There are
two possibilities - first, it can try to multiplex data from its valid host to any other host
along the route of the flow (including the valid destination host), and second, it can mas
querade as a true source or destination host by intercepting packets in cooperation with
another masquerading host in a domain along the flow route in an attempt to use services
fraudulently.
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b) Replay, addition, or deletion of valid data packets that passed on the flow. As
explained in the case of IDRP, if there are usage based cost attached to the communica
tion, all these actions can cause additional costs to sender.

A Protocol for Secure Operation of Packet Forwarding Phase
The aim is that no one else should be able to use the flow setup without authority from
the Route Server that created the original flow. Solutions to counter the above threats are
as follows:
a) Protection From Misuse of Flow by an Intruder: Since we have suggested that
instead of just a flow-id being used for forwarding data packets, a combination key of the
flow-id, source, and destination host should be used to forward packets. This will stop
any intermediate domain from multiplexing data from its own host to any other host in
any domain along the route of a valid flow. In our proposal, a gateway can thus only pass
packets for the host pair for which the flow was created.
To overcome the above security measure, the second possibility is that an intruder capa
ble of intercepting all packets in a flow route may take a false identity of a valid source
host and pass packets to the same valid destination host for which flow is actually valid.
This would require that a gateway re-routes packets meant for its application to its false
host process. For example, in TCP/IP [22] protocols, data packets can be differentiated in
a multiplexed stream by port numbers specified at the Transport Layer. So an intruder
intercepting all packets on a flow can easily filter packets meant for its masquerading host
transmitting with the false identity of real source or destination host. A similar attack is
also possible, if an intruder can take the identity of the destination host, while another one
along the route takes identity of source host. Similar filtering of their packets can be done
without the real source or destination knowing about the misuse of their flow identifier.
Thus, we see that a low cost sender authentication in every packet is required.
To counter these two attacks, session keys distributed to transit domains during route
setup are used for encryption. The Route Server passes the session key distributed to the
host^ that requested the flow. The source host can now use these keys to sign its packets
so that they can be verified by the transit domains to ensure that packets indeed came
from the host for which flow was set up. The conventional signing of packets is faster
than using public key cryptosystems, and can be applied at relatively fast speeds. The
advantage of providing individual unique key to each transit domain - unlike the use of a
4 Actually, this function is handled by a path agent in the border gateway acting on behalf of
the source host. However, for the sake of clarity, we will continue referring to the source host
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single session key for all domains as proposed by Estrin and Tsudik in [27] - is immedi
ately obvious here. Since each domain knows only its key, even if a transit domain’s ses
sion key is available to an intruder, it cannot sign data packets and thus masquerade as the
source host because only the true host possesses the session keys for aU the transit
domains in the flow route.
Though one would think that to support such a secure communication, which prevents
intruders from misusing a flow by transporting their own illegitimate data packets, the
source will need to sign every packet with the session keys of all the domains in the flow
route, fortunately one does not have to do this. Remember that our aim is that the intruder
should not be able to make use of flow for any meaningful communication. We suggest a
novel way of making such a communication that requires a single encryption and single
decryption similar to single session key scheme of Estrin and Tsudik in [27] but, in our
solution, it is virtually impossible for any intruder intercepting all packets to use a flow
for any meaningful communication.
In our scheme, we suggest that the source host sign every packet by a session key of a
single domain, but the selection of the domain whose session key will be used for signing
of a particular packet must be dependent on the value of a one-way function such as
MD5[107] applied on the contents of the packet being sent. This means that the actual
data contents of a packet will dictate the selection of one transit domain whose session
key must be used for signing a particular packet. Thus every packet can be signed by the
key of only one of the domains in the flow route. At the time of verification, each transit
domain will check whether its key has been used to sign a packet. It can do this by apply
ing the same algorithm of session key selection as the source host If a transit domain
finds that its key should have been used to sign a packet, it would verify the integrity and
origin authenticity of the packet by computing packet signature by its session key. If it
finds that the computed signature do not match with the signature in the packet, it would
assume that packet has been inserted by an intruder and it would drop the packet.
This has serious implications for an intruder. First, the contents of a data packet depend
on applications, flow control and other details of protocols being used for data transfer.
Moreover, computation of one-way functions are irreversible; therefore it is virtually
impossible for anyone to adjust the contents of one’s data packets and thus control ses
sion keys required for signing these packets. Hence, even if an intruder knows the session
key of a particular transit domain and is also in a position to control the contents of his
every packet (a near impossible situation), he cannot avoid the use of other domain’s key
for attaching its own packet on an existing flow. But no intruder can have the session keys
of all transit domains in the path of a flow and thus can avoid the illegally inserted
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packets from being dropped by other transit domains in the route. Therefore, our pro
posal ensures that only the real host (or the path agent) or route server in the source
domain, who have all the session keys, can use a particular data flow for any meaningful
communication.
Why we need such an arrangement must be clear from following additional logic.
Assume that in contrast to our solution, whenever a host needs to send a packet, it picks
the session key of one of the transit domains at random to sign the packet being sent.
However in this case the packet will have to carry some indication about which domain’s
session key has been used for signing the packet. This provides no security because an
intruder who has the access to key of a domain in flow route can easily mark all its packet
originating from a masquerading host as signed by the session key of its own domain and
thus will be able to bypass all security mechanisms.
Remember that the route setup packet in IDPR carries the list of domains starting from
the source to destination of the flow, thus all domains know the route length of a particu
lar flow in terms of domain hops. Each domain also knows its position from the source if
we start numbering their positions in the domain level route. We make use of these two
facts in our schemes described below.
In our first scheme, when a host wants to send a packet, it computes a hash of the invari
ant part of the packet contents, let us call it x. It then uses modular computation with a
formula - x mod route_length - to compute the key sequence. The route_length is the
number of domains in the flow route. Computed key sequence (key_seq) gives the
domain number whose session key should be used to encrypt the hash value to sign this
packet (see figure 7.5a below for assignment of domain positions in a inter-domain flow
route). Required operations are shown below.
X = Fhash(Data_Packet)
key_seq = x mod Route_length
Src
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Figure 7.5 a: Domain Numbering for Key Sequence
The value of key_seq will decide which domain’s key should be used to encrypt the data
packet. If the hash function generates randomly distributed hash values, then key_seq
should also be uniformly distributed over entire route length (Random numbers should be
uniformly distributed over any given interval. Modulus operation only remaps the random
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number over a smaller space.). Thus, the protocol works simply as:
a) Sending
1. Source Computes key_seq to know which transit domain’s key is to be used:
key_seq = (Fhash (datapacket) ) mod Route_length
2. Send following data packet, with session key chosen according to computed value of
key_seq by assigning position from 0 (source AD) onwards to all domains in the route.
e( Fhash (data) } Ksessionjcey
Data Packet

Figure 7.5 b: An authenticated packet
Verifying
1. For verifying the authenticity and integrity, each border gateway computes key_seq
using the same formula as the source. Remember, it has the information about the
Route_length for a flow passed to it during route setup.
key_seq = (Fhash (datapacket) ) mod Route_length
2. If key_seq is equal to its domains position in the route, then it decrypts the signature
and verifies the computed hash with the hash value in the packet If both values match,
that means that the packet came from the source with whom it shares the secret session
key, and the packet has not been tampered with. The gateway forwards the authenticated
packet. However, if gateway fails to verify the signature of the source, it drops the packet.
So, most unauthorised packets put on a flow by an intruder will be dropped before they
reach their destination.
3. If the value of key_seq is not for it, it forwards the packet to next domain. It knows
that either a domain further down in the route will verify the origin authenticity of this
packet or it has already been verified by a transit domain in the path before the packet
came to it.
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Odd-Even Verification Scheme
This is another variant of the above scheme which can also be used in some cases to
reduce the total number of keys distributed to achieve similar security. In this scheme,
instead of giving one different key to each transit domain, a source delivers the same ses
sion key to those domains which are in odd-positions, and similarly another session key is
given to those domains which are in an even position in the flow route (See figure 7.5c.).
Domain 1,3,5 will have a session key Ksl while Domain 2,4,6 will have session key Ks2.
This will mean that the packet is either verified by all odd domains in the route or it is
verified by all even domains in the route. An intruder has to know both session keys to be
able to transmit any useful data on the flow.
Src
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K sl
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Figure 7.5 c: Assignment of odd and even session key
a) Sending
1. Source Computes key_seq to know which key is to be used. This time we need an
indication whether key for odd domains or key for even domains should be used:
key_seq = (Fhash(datapacket)) mod Route_length
if key_seq == odd. Use key Ksl (odd key)
if key_seq == even, then Use Ks2 (even key)
2. Send following data packet, with session key chosen according to key_seq.
e( Fhash (data) } Ksession.key
Data Packet

Figure 7.5 d: An authenticated packet
b) Verifying
1. For verifying the origin authenticity and integrity of the data packet, each border gate
way computes key_seq. It has the information about the Route_length for a flow.
key_seq = (Fhash(datapacket)) mod Route_length
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2. If key_seq is odd and domain is at the odd location in the route, then it decrypts the
signature and verifies the computed hash with the hash value in the packet If both values
match, that means that packet came from the source with whom it shares the secret ses
sion key, and packet has not been tampered with. The gateway forwards the authenticated
packet. However, if gateway fails to verify the signature of the source, it drops the packet
3. If value key_seq is not for it, it forwards the packet to next domain. It knows that the
content of packets dictate the use of the key given to its neighbours i.e., domains at even
locations. If even domains fail to verify the origin, they will drop the packet.
4. The same procedures will be applied by the gateway whose domain is at even position
in the domain route.
This procedure makes sure that a data packet is verified by every alternate domain. Since
keys are dependent upon the contents of the packet, no meaningful communication can be
done by intruder unless it knows both the session keys used in this scheme.
It must be noted that the use of the above schemes does not preclude a source domain
from adding multiple signatures - each valid for only one transit domain in the path.
However, there are several difficulties with this. First, it will be expensive to sign every
packet with multiple keys for a source. Secondly, this will increase the packet length.
Thirdly, verification of a packet by every domain in the path will add to the path delay of
the packets. The security scheme used must be specified at the time of route setup or can
be specified on the per packet basis in a security option field.
b) Preventing Packet Replay, Appending or Deletion or Modification of Data Pack
ets: There are three basic approaches to counter packet or message replay [113] i) a
nonce ("used only once") identifier ii) timers and iii) packet chaining. Packet chaining
requires that all packets sent by the source be linked by an explicit sequence number so
that the receiver knows the sequence number which would be transmitted next. Packet
chaining cannot be employed in IDPR protocol because of the unreliable nature of data
communication at the network layer. Data packets are dropped by gateways to reduce
congestion or to create buffer space for high priority control packets. Moreover, the
underlying network layer delivery mechanisms do not necessarily deliver the packets in a
sequence to border gateways. Nonces require maintenance of history for verification of a
new nonce in a packet. Border gateways cannot maintain nonces used by each flow pass
ing through them. Therefore, these are also not suitable. Time-stamps can indicate the
newness of a packet, and therefore are the only mechanism which can be used to limit the
replay of the data packets. A sending source host will need to mark each packet with the
time stamp using its clock. Gateways reject any packet that is older than a threshold
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value (locally chosen) from the highest time stamp value seen so far on the flow from a
particular host
In the security scheme described above, it is not possible for an intruder to append its
own packet to a flow or replay old recorded packets for a long duration. However, an
intruder can modify a packet (which will be detected by border gateways in our scheme
and dropped) or delete any packet, causing retransmission. Excessive re-transmission can
be monitored by the end user mechanisms and connection closed.

7.6. Performance Implications
The two major overheads in integrating security with flow based protocols are the encryp
tion/decryption overhead to ensure per packet integrity and the overhead in distributing
session keys at the time of route setup. In this section, we analyse these overheads based
on current encryption and decryption speeds of the hardware.
a) Per Packet Integrity Cost
The two schemes for secure communication on a flow that we have suggested can be
evaluated for the per packet encryption/decryption cost required to support them. If we
consider that a hash function like MD5 can compute hash at 8Mbps (average on a SUN
Sparc station 2 like machines), computing a hash of 1 Kbyte byte packet will amount to 1
msec. The DES hardware up to 14 Mbps have been available for quite some time[114].
Even if we assume a very low DES encryption rate of 1Mbps, which can be achieved
with software implementation alone on a SUN Sparc-2 or similar hardware, the resultant
overhead for encrypting the resultant 128 bit value with a session key wül be 0.13 msec.
Thus, an encryption and decryption overhead in signing of a 1 Kbyte data packet will be
nearly 1.13 msec.
The per packet security cost in number of encryptions and decryptions has been shown
below (table 7.2a) for a route with k domain hops. Scheme 1 refers to the method that
requires different session keys to aU transit domains, and Scheme 2 refers to the methods
requiring two session keys - one for all odd domains and a second for all even domains
in the route. Remember in the first scheme, every domain has to compute the hash func
tion to know whether its key has been used or not. However, only one domain has to
decrypt it to verify the integrity and packet signature. This gives k hash computations and
1 decryption in route with k domain hops. In the second proposal, like first scheme, every
domain has to compute the message digest to know whether its session key has been used
or not. However, in this case, every alternate domain wül find that its key has been used.
Thus, every alternate domain wül be required to decrypt and verify the packet signature.
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This gives k hash computations and k/2 decryptions in a route with k domain hops.
Scheme

Verification Cost aIt

Sender’s cost at Source Domain

Transit Domains
Computations
1
2

No. of Hash Function + Encryption
No Of Decryptions
1
1

No. of Hash Function
1
k/2

k
k

Table 7.2a: Average per packet integrity cost
We have shown (in table 7.1) that k will be limited by log(n), where n is the number of
domains in the internet Therefore, the average security overhead on communication (in
terms of communication delay) for 1 Kbyte data packet in an internet of n domains, using
encryption and decryption data given above will be as follows (table 7.2b):
Sender’s cost at Source Domain
Domains
Scheme
Cost
■ I
2

Verification Cost at Transit

Hash + Encryption Cost

Hash Function Cost

Decryption

1*1.13 msec
1*1.13 msec

log(n) msec
log(n) msec

0.13 msec
0.13*log(n)/2 msec

Table 7.2b: An estimate of average per packet integrity cost
Using this data, we can say that in an internet of 10,000 domains with average length of
inter-domain route of 13 AD hops (see table 7.1), the delay caused by per packet verifica
tion at 13 hops will be only around 13 msec. This is negligible if we compare it with the
data transmission delay of such routes^. The typical data transmission delays (including
switching times at intermediate nodes) are of the order of lO’s of milliseconds per domain
hop (this can be verified with a route-tracing program on the Internet).
b) Route Setup Overhead
The distribution of session keys to transit domains will add to the route setup delay
because of the encryption and decryption involved in the process. The number of encryp
tions and decryptions required for a route with k domain hops is shown below (table
7.2c). Each transit domain has to decrypt its own session key and also check the signature
of the source domain to verify the authenticity and integrity of route setup packet This
requires two decryptions at every domain hop. Since distribution of the session key is
5 This may not be true for future networks (e.g., networks based on ATM technology which
have switching times in /^ecs).
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done using public key cryptosystems, it may indeed cause significant delay in route setup
(approximately 1-2 secs per hop). In actual implementation, a domain can verify the sig
nature and recover its session key after forwarding the setup packet to the next hop
domain. This will mean that transit domain overheads will not contribute to the overall
delay in route setup in their totality.
Security cost at Sc)urce Domain
No of Encryption
No of Hash Functions
of Decryptions
1
k+1

Security Cost at Transit E omams
No of Hash Functions
No
k

2k

Table 7.2c: Average route setup cost
The time of 1.13 msec to compute message digest of a 1 KByte data packet and generate
a signature using DES cryptosystems cannot be considered excessive. Thus results seem
to indicate that overheads of introducing security in a flow based protocol are manage
able, even with currently available hardware speeds for encryption and decryption. The
major overhead is in the public key encryption required for distribution of session keys to
all transit domains in the flow setup phase. This can be reduced if conventional session
keys, distributed once at the beginning of the day to create the first flow, are reused by the
Route Server in the source domain to sign subsequent route setup packets passing through
the same transit domain. In other words, a session key can be treated as a "day" key
which remains valid for the whole day for all flows initiated by the same source domain
through a particular transit domain. Such a scheme will mean that there is no need to dis
tribute a new session key to a frequently used transit domain for every flow created
through it. One session key distributed can be assumed to be applicable to all flows for a
particular day’s operation.
7.7.

Conclusions

We have analysed and presented the security requirements in Inter-domain routing proto
cols. In a distance vector protocol like IDRP, it is simple to integrate security needs
because only direct neighbours are involved in the exchange of routing updates. The hopby-hop nature of packet forwarding in IDRP makes it difficult for an intruder to masquer
ade as source or destination host. The integration of source authenticity to verify the data
origin at intermediate transit domains with IDRP is very difficult because of hop-by-hop
routing of data packets. On the other hand, the security needs for a protocol like IDPR
and BPRP which require setting up of inter-domain flows are quite different than IDRP.
IDPR requires several extensions to make the protocol secure from intruders. We have
presented design of a secure flow and analysed its impact on performance of the
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networks. In short, we can say that to support a comparable level of security requires
more complexity with IDPR than with IDRP or BPRP.
The fast hardware available for conventional cryptosystems makes it possible to integrate
security mechanisms with inter domain routing protocols. Public key cryptosystems are
still slow to compute, but their use is mostly limited to distributing session keys in most
protocols. Our design presented here is robust and takes care of intruder threats which
may be aimed at subverting the operation of inter domain routing protocols. The imple
mentation of our design will help in making inter-domain communication reliable and
secure.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Extending Path Vector Protocols

In the previous chapters, we have presented the design of BPRP and discussed how it can
complement the path vector protocols. In this chapter we propose mechanisms that will
enhance the functionality of the existing path vector protocols themselves. The proposed
extension will allow IDRP (while the same mechanisms will be applicable to BGP too) to
obtain domain level source routes on demand. These routes can then be used to forward
data packets using domain level source routing. This proposal wiU thus extend the func
tionality of IDRP to support a large number of new services without requiring separate
forwarding or routing information bases for each of them.
The chapter is organised as follows: section 8.1 explains the motive for such augmenta
tion of path vector protocols. Section 8.2 briefly examines the forwarding granularity of
IDRP. Section 8.3 discusses the requirements of QoS routing in internetworks. Section
8.4 proposes two schemes for demand based computation of routes in IDRP. Section 8.5
summarises the chapter.

8 .1.

Introduction

IDRP [34] is an inter-domain routing protocol for the ISO protocol environment It is
capable of enforcing policies by controlling the re-distribution of information and mark
ing distributed routes with well defined path attributes.
We have, earlier in chapter 2, argued for the need to support various types of services and
certain type of policy requirements. The example of such special routes are: (1) a route
that travels through one or more transit domains that discriminate according to the source
domain, (2) a route that travels through transit domains that support a service that is not
widely or regularly used [28].
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However, as indicated in [28] and also by us in chapter 2 and 6, these requirements can
not be supported within a pure hop-by-hop forwarding architecture, like IDRP, without
adversely affecting its overall scalability. Therefore, it has been proposed that domain
level source routing [78] should be employed as a forwarding mechanism to provide sup
port for new services and enforcement of additional policies arising from such needs. It
is expected that such a mechanism will be more appropriate in terms of its impact on the
overall scalability than pure hop-by-hop forwarding.
One of the essential prerequisites for domain level source route forwarding is the ability
of a domain to acquire the information necessary to constmct domain level source routes.
Conceptually, one may think about two possible alternatives to support such acquisition:
via another routing protocol, or via augmenting IDRP.
In this chapter, we propose two possible mechanisms which provide simple augmentation
to IDRP to obtain the information needed to construct domain level source routes on
demand. These constructed routes can then be used to forward data packets using domain
level source route forwarding (a possible example of such forwarding is described in
[78]). Thus, our proposal would enable IDRP to support any number of new services
without creating extra overhead, typically associated with Quality of Service (QoS) rout
ing.
Our proposal to enhance IDRP is in direct contrast to the proposal for a separate source
routing protocol (such as IDPR [41,42]). The advantages of our proposal are:
• There is no need to support any additional inter-domain protocol and its associated
overheads.
• No extra routing entity (e.g., a route server in IDPR) is required.
• One major requirement that has until now been overlooked in the design of new
inter-domain source routing protocols is that they should take a unified view of tran
sit policies i.e., the enforcement of policies provided by one protocol is not breached
by a routing/forwarding mechanism in another. The enhancement of IDRP to sup
port demand based source routing meets this vital goal, even in presence of two dis
tinct forwarding mechanisms - hop-by-hop and domain level source routing.

8.2 .

Forwarding Granularity in IDRP

The fundamental function of a router is to receive packets, examine their headers,
and decide where to send them next. The traditional route lookup algorithm makes
its decision based on only one attribute of the packet being forwarded, its destination
address. However, forwarding based on a single attribute is not sufficient for
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supporting policy routing which requires that forwarding decisions should be based
on various characteristics of the traffic. These characteristics correspond to the vari
ous levels of the transit constraints’ granularity. Among the most common character
istics of the transit traffic are its origin (source domain), its destination (destination
domain), and the traversed path (expressed in terms of domains). Corresponding to
these characteristics of the transit traffic are source sensitive transit constraints, des
tination sensitive transit constraints, and path sensitive transit constraints.
Routing based on Quality of Service (QoS) provides another mechanism, with
which a transit domain may restrict its transitivity. For example, a domain may
restrict its transit inter-domain traffic to a particular group of other domains, where
domains are identified in terms of the QoS parameters that are carried in the Net
work Protocol Data Units (NPDUs) that are generated by the End Systems (ESs)
within these domains. Conceptually, using QoSs for expressing transit constraints
may be modelled as a process where both NPDUs and routing information are
“ coloured” with certain QoS. In order for an NPDU to follow a particular route, the
“colour” of the NPDU must match the “ colour” of the route.
IDRP has been augmented to support forwarding that is based on several attributes
of a given NPDU (or data packet). IDRP can use quality of service parameters to
achieve finer granularity. The packet forwarding in IDRP can be discussed on the
basis of the following four categories of forwarding [32].
• destination sensitive; based on the destination address (or part of it)
• destination and QoS sensitive; based on the destination address (or part of it)
and certain globally unique QoS parameters
• destination and source sensitive; based on the source address (or part of it)
and the destination address (or part of it).
• destination, QoS, and source sensitive.
IDRP supports destination and QoS sensitive forwarding by allowing a Border Inter
mediate System (BIS) to construct separate a Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
for each distinct QoS (or a combination of QoSs). Since a given destination may
appear in each of the FIBs, in the worst case the inter-domain FIB storage overhead
of an IS that supports destination and QoS sensitive forwarding is k times higher
(where k is the total number of distinct QoSs the IS supports) than the overhead of
an IS which only supports destination sensitive forwarding [32]. Though in prac
tice only a subset of all possible destinations may have QoS routing, nevertheless
overheads of supporting QoS routing in large internetworks cannot be ignored.
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Source sensitive forwarding is supported in IDRP via Source Specific QoSs. There
fore, the implications of FIB storage overhead for supporting destination and
sources sensitive forwarding are similar to those associated with support of destina
tion and QoS sensitive forwarding. The only distinction is that the potential number
of combinations may be rather large. Consequently, this would imply much larger
overheads for supporting such requirements.

8.3. Enhancing IDRP Functionality
Theoretically, there is no limit on the number of QoSs and their associated FIBs that
could be supported by IDRP. For instance, each type of possible service can be
assigned a suitable QoS identifier. The QoS parameter in a NPDU represents a ser
vice identifier that allows an IS to match the service requested by a packet with a
route that supports that service. The QoS identifiers for each service are uniquely
assigned so that they have global meanings. As specified in the previous section,
QoS parameters may be used to differentiate between two routes even though both
routes may provide similar services. For example, one route could be assigned QoS
parameter of “ education” for educational data and other could be assigned QoS
parameter of “ general” for non-educational data. Thus, a QoS parameter can be
used both for identifying special services as well as for specifying a route that meets
special policy (this provides a powerful mechanism to add source sensitivity in the
transit policies).
One must also note that though a QoS field in datagram primarily affects the path
chosen through the network and other aspects of how datagram is handled [115], it
can also affect the QoS support required in reverse direction from destination to
source. For example, most real-time applications involving non-interactive bulk
transfer of audio or video data, need a QoS route that represents low transit delay^
In such non-interactive applications, the QoS value chosen for traffic from source to
destination could be different than QoS value that destination chooses to send
acknowledgement of the data to the source. Thus, QoS requirements for such appli
cations are unidirectional. In contrast to this, the interactive applications such as
video-telephony appear to indicate that both sides are likely to choose the same QoS
(representing low transit delay) for the return traffic. Thus, QoS requirements for
1 To be precise, the most important bound for non-interactive ^plications is the bound on delay-jitter. However, bounds on delay-jitter can be expressed by specifying the lower and upper
bounds on transit delay [31]
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such applications are bidirectional.
The need for a QoS parameter that denotes a policy route looks largely bidirectional,
especially if such policy routes represent privileged routes (e.g., higher priority or
lower cost) limited to certain traffic classes. For example, a communication between
a source and a destination representing educational data, would require that both
source and destination use the same QoS value that represents educational data.
Hence, in some cases, providing a unidirectional QoS route is sufficient, in other
cases a route supporting similar QoS in both direction is required.

8.4. Demand Based Computation Of Source Routes
In this section we describe two mechanisms to initiate reverse computation of
inter-domain routes on demand. The idea here is to pass a probe indication from the
domain that contains the source, needing a special route, to the domain that has the
traffic destination in it. In response to the probe from the source domain, the destina
tion domain will generate a routing update advertising reachability to the destina
tion, with the desired QoS. This advertised route will propagate through transit
domains that support the desired service and will ultimately reach the source
domain via its neighbours. Propagation of the advertised route by transit domain
will be governed by the domains’ transit policies. The source domain will select the
most preferable route from all routes received by it and forward the data traffic using
domain level source routing.
We differentiate our two proposals depending upon whether the probe is sent using a
routing update packet with a probe attribute or it is sent in a data packet forwarded
along the route with no QoSs (“ default QoS” ). Use of a routing update packet to
send the probe is most suitable for an environment where requirements for QoS are
bidirectional; use of a data packet is most suitable for an environment where require
ments for QoS are unidirectional.
8.4.1.

Generation of Inter-Domain Route Using Probe Update

We will explain this scenario by an example. Let us assume that a user on host
domain A wants a special route to another host

in

in domain B. A special route

here refers to a service which is not widely supported and IDRP speakers are not
required to maintain FIB or RIB for them.
We suggest that as soon as a BIS in a source domain gets a packet from a source
{Ha) in its domain requesting a route with a special service to a destination (Z/^,), the
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BIS generates a new routing update with a new attribute, which we call “ Probe”
attribute. The BIS uses this routing update to send its probe message to the destina
tion domain. In addition, it uses this routing update to advertise reachability to its
own host (//fl), with the QoS of this “ special service” . Therefore, it sets the Net
work Layer Reachability Information (NLRl) field of this update protocol data unit
(PDU) to the NSAP prefix of the source host {Ha). The process is similar to the
advertising network reachability in normal IDRP operation. The objective here is
that when this update PDU with “ Probe” attribute or its replicated copies reach the
intended destination domain, the destination domain (domain B in this case) will
receive the route information sufficient to construct several domain level source
routes, in the reverse direction to the original request. The domain level route infor
mation is carried in the RD_PATH attribute of an update packet If the application
requires returned communication to use same QoS, the destination domain can use
one of the received routes to construct its domain level source route. If the packets in
the reverse direction can be sent on “default QoS” route, the destination domain can
discard all new received routes. The BIS in the destination domain will respond
receipt of an update PDU with “ Probe” attribute, with a similar update PDU
towards the source domain. The process will provide a source domain with informa
tion sufficient to construct several domain level source routes meeting the intended
QoS.
Observe that both the source domain and the destination domain can constrain the
scope of the routing information using the D1ST_L1ST_1NC attribute of an update
PDU. The D1ST_L1ST_1NC attribute lists the identifiers of the routing domains and
confederations to which routing information included in an update may be dis
tributed.
8 4.1.1. Structure of the “Probe” attribute
Each

path

attribute

in

IDRP

is

a

4

tuple

of

variable

length

—

<flag,type,length,value>. Flag, which is an one octet field, indicates whether a par
ticular attribute is optional or well known, and if it is optional then whether it is
transitive or non-transitive. A BIS will pass an optional transitive attribute to other
BlSs, even if does not recognise this attribute. An unrecognised optional non
transitive attribute, on the other hand, is not passed to other BlSs. Type field defines
the type of attribute, and the length attribute indicates the length of value fields
whose syntax and semantics are dependent upon attribute type. We suggest the fol
lowing properties for the “ Probe” attribute.
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• It is an optional non-transitive attribute; that is a BIS may use the information car
ried in the “Probe” attribute, but it may ignore it as well. The “ Probe” attribute
will not be passed to other BISs, if it is not recognised by a BIS.
• Its value will be encoded as follows (see figure 8.1):
Probe identifier
RD hop count
NSAP prefix length
NSAP prefix

Figiu'e 8.1: Structure of the Probe attribute
- The “Probe Identifier” is a 1 octet field that identifies whether the update car
ries a Request or a Reply.
- The “RD Hop Count” field limits the maximum number of routing domains
(RDs) that an update PDU with the “Probe” attribute will traverse. This field is
decremented each time the route passes through a domain. A BIS that receives
a route with the value of this field set to 0 , shall not propagate it to other
domains. The value of this field will be equal to the number of RDs in the
longest path maintained for this destination by the BIS generating this update
PDU in all of its FIBs.
- The “NSAP prefix length” specifies the length of the destination NSAP pre
fix included in the next field.
- The “ NSAP prefix” field specifies the destination for which a route is
requested in a Request, or the source whose probe is being responded to in a
Reply. The BIS generating an update PDU, with the “ Probe” identifier value
of Request, will put the NSAP prefix of the destination in this field. A BIS
responding to a probe will put the NSAP prefix of the source to which a probe
is being responded to. Note that the source on whose behalf a probe is gener
ated is listed in the NLRI field of the update PDU that carries the Request.
8.4.I.2. Processing of Update PDU with “Probe” Attribute
The update PDUs with “ Probe” attribute require special processing. This can be
described in the following steps:
1. Check the RD hop count, and if it is 0 then packet may not be forwarded any
more. Thus, the RD hop count parameter helps to limit the communication to a
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small region.
2. If the NSAP prefix in the value field of the “Probe” attribute is accessible using
intra-domain routing protocol (i.e., the requested destination is within this RD), the
route carried in the update should not be propagated to BISs in neighbouring
domains. This route should be stored in RIB. If the Identifier field of the “ Probe”
attribute specifies a Request, then the BIS should respond with an update packet that
carries the “ Probe” attribute (indicating Reply) towards the source. An update
packet with a “Probe” attribute indicating Request will be only responded, if an ear
lier update packet with a “ Probe” attribute, originated by the same BIS, has not
been responded within a predefined time interval. Responding to a probe packet
involves swapping NSAP prefixes in “Probe” attribute with the NLRI field of the
update PDU. The RD count should also be set appropriately. Information carried in
the RD_PATH attribute of the route may be used to constrain the distribution of the
response (by using DIST_LIST_INCL path attribute).
3. If the NSAP prefix included in the “ Probe” attribute is not within the domain, it
will forward this packet to other BISs. All the path attributes of the route should be
updated, similar to the forwarding of normal update PDUs. However, before for
warding the update to a BIS in adjacent domain, the local BIS must check that the
adjacent domain supports the communication for the desired QoS, RD hop count has
not exceeded, and the IDRP policies allow it to be forwarded to neighbouring RDs.
In principle, the decision process for forwarding the received update PDU with
“ Probe” attribute is similar to the decision process involved in forwarding other
routing update PDUs. However, BISs belonging to transit domains are not required
to maintain a route carried by an update PDU with “ Probe” attribute. Instead they
would maintain a tuple - <Probe attribute, QoS, NLRI, Time of the first update with
Probe receipt. Preference of the last advertised route>. The path preference of a
received path in an update PDU with “Probe” attribute will be computed in accor
dance with the policies of the RD. A BIS will only forward an update PDU with
“ Probe” attribute to other BISs if the computed path preference is better than the
previously advertised route.
The <Probe attribute,... ,preference> tuple can be timed out and this entry can be
destroyed after a reasonable duration (e.g., 2-5 minutes) from creation of this tuple.
If a new update PDU is received after the corresponding tuple is removed, new PDU
can be processed as if it is a new Probe PDU.
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4. An update PDU which has a RD level loop in RD_PATH attribute, will be
dropped and not forwarded to anyone.
This process gives the BISs, in both source and destination domains, several source
routes that support the communication for the desired QoS. These received routes
comply with the policies of all transit RDs through which they pass. The update dis
tribution mechanism of IDRP virtually ensures the reliable delivery of probe pack
ets.
BISs, both in source and destination domains, can now select the best source route
by applying their route selection policies. The selected route wül be used to forward
data packets using domain level source routing. The selected best route may change
several times during the course of a communication as new routes may be received
after the first few data packets are dispatched. To reduce storage overheads, both
sides may maintain only two or three preferred routes and other received route may
be discarded on receipt.
8.4.2. Generation of Route Using Probe Packet
The idea in this case is that the source domain will generate a data packet and for
ward this packet on a “default QoS” route to the destination domain. The packet
will carry the requested QoS, but since it wiU be forwarded along a path with
“ default QoS” , the packet will be marked indicating inability to honour the
requested QoS. A BIS in destination domain will trap the packet and respond by
initiating an “ on demand” update PDU. This update PDU will propagate towards
the source and will provide information to construct the domain level source routes
at the source domain.
8.4.2.1. Structure of the Probe Packet
It is assumed that the existing QoS maintenance parameter in ISO 8473 will be used
to carry the requested QoS. It is further assumed that ISO 8473 has capabilities to
indicate that a requested QoS wasn’t satisfied (there is currently a proposal within
ISO SC 6 to add this functionality to ISO 8473).
8.4.2.2. Processing of the Probe Packet
The packet that indicates inability to honour the requested QoS should be trapped by
the BIS in destination domain. This can be described in the following steps:
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1) If the destination whose NSAP prefix is listed in this PDU is accessible using
intra-domain routing protocol (i.e, the requested destination is within this RD), and
the packet indicates that the requested QoS wasn’t honoured, the BIS should
respond to this packet by generating an update PDU with QoS listed in the packet
and forward it to its neighbours. The packet shall be forwarded via intra-domain to
its destination.
2) The structure and processing of the update PDU will be same as described in the
previous section. The “Probe” attribute in the update PDU shall indicate Reply.
8.5.

Conclusion

Demand based generation of update PDUs to obtain inter-domain routes will extend
IDRP capability to support a large number of services without significantly affecting
its routing or forwarding information bases. Moreover, it adds capability to define
policies in terms of traffic classes or user groups, where these could be identified by
a suitably assigned QoS identifier. However, before this benefit could be obtained
IDRP will have to support the required mechanism for domain level source forward
ing.
As far as the question of actual sending of a “ Probe” message is concerned, both
alternatives outlined above can co-exist. The overhead of the proposed mechanisms
will depend upon frequency of on-demand route search and the distribution scope of
the Probe update. It is reasonable to assume that “ special” routes will not be
required frequently. Moreover, the frequency of these probe messages can be further
reduced by cacheing selected source routes in a separate RIB. The distribution of
probe updates can be controlled by using suitable RD hop-count, D1ST_1NC and
D1ST_EXCL attributes in the IDRP update packet.
These proposed extensions meet two important goals. They extend protocol func
tionality without unduly affecting its scalability. Secondly, these extensions do not
affect the policy routing. One of the important design criteria of new inter-domain
routing protocols is that the enforcement of policies provided by one protocol is not
breached by the routing mechanism in another. Since routes both for normal hop by
hop forwarding and special domain level source routing are computed using same
IDRP mechanisms, this crucial requirement is automatically fulfilled.
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CHAPTER NINE
Conclusions and Future Work

In this final chapter we summarise the contribution of this thesis and conclude with a dis
cussion of outstanding issues and future work.

9.1. Contributions of this thesis
This thesis represents one of the first detailed studies of the policy requirements and
enforcement mechanisms in internetworks. The major contributions of this research are
listed below.
• A detailed analysis of policy requirements was presented and the administrative moti
vations behind these policies were analysed. One of the major reasons why contempo
rary research is not successful in forming a proper solution is that the policy requirements
themselves are not properly understood. Because of this, researchers have attempted to
enforce all kinds of fancy policy requirements that lack logical motivation. We have
argued that there is no reason in trying to enforce those complex policies which are
unlikely to be useful in real life situation. Moreover, border gateways cannot be expected
to enforce application level policies as they operate at network layer. Therefore, enforce
ment efforts should be directed towards those administrative policies which can be
expressed in terms of network level entities.
• We have critically examined the current inter-domain routing protocols and have shown
that these routing protocols are either inadequate or have many significant drawbacks.
Our research proves that IDRP [34] and BGP [35], which are based on hop-by-hop packet
forwarding architecture for ISO and IP protocol environments respectively, do not pro
vide sufficient enforcement for transit policies that differentiate traffic on the basis of the
source of the traffic. IDPR, which is based on domain level source routing, is very ineffi
cient in implementing policies, and consequently has huge overheads which make it
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unscalable, even for a moderate size internetwork. This necessitates development of new
routing protocols that are more efficient in enforcing policies, and are scalable to be able
to support routing in large internetworks.
• We have proposed a new inter-domain routing protocol based on bilateral domain poli
cies to complement the existing IDRP/ BGP functionality. We call our protocol BPRP
(Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol). Because of the bilateral nature of policies, our pro
posed protocol can support policy controls at a very fine granularity and can easily inte
grate with existing distance vector routing protocols to provide an integrated routing envi
ronment. This serves dual purposes. It not only increases the granularity of policy con
trols of existing inter-domain routing protocols, but it also allows domains to specify
more complex policies which are not suitable for IDRP/BGP because of their hop-by-hop
routing paradigm. BPRP, proposed in this thesis, removes several drawbacks of IDPR,
and is more efficient than IDPR.
• The issue of integration of monetary costs as a significant force behind transit control of
traffic has till now been ignored. This research investigates the impact of charging poli
cies on inter-domain routing protocols. We conclude that an accounting model which is
based on creating subscriber-provider relationships between domains provides the better
solution between the two models discussed in chapter 5. It avoids the complexity that
results from a charging environment in which transit domains wish to maintain usage
charging on the basis of the source or destination of traffic.
• The scalability of routing protocols, which refers to a routing protocol’s ability to oper
ate in large internetworks, is very important. Unless a protocol design meets this goal,
any model (however effective in policy enforcement), cannot be deemed satisfactory. We
have developed statistical models to derive asymptotic growth behaviour of inter-domain
routing protocols. These models were then used to compute storage overheads of various
inter-domain routing protocols. Our analysis shows that our proposed design of BPRP has
much lower overhead compared to IDPR. This analysis also confirms the good scalability
of IDRP.
• Integration of security in internetworking was also another area which did not attract
much attention in the past. This has become significant because if transit policies were
enforced to selectively allow or disallow access to certain internetwork resources, there
would be set of users who would attempt to bypass enforcement of these policies with
whatever means they have at their disposal. We have analysed the security weaknesses of
protocols and presented the design of secure inter-domain routing protocols.
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Using the speed of encryption and decryption, both for public key cryptosystems such as
RSA [108] and private key cryptosystems such as DES [116], we have shown that it is
possible to integrate security measures at the current level of crypto-technology both with
hop by hop routing protocols such as IDRP and BGP, and with flow based source routing
protocols such as BPRP and IDRP. However, complexity (and hence the cost) of the secu
rity measures varies for each model. Implementation of security with IDRP is the least
complex because of the distance vector algorithm used in the protocols which limits all
protocol interactions between neighbouring domains only. The cost of security is highest
in IDPR because providing security to flooding of transit constraints is very expensive
because only public key cryptosystems can provide secure distribution of information
using a flooding protocol.
• Another major contribution that this thesis makes is the proposal to extend IDRP to sup
port special services using source routing. We have proposed demand based route com
putation procedures for IDRP to meet needs for special routes. The idea here is to start
reverse computation of routes on demand. This proposal, if accepted, takes away the
raison d ‘etre behind IDPR whose designers justify the need of IDPR to provide support
for such special services. We show that this can be done quite easily by extending the
IDRP or BGP itself at much lower overheads than IDPR.

9.2. Conclusion of Research
The policy requirements of administrative domains are very varied, and therefore, we
believe that all of these cannot be conceivably be met by any one particular protocol
design. Following this logic, this dissertation presents the argument that policy routing
requires an environment in which capability of two protocols - one working on domain
level source routing and the other working on the traditional approach of hop-by- hop for
warding are adjusted in such a way that each complements another. This results in a sim
plified routing architecture and lower protocol overheads than solutions which rely on
duplicating the protocol functions in two separate routing protocols. The integration of
security and monetary costs in the context of inter-domain routing protocols completes
the policy routing architecture that is robust and meets the need of administrative
domains.
To meet the above goals, we have proposed the design of BPRP and believe that it meets
the goal envisaged above. It integrates with IDRP or BGP (which IDPR does not do) and
also has lower overheads than IDPR. Alternatively, we have suggested an extension to
IDRP itself which further extends the functionality of IDRP (the functionality of this
alternative solution is lower than the unified solution provided by the combination of
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BPRP and IDRP). This solution has no impact on the storage requirements of IDRP. The
unified environment provided by the combination of BPRP and IDRP can be developed
after gaining the experience from the extension of IDRP, suggested in Chapter 8.

9J. Further Work
This thesis has presented a design of an integrated routing environment and explored sev
eral areas connected with policy routing. There remain numerous areas in inter-domain
policy routing which still need further research. Some of these areas are listed below.

9.3.1. Multicasting
Many types of communication requires the transmission of certain information from a
source to a given set of a destinations. This one point to multi-point transmission of
information is called multicast. Multicast support for the internetwork has been proposed
in [117, 118]. Requirements for multicast communications can be divided into two
classes:
1. Multicasting within a small and short term group with static group membership,
e.g., for a video conferencing between a group of well known sites or users.
2. Multicasting within a large group with dynamic memberships, e.g., broadcast of a
conference proceedings to any site which wishes to join the group.
Multicasting within a static group is lot more simple than multicasting where group mem
bership is dynamic, and participants may join and leave a communication group at any
time during the communication.
There are several ways in which a network can provide such services.
1) It could treat multicast as a set of distinct point to point transmissions. This is only
possible when the group membership is known at a particular time. Note that in a
dynamic situation, this is a very difficult proposition.
2) It could just broadcast the multicast packet. An uninterested receiver simply discards
the packet after receiving. Note that broadcasting unwanted packets consume network
resources; therefore multicast techniques attempt to reduce replication of multicasted
packet on unwanted links and gateways.
3) In addition to the above, a new interesting proposal known as Core Based Trees (CBT)
has been proposed for multicasting in IP internetworks [119]. This proposal suggests cre
ation of a tree of "core" gateways (they are called core gateways because these gateways
form the "core" structure of the proposed trees) and all members of any multicast group
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send packets to their nearest "core" gateway. Core gateways maintain group member
ships and forward packets among the member nodes. It is rather premature to comment
on the usefulness of this model in large internetworks.
None of the inter-domain routing protocols is currently equipped with support for multi
cast routing. The support for multicasting itself is a difficult problem; policy requirements
will further add to the complexity of such protocols. It remains for future work to deter
mine exactly up to what extent multicasting can co-exist in an internet environment with
strict policy enforcements.

9.3.2. Dynamic Route Maintenance
Both BPRP and IDPR work on the creation of inter-domain flows. The reliability of
these flows is of great importance, as some applications require continuous connections
and failures could be extremely disruptive and costly. We believe that it is possible to
develop re-routing strategies that can prevent premature session failures and overheads
associated with a new route setup.
This re-routing may be effected at the path agent in a source domain or at the points of
failure at domains joining a failed facility [120]. However, timely detection of facility
failures is not very easy. The route repair requires integration and development of suitable
mechanisms to detect such failures and propagation of this information to agents involved
in route maintenance.
The route repair will have to take considerations of policy issues and require careful con
siderations. One possible solution proposed is that the source can pre-compute a number
of different source routes for the same destination and bundle them together in a single
route setup packet. All of these source routes can be setup simultaneously. This technique
is known as adaptive multi-path source routing [121]. Development of more efficient
techniques is an area of future research.

9.3.3. Resource Accounting and Measurements
Cost accounting and billing is an important issue that has not yet been fully explored. The
Internet accounting architecture [68] was released last year. This is proposed as a
medium term solution, and this architecture has yet to be implemented.
We have shown that domain policies will be very much affected by the accounting con
siderations. Therefore, all activities that define the accounting models in internetworks
will have a direct impact on the design of inter-domain routing protocols. Impact of vari
ous accounting models on the charging policies of transit domains is an area of
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considerable interest in the network community.
A second issue connected with accounting is how to monitor and enforce usage of a par
ticular resource. It is difficult to envisage how such quota on link capacities or other net
working resources could be monitored to enforce compliance of administrative policies
and subscribers provided with feedback of their resource usage. Providing usage feed
back to resource subscribers remains an issue of great interest for the future research.

9.3.4. Resource Reservations in Wide-area Networks
It is the job of a routing protocol to search for routes that can potentially provide a partic
ular type of service. However, it is not explicitly the job of a routing protocol to ensure
that certain resources (e.g., x amount of bandwidth) are available at all intermediate
nodes at the time of route request. Resource guarantees for applications have to be
ensured using mechanisms other than routing protocols.
Many real-time applications such as packetised voice transmission, multi-media confer
encing, and real time instrumentation need certain resource guarantees along their routes
for them to be successful. Each of these applications have different requirements and
have been analysed in [31]. Making these resource reservation mechanisms work with
inter-domain routing protocols presents another interesting future research area.
Providing performance guarantees in wide-area networks in the presence of policy con
straints is a difficult problem. There are two possible approaches for making performance
guarantees in data networks. The first approach involves monitoring and control of actual
resource usage of each application. This approach requires an application to specify its
resource needs a priori. Unless underlying network service mechanisms can assure such
guarantees on the entire path of the communication, the application is blocked. Once the
resource is reserved, service mechanisms at each intermediate node ensure that an appli
cation does not use more resources than requested at the start. The second approach is to
over engineer the networks and block the non-real time applications, giving priority to
real time applications. If a network is sufficiently over-engineered, it is likely that raising
the priority of real time traffic will be sufficient to meet its performance goals. Whichever
approach is used, searching inter-domain routes that can make a particular performance
guarantee remains an issue for future research.

9.3.5. Design of new policy routing protocols
We have presented the design of BPRP as a new policy routing protocol. We also sug
gested the extension of IDRP so that it can support source routing. Both of these
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approaches enforce policies, partly assuming that an internetwork consists of domains
that do not completely trust one another. The enforcement mechanisms in these routing
protocols ensure that domain policies will be fully enforced for all data traffic. However,
it is possible to design inter-domain routing protocols in which enforcement of a
domain’s policies is advisory in nature. For example, we can think QoS routing (as
implemented currently in the Internet) to be a form of advisory policy routing in which
intermediate gateways or domains make best efforts to provide a particular service on the
basis of the policy advice (which is in the form of QoS/TOS field in the packet header)
how a source would like its packets to be handled. It is possible that some intermediate
gateway may not even bother to look at this QoS field in the packet and route this packet
using a default routing table. Therefore, in some sense, policy enforcement request of the
source of the traffic is used only in an advisory sense, and it is understood by both source
and intermediate nodes that such policy advice may be ignored in exceptional cases.
It is possible to design policy routing that can carry more advisory policy information
than just a QoS request. The recently proposed PIP [122] is one example of this
approach. In PIP packets carry a header that includes a routing directive which tells inter
mediate domains how to handle such data packets. The packet header in "PIP" encodes
all "routing" information (what is traditionally spread over the address and QoS fields) in
a single structure, the Routing Directive. At the time of writing, it is not clear whether
such advisory protocols have any future or not. Moreover, it is important to know how
these advisory protocols would affect other protocols. It is theoretically possible that a
proposed design of some new protocol, that looks wonderful in itself, can weaken the
policy enforcements of already existing routing protocols and thus, instead of having a
positive effect, has a negative impact on overall policy enforcement.
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Appendix A
Special Terms and Abbreviations
AD

Administrative Domain

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol

BIS

Border Intermediate System

Border Gateway

A

border

gateway

connects

two

domains

together. Same as BIS.
BPRP

Bilateral Policy Routing Protocol

CLNS

Connectionless Mode Network Service

FIB

Forwarding Information Base

IDPR

Inter Domain Policy Routing Protocol

roRP

Inter Domain Routing Protocol

IS

Intermediate System

NSAP

Network Service Access Point

NSAP prefix

A compact method to address groups of systems
(or their group NSAPs)

NPDU

Network Protocol Data Unit

Path Vector Protocol

This is a variation on the distance vector algo
rithm in which full paths to destinations are
advertised, instead of distances to destinations.

PDU

Protocol Data Unit

Policy Gateway

Special term used by IDPR for a border gateway

QoS

Quality of Service

RIB

Routing Information Base

Stub Domain

A domain that does not carry any transit traffic

Transit Domain

A domain that carries transit traffic

UCI

User Class Identifier

Virtual Gateway

Special term used by IDPR for an abstraction of
two connected border gateways
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Appendix B
Format of IDRP and IDPR Update Packets
This appendix describes the format for routing update packets for IDRP and IDPR.

B .l Update Packet Format for IDRP
Update packets are used to transfer routing information between two neighbouring border
gateways.
In addition to the fixed-size IDRP header, the update packet contains the following fields.

IDRP Protocol HeadCT
Unfeasible Route Count (1 octet)
V^thdiawn Routes (variable)
Total Path Attributes Length (2 octets)
Path Attributes (variable)
Network Layer Reachability Information (variable)

The use of these fields is as follows:
Protocol Header: This carries the protocol control information, such as sequence num
ber of the update packet, length of the packet, and type of update etc. Its total length is 28
octets.
Unfeasible Route Count: This is a 1 octet field that indicate the number of withdrawn
routes.
Withdrawn Routes: This is a variable length field that contains a list of Route-Identifiers
for the routes that being withdrawn from service. Each Route-Identifier is 4 octets in
length.
Total Path Attribute Length: The length of this field is 2 octets. It is the total length of
all path attributes in the update packet in octets.
Path Attributes: A variable length of sequence of path attributes is present in every
update packet that is used to advertise a feasible route. There are total 19 defined
attributes types, and each attribute is a 4 tuple (flag, type, length and value) of variable
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length. Minimum length of a defined path attribute is 6 octets (flag (1 octet), type (1
octet), length (2 octet) and value (2 octet)). Value of attribute is of variable length.
Network Layer Reachability Information: This variable length field contains a list of
NSAP address prefixes.

B.2 Update Packet Format for IDPR
IDPR uses two types of update messages: configuration update and dynamic update. The
format for each of them is shown below:
B.2.1 Configuration Update
24

16

8

31

SEQ

AD CMP
NUMTP
RS
For each TP:

TP
NUMADGRP

TPLEN
NUM TIM

NUMOFR

NUM UCI

NUMVGGRP
For each AD group:

NUM AD
ADFLGS

For each time
interval:

AD

DURATION

TMFLGS

START
PERIOD

For each UCI

For each offered
service:

HST SET

NUMHST

ACTIVE

UCI

OFRTYP

For each VG group:

OFRLEN

OFRSRV

ADJ AD

NUMVG
VG

VGFLGS

AD CM P (2 octets): Numeric identifier for the domain component, equivalent to the
numeric identifier for the AD representative policy gateway.
SEQ (2 octets): Message sequence number.
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NUM T P (2 octets): Number of transit policy specifications.
T P (2 octets): Numeric identifier for a transit specification.
T P LEN (2 octets): Length of the transit policy specification in bytes, not including this
field or the previous field.
NUM AD G RP (2 octets): Number of domain groups associated with the transit policy.
The value 0 indicates that all domains are acceptable as sources and destinations.
NUM UCI (1 octet): Number of User Class Identifiers (UCIs) in the transit policy. The
value 0 indicates that all UCIs are acceptable.
NUM OFR (2 octets): Number of offered services (not related to access restrictions) of
the intra-domain routes connecting virtual gateways associated with the transit policy.
NUM VG G RP (2 octets): Number of virtual gateway groups associated with the transit
policy.
NUM RS (2 octets): Number of route servers advertised to serve clients outside of the
domain.
RS (2 octets): Numeric identifier for route server.
TIM ON (2 octets): Time of day (GMT) at which the transit policy becomes active.
TIM O FF (2 octets): Time of day (GMT) at which the transit policy becomes inactive.
NUM AD (2 octets): Number of domains in the domain group.
AD (2 octets): Numeric identifier for a domain in the group.
AD flags (1 octets): Set of five flags indicating how to interpret the AD field and the low
order bits.
NUM HST (1 octet): Number of hosts associated with a particular domain.
HST (1 octet): Numeric identifier of a host set.
UCI (1 octet): Numeric identifier of a user class.
OFR TYP (I octet): Numeric identifier for an offered service.
OFR LEN (1 octet): Length of service description in bytes.
OFR SRV (variable length): Description of the offered service.
NUM VG (2 octets): Number of virtual gateways in a virtual gateway group.
ADJ AD (2 octets): Numeric identifier for the adjacent domain to which a virtual gate
way connects.
VG (1 octet): Numeric identifier for the virtual gateway.
VG FLGS (1 octet): Set of two flags indicating how to interpret the VG field and the low
order bits.
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B.2.2 Dynamic Update
24

16

31

AD CMP

SEQ

UNAVL VG

NUM PS

For each unavailable
VG:

ADJ AD

For each TP set:

NUMTP

VG

UNUSED

NUMVGGRP

TP

Fot each VG group:

ADJ AD

NUMVG
VG

NUM CMP

VG FLGS
CMP

AD CM P (2 octets): Numeric identifier for the domain component, equivalent to the
number identifier for the AD representative gateway.
SEQ (2 octets): Message sequence number.
UNAVL VG (2 octets): Number of virtual gateways in the domain component that are
currently available via any intra-domain routes.
NUM PS (2 octets): Number of sets of transit policies listed.
ADJ AD (2 octets): Numeric identifier for the adjacent domain to which a virtual gate
way connects.
VG (1 octet): Numeric identifier for the virtual gateway.
UNUSED (1 octet): Not currently used.
NUM T P (2 octets): Number of transit policies in a set.
NUM VG G RP (2 octets): Number of virtual groups currently associated with the transit
policy set.
TP (2 octets): Numeric identifier for a transit policy.
NUM VG (2 octets): Number of virtual gateways in a virtual gateways.
VG FLGS (1 octet): Set of two flags indicating how to interpret the VG field and the low
order bits.
NUM CM P (2 octets): Number of components of the adjacent domain reachable through
a combination of intra-domain routes supporting the transit policy and direct connections
across virtual gateways.
CM P (2 octets): Numeric identifier for a reachable adjacent domain component.
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Appendix C

Format of BPRP Control Packets
This appendix describes the suggested format for important control packets for BPRP.

C .l Route setup packet
This packet is used to setup an inter-domain flow.
In addition to the BPRP header, which is common to all protocol packets, the route setup
packet contains the following fields.
0 _______ 7_______15_______23
31
msg type | version | length | Auth code
__________Router ID__________
AD identifier
|
Check Sum

Protocol
Header

variable length authentication data

QoS

Flowid
Flow life time
Flow pkt limits
#Length of Route
Unused

Variable Length Source Policy Route

Msg Type (1 octet): Numeric identifier for the protocol.
Version (1 octet): Version of the protocol.
Length (1 octet): Length of the protocol packet in bytes.
Auth Code (1 octet): Type of authentication used.
Router ID (4 octet): Address of the router advertising. It will have variable length in
CLNP.
AD identifier (2 octet): Identifier of the AD on whose behalf this message was gener
ated.
Checksum (2 octet): Checksum computed over protocol packet
Authentication data (variable): Length depends on type of authentication schemes cho
sen.
Flowid (4 octet): Flow identifier for the route being setup.
Flow life-time (4 octet): Duration for which the flow is valid.
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Flow pkt limit (4 octet): Maximum limit on number of packets on this flow.
QoS (1 octet): Quality of service requested.
Length of Route (2 octet): Number of domains in the route.
Source Route (variable): Domain level source route.

C.2 Hello Packet
This packet is used for maintaining adajacency by border gateways.
0

7

15

23

31

Protocol Header
dead interval

# hello

I hello int.

Dead interval (2 octet): Upper limit of declaring a neighbour dead (if no heflo message
is received in this period.)
Hello Interval (1 octet): Interval in which a hello packet will be generated.
# hello (1 octet): Number of messages received in last interval.

C.3 Miscellaneous Control Packets
All control packets (e.g., acknowledgement, route tear down, error message, route-reject
etc.) will have a commaon format as shown below.
0

15

23

31

Protocol Header

Pkt Type

Path identifier
Reason

Path identifier (4 octets): Path identifier to which this message relates.
Pkt Type (1 byte): Type of control packet (e.g. Route accept. Reject, Error etc.)
Reason (3 octet): Description of the reason for generating this control message.
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